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if/V(R UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

/ hos g c3 ERVO . : ;;
BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

PENNSYLVANIA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY ) Docket Nos. 50-387
and ) 50-388

ALLEGHENY ELECMIC COOPERATIVE, INC. )
)

(Susquehanna Steam Electric Station, )
Units 1 and 2) )

_

SPECIAL PREHEARING CONFERENCE ORDER

Our Memorandum and Order Concerning Petitions for Leave

to Intervene, dated October 26, 1978 (unpublished), recounted

that, in response to the August 9, 1978 Notice of Opportu-

nity for Hearing in this operating license proceeding (43

Fed. Reg. 35406), timely intervention petitions had been

filed by the Environmental Coalition on Nuclear Power (ECNP),

by Colleen Marsh (on behalf of herself and 11 other indi-

viduals), by the Susquehanna Environmental Advocates (SEA),

and by the Citizens Against Nuclear Danger (CAND). In

addition, as we pointed out, the Bureau of Radiation Pro-

tection, Department of Environmental Resources, of the

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, sought to participate as an

" interested State" pursuant to 10 CFR 52.715(c). We ruled

that each of the petitioners for intervention had made an
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adequate showing of standing to participate subject, in

the case of ECNP, to further supplementation in one limited

respect.

We further pointed out that, for a petition to be

~ accepted, it must include at least one contention which

ccmplies with the Commission's requirements in 10 CFR

52.714(b) but that, as permitted by NRC rules, all except
_

one of the petitioners had not yet filed any contentions. We

therefore declined to rule at that time on the outstanding

petitions but instead indicated our intent to hold a special

prehearing conference to consider the petitions. The con-

ference was later scheduled for January 29-31, 1979, with

supplemental petitions required to be filed by January 15,
1979 (see 43 Fed. Reg. 59450, December 20, 1978).

The petitioners filed timely supplements to their

petitions setting forth their contentions and, in the
case of ECNP, the additional information concerning stand-

ing which we had earlier found to be necessary. Each

petitioner appeared at the prehearing conference, which

was held in Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, at the time pre-

viously scheduled. We permitted the Applicants and NRC

Staff to respond to the supplemental petitions, and both
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of them did so. Based on these materials, together with

the discussion of the contentions which occurred at the

prehearing conference, we conclude that ECNP has cured the

earlier deficiency in its demonstration of standing, that

each of the four petitioners has set forth at least one

appropriate contention and, for that reason, a hearing should
be held and each of the four petitioners admitted as a

party-Lntervenor. We are also granting the request of the

Bureau of Radiation Protection, Department of Environmental

Resources, of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to participate

as an " interested State" pursuant to 10 CFR 52.715(c). A

notice of hearing, in tha form of the attachment to this

Order, is today being issued.

Given our previous rulings , and the lack of any chal-

lenge at this tLne to ECNP's showing of standing, we need

not further discuss that subj ect. Each of the petitioners,

in our view, has demonstrated its standing to participate

in this proceeding. But because there is considerable

difference of opinion among the parties and petitioners as

to the acceptability of many, if not most, of the contentions,
we will discuss them in some detail in Part I of this opinion.

Part II discusses certain other matters presented to us.
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I.

We are treating various contentions by their subject

matter and are combining into single contentions those of

different petitioners which raise the same or similar ques-

tions. In doing so we have rewritten many of the contentions.

We recognize that, as the Staff points out, a Board is not

required to recast contentions to make them acceptable.

Commonwealth Edison Company (Zion Station, Units 1 and 2),

ALAB-226, 8 AEC 381, 406 (1974). We are also not precluded

from doing so. In this instance, such a course commended

itself to us because of the similarity of different conten-

tions, the comingling in some contentions of certain extra-

neous, irrelevant, or legally unacceptable statements, and

the desirability of defining issues simply and directly,

while including therein all matters raised by the petitioners

which are suitable for litigation in this proceeding.

Contentions hereafter shall be referred to in terms of

the numbers and subparts which the Board has assigned to them.1!

1/ In discussing the various petitioners' contentions,
we have utilized the same numbering systems as
utilized by those petitioners in their supplemental
Latervention petitions, with two exceptions. We
have admitted one Marsh contention (Board Contention
13) and have denied two others which appeared in the
original petition but were not repeated in the
supplemental petition. We have numbered
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For purposes of the conduct of discovery and presentation of

direct testimony, the Board contentions will be considered to

be sponsored by the petitioners whose contentions or parts

thereof are incorporated therein (as indicated by the discus-

sion preceding each contention). Those whose contentions on

a particular subject have been rej ected may, of course, parti-

cipate in the conduct of cross-examination and the submission

of proposed findings and conclusions on other parties' con-

tentions which have been accepted, as well as on Board-spons c.d

issues, if any, as provided by Northern States Power Comcany

(Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2), -

Footnote 1 (Cont.)/
the CAND contentions chronologically with the following numbers
corresponding to the dates on which they were submitted:

Board's CAND's
Chronological Date Contention

Number Submitted Number

1 12/28/78 1

2 12/28/78 2

3 12/28/78 3

4 12/28/78 4

5 12/29/78 1

6 12/29/78 2

7 1/ 3/79 1

8 1/ 3/79 2

9 1/ 5/79 1

10 1/ 5/79 2

11 1/ 8/79 1

12 1/ 8/79 2

13 1/ 9/79 1

14 1/ 9/79 2

15 1/10/79 1

16 1/10/79 2
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ALAB-244, 8 AEC 857, 863-871 (1974); M. , ALA3-252, 8 AEC

1175, 1178-1181 (1975); affirmed, CLI-75-1, 1 NRC 1 (1975).

1. Health ef fects of the uranium fuel evele (ECNP 1, 2; SEA

5, 6, 9)

ECNP and SEA each raise. issues concerning the health

effects of the uranium fuel cycle. Specifically, ECNP con-

tends that the health effects of long-lived isotopes which

would be released from tne uranium fuel cycle required for

the operation of the Susquehanna plant have been misrepresented

and underestimated by the Applicants, in particular because

each of those isotopes has allegedly not been considered for

its " full detoxification period" (Contention 1) . In addi-

tion, ECNP contends that the cost-benefit analysis for the

facility is faulty because it completely neglects the health

costs of all the long-lived isotopes that will be released

(Contention 2) . As examples of isotopes which have " eluded

full environmental analysis," the petitioner lists Tc-99,
Se-79, I-129, Cs-135, and "the alpha-particle emitters."

Although the language of ECNP's supplemental petition appears

to limit the contention to health effects only, ECNP's repre-

sentative indicated during the special prehearing conference

that Contention 1 seeks as well to litigate the quantities of

long-lived isotopes that would be released (except for those

.
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isotopes specifically listed in Table S-3 of 10 CFR 551.20)

(Tr. 9-10).

For its part, SEA contends that the radiation exposure

of miners and of the general public which would result frem

mining the uranium required to fuel the Susquehanna units

was ignored in the Environmental Report (ER) (Contention 5).

The contention also states that the number of cancer and

premature deaths caused by this radiation should be stated

in the ER. A similar contention is set forth by SEA with

respect to the mill tailings that would be produced by the

mining activities required to supply fuel for the facility
(Contention 6). With regard to the reprocessing phase of

the fuel cycle, SEA acknowledges that occupational exposure

is mentioned but contends that the ER should also address
the number of cancer and premature deaths that would result

therefrom (Contention 9).

The Applicants and the Staff do not object to the con-

centions insofar as they assert that the radiological health

effects of the uranium fuel cycle, including mining, mill

tailings, and reprocessing, should be considered in the

cost-benefit balance of the facility (see Applicants' and

Staff's answers to the supplements to the petitions of
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ECNP and SEA; also, Tr. 12, 14-15, 226-228). Both obj ect,

however, to ECNP's contention insofar as it questions the

quantities of radioisotopes released from the fuel cycle.

They view such a contention as a challenge to the Commission's

regulations because the quantities of all isotopes released

in the fuel cycle, except radon-222, are set forth in Table

S-3 o f 10 CFR 551. 20 (Tr. 15-16 ) .

At the special prehearing conference ECNP claimed that

the language of footnote 1 to Table S-3 does not exclude

from litigation isotopes which are not addressed at all in

the table and, accordingly, that the quantities of such

isotopes may be considered (Tr. 17). The Staff and Appli-

cants, on the other hand, assert that all pertinent isotopes

are listed in Table S-3 and those that are not should be

considered to have a value of zero (Tr. 15-17).

With regard to the isotopes listed in ECNP's petition,

we note that Table S-3 includes a specific quantity for

I-129. Further, Cs-135 is addressed in NUREG-0116

(Appendix A), one of the background documents listed in

footnote 1; therefore Table S-3 is to be read as if a zero

entry had been made for that isotope (see footnote 1 to

Table S-3). Tc-99 and Se-79 are fission products, and "the
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alpha-particle emi:ters" mentioned by ECNP are tr:nsuranic

elements. Table S-3 includes specific quantities for

gaseous " Fission products and transuranics" and for liquid
" Fission and activation products." All of the

isotopes listed by ECNP, therefore, can be deemed to be

included in Table S-3.

We need not here decide whether releases of every

conceiiable isotope must be considered to be included in

Table S-3, but we can and do agree with the Applicants and

Staff that Table S-3 encompasses the pertinent isotopes

mentioned by the petitioners, except for radon-222. With

respect to radon-222, the Commission has said that both the

quantity released and its health effects may be litigated

(footnote 1 to Table S-3) . Therefore, ECNP may

question the quantity of radon-222 but no other isotope

contained in its list. On the other hand, the health

effects of all isotopes released in the uranium fuel cycle
constitutes a cognizable issue. Accordingly, we admit the

following contention:
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1. A. The quantity of radon-222 which will

be released during the fuel cycle

required for the Susquahanna facility

has not been, but should be, ade-

quately assessed. The radiological

health effects of this radon should

be estimated and these estimates

factored into the cost-benefit balance

for the operation of the plant.

B. The radiological health effects of all

isotopes other than radon-222 which will

be released during the fuel cycle

required for the Susquehanna plant have

been misrepresented and underestimated.

In particular, the health effects of

each long-lived isotope which will be

released from the fuel cycle for

Susquehanna should be reassessed. The

appropriately determined effects must

be factored into the cost-benefit balance

for the operation of the plant.
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2. Health Effects of Low-level Radiation and other dis-

char 2es from the facilitv (ECNP 2, CAND 6, 15)

ECNP contends that the cost-benefit analysis performed

by the Applic ants and Staff is faulty "because it neglects

completely the health costs due to all of the long-lived

radioactive isotopes released, or caused to be released,

to the environment by the operation of Susquehanna" (empha-

sis in original). In addition, it contends that che cost-

benefit balance is distorted because radiation attributable

to Susquehanna's operation is compared with background

radiation. ECNP claims that, if such a comparison were

justified, the benefits of the electrical output of Susque-

hanna should be compared with benefits of the solar energy

incident on the United States (see Tr. 12).

CAND contends that nuclear tastes, such cs cesium-137

and cobalt-60, and the chlorine which will be discharged

from the plant into the Susquehanna River will pose a

serious public health danger to the citizens of Danville,

which draws its drinking water from the river. For that

reason, CAND claims that the NRC "should order the Appli-

cants to install an improved liquid waste treatment system

designed to remove all traces of chlorine and nuclear
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wastes from the processed water before discharge into the

river" (Contention 6). Elsewhere, CAND contends that the

" sustained discharge of low-level radiation" resulting

from the operation of the plant will pose a long-term
threat to the life and health of women of childbearing

age and to their future progeny (Contention 15) .

The Applicants obj ect to the admission of ECNP's con-

tention on the ground that it lacks specificity. To the

extent that the contention seeks to raise the issue of
whether it is appropriate to compare radiation attributable

to Susquehanna with background radiation, the Applicants

maintain that this issue has been decided by the Appeal Board

in > hine Yankee Atomic Power Co. (Maine Yankee Atomic Power

Station), ALAB-175, 7 AEC 62, 63 (1974); g. , ALAB-161,

6 AEC 1003, 1012 (1973). The Staff likewise believes that

the contention lacks specificity but acknowledges that "a

contention may be admitted dealing with whether the cost-

benefit balance for the facility is rendered of no worth:

1) by a consideration of the incremental radiation to be
caused by the facility compared with background radiation,

and 2) by a failure to consider all radioactive isotopes

released or caused to be released by operation of the

facility." The Staff maintains that ECNP must identify

all isotopes which it contends were not considered.
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With regard to the contentions of CAND, the Applicants

do not object to the admission of Contention 6 to the extent

that the issue to be litigated deals with the health effects

of three effluents: chlorine, cesium-137, and cobalt-60.

Both the Applicants and Staff point out, however, that the

amount of chlorine to be released from the plant is deter-

mined by the facility's National Pollution Discharge Elim-

ination System (NPDES) permit issued under Section 402 of

the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA) and cannot
be further limited by the NRC. Additionally, they observe

that the portions of the contention which request that NRC

impose a "zero release" 1Lnit on radioisotopes is a challenge
to the Commission's regulations in 10 CFR Parts 20 and 50.

The Staff also interprets that portion of tue centention

which raises the issue of chlorine discharge to be an atte=pt

to reopen a matter decided at the construction permit stage

and opposes its admission for that reason. At the pre-

hearing conference, however, the Staff said that it would

have no objection to the contention if interpreted in the

same manner as the Applicants found acceptable, i.e., as

raising the issue of the health effects of chlorine,

cesium-137, and cobalt-60 lischarges on the citizens of

Danville (Tr. 301).
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With regard to CAND's Contention 15, the Applicants

again have no objection to litigating an issue relating to

the health effects of low-level radiation (see Tr. 356).
The Staff, on the other hand, initially interpreted the

contention as a challenge to the Commission's regulations

and obj ected to its admission. At the prehearing conference,

however, it agreed that the contention could be litigated

if its scope were as stated by the Applicants (Tr. 355-56).

We are in agreement with the Applicants and the Staff

concerning the admissibility of a contention which relates

to the effect on the NEPA cost-benefit analysis of the

health effects of low-level radiation, in the sense of the

" residual risks" as defined in Maine Yankee, ALAB-161 and

ALAB-175, suora, in particular 7 AEC at 63, footnote 2

(1974). We also agree that the health effects of chlorine

dis charged by the plant may be litigated. The quantity of

chlorine discharged may not be questioned because the

maximum amount of such discharge is fixed by the terms of

the Applicants' discharge permit (which is premised on

requirements of the Environmental Protection Agency).

That matter is under the exclusive jurisdiction of EPA, not

the NRC. See Tennessee Vallev Authoritv, (Yellow Creek Nuclear

Plant, Units 1 and 2). ALAB-515, 3 NRC (December 27,

1978); cf. Southern California Edison Co. (San Onofre
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Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-248, 8 AEC

957, 975-77 (1974). NRC's consideration of the health

effects of the chlorine discharge must be based on the

amounts specified in the discharge permit.

We reject ECNP's claim that the benefit of incident

solar energy should be balanced against the benefits of

electrical energy generated by the Susquehanna plant. Such

a comparison has no meaning in the context of a proceeding

inquiring whether an individual facility produces a benefit.

That the benefit may be less,morg or different from that

produced by incident solar energy is like comparing apples

and oranges and is simply irrelevant. We also reject ECNP's

claim that it is inappropriate to compare radiation attrib-

utable to Susquehanna with background radiation. The Appeal

Board has sanctioned the use of background radiation as a

measure of "the dimensions of [ radiation] exposure in

normal operations." Maine Yankee, suora, ALAB-161, 6 NRC

at 1012. Whether that measure has been properly applied is,

of course, a matter which may be litigated. Finally, we

reject CAND's request that NRC impose a "zero release" of

radioisotopes. There has been no showing made by CAND that

the facility's releases will not meet the "as low as

reasonably achievable" standards of NRC regulations.
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(CAND's contention to this extent constitutes a challenge

to the Concission's regulations in 10 CFR Part 20 and 10

CFR Part 50, Appendix I.)

We admit the following contention:

2. The residual risks of low-level radia-

tion which will result from the release
from the facility of radionuclides, and

particularly from the release of

cesium-137 and cobalt-60, into the

Susquehanna River, and the health

effects of chloride discharged into the

river, have not been, but must be, ade-

quately assessed and factored intc the

NEPA cost-benefit balance before the

plant is allowed to go into operation.

3. Uranium sucolv (ECNP 3; SEA 4) .

The Applicants and Staff (see Tr. 21) have agreed that

the adequacy of the supply of uranium, and the price of

that uranium, for the facility are matters which can be

litigated insofar as they bear upon the facility's cost-
benefit balance. See Kansas Gas & Electric Co. (Wolf Creek
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Generating Station, Unit 1), ALAB-462, 7 NRC 320, 323-26

(1978); Gulf States Utilities Co. (River Bend Station,

Units 1 and 2), ALAB-444, 6 NRC 760, 787-93 (1977); id.,

ALAB-317, 3 NRC 175, 180-85 (1976). Both of these matters

are included in both ECNP's and SEA's contentions. We agree

with the Staff that the portions of ECNP's contention which

bear upon the effects of low-level radiation from mining

and mill tailings are not relevant to a uranium-supply

contention; to the extent they are relevant at all, they are

considered in the context of the health effects throughout

the fuel cycle of low-level radiation (Board ~ Contention 1,

suora). But for reasons spelled out in conjunction with

necd-for power contentions (see Board Contention 4, infra),

and contrary to the position taken by the Staff, we find

SEA's utilization of information appearing in the Applicants'

Environmental Report (ER) and Final Safety Evaluation Report

(FSAR) as bases for a contention to be entirely appropriate.

The following contention is admitted:

3. Known and assured reserves of uranium are

insufficient to supply the lifetime fuel

required for Susquehanna 1 and 2 in a

growing economy. Neither the ER nor the
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FSAR discusses the adequacy of such fuel

supply. The historic growth rate for

nuclear generated electricity, a measure

of uranium consumption, is about 32%

annually, for the years 1961 through 1977.

Even if this growth rate drops more than in

half to '15%, all of the estimated reserves

of uranium will have been consumed prior to

the end of the thirty year life of Susquehanna

1 and 2. Righer fuel prices will result, as

is evidenced by the approximate 400% price

rise in the price of uranium fuel in the

last 6 years. In addition, much uranium

for the facility will have to be imported.

These costs, when added to other costs,

will tip the cost-benefit balance against

operation of the facility.
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4. Need for power (ECNP 4, 6; Marsh SC; SEA 15; CAND 5).

All of the petitioners contend that, for one reason

or another, the Susquehanna facility will not be needed.

They cite differing reasons for this conclusion. ECNP

relies in its Contention 4 on information appearing in the

Applicants' Environmental Report (ER) tending to indicate

the existence of high reserve levels, together with "very

modest increases in electrical energy conservation efforts."

It claims that there has been no adequate study of the

effects of conservation on the need for Susquehanna.

Further, it claims in Contention 6 (which it agrees can be

combined with 4, see Tr. 46) that the analysis of alterna-

tives (particularly conservation and solar energy) has been
inadequate. For their part, Ms. Marsh and SEA also rely en
the information appearing in the ER, whereas CAND relies on

recent earnings statements of the Applicants (suggesting the

existence of " excess capacity") together with the objectives

of the " National Energy Program" to cut the growth rate of

electrical energy demand (presumably through conservation) .

CAND also explained that its contention was meant to assert

at least that, even if Unit I were needed, Unit 2 would be

superfinous (Tr. 295).
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Both the Applicants and NRC Staff oppose all of the

"need for power" contentions. The Applicants admit that,

as reflected in their ER, the lead Applicant, Pennsylvania

Power & Light, has, and will continue to have for some

time, high reserve levels. They agree that claims of this

type (particularly those of Ms. Marsh and CAND) would

ordinarily form the core of a valid contention but that,

in this instance, there is nothing to litigate since the

claims are not challenged. But they also assert that the

units are justified on economic grounds notwithstanding

d2e high reserve levels and that the petitioners have not

challenged this justification. Further, they assert that

claims involving conservation and alternate power sources

are not " reasonable alternatives" at the operating license

stage and hence need not be considered.

The Staff takes a somewhat different view. It first

takes the position that information appearing in the Appli-

cants' ER is essentially irrelevant; "[i]t is the EIS and

not the ER which must be adequate and provide a basis for

Commission action." The Staff also takes the position

that information different from that cor..:idered at the

constructica-permit stage of review must be, but ha; not

been, set forth. Finally, it urges that the contentions
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lack adequate bases. At the prehearing conference, however,

the Staff admitted that a contention asserting that lack of

need for the plant tilts the cost-benefit balance against

authorizing operation was not objectionable (Tr. 35-36).

At the outset, we must reject the Staff's claim as

to the essential irrelevance of the ER. It may be true,

as the Staff asserts, that the important document in

evaluating the adequacy of an agency's environmental review

is the agency's final impact statement. See Public Service

Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2),

CLI-77-8, 5 NRC 503, 525 (1977); Boston Edison Co. (Pilgrim

Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 2), ALAB-479, 7 NRC 774,

792-794 (1978). But that does not mean that a petitirner

for intervention cannot look to the ER for factual material

in support of a proposed contention. Indeed, the ER is

likely to be one of the best sources of information available

to a petitioner for intervention to raise issues concerning

the environmental impacts of a plant. As a predicate to

its consideration of a licensing application, NRC requires"

the submission of such a report, at both the construction

permit and, as here, the operating license stages of review.

10 CFR 5551.20, 51.21. The Staff may rely on information

appearing in the ER in performing its further review,
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although it may also choose not to do so. In our view,

no Commission rule prevents petitioners for intervention

from choosing to make similar use of such information.

There is no question that consideration of such matters

as need for power and various plant alternatives is more

appropriate at the construction pernit stage -- before a

plant has been built -- than at the operating license

stage, where a completed plant must be assumed. Undoubtedly

reflecting that circumstance, the regulations respecting

operating license environmental reports specify that matters

need be discussed therein "only to the extent that they

differ from those discussed or reflect new information in
addition to that distassed" during the construction permit
stage of review. 10 CFR 551.21. For those reasons, as

another Licensing Board recently pointed out, a contention

raising issues of this type must include "a strong showing

* * * that there exists a significant issue which F 2d not

previously been adequately considered or significant new

information which had developed after the construction

permit review." Detroit Edison Co. (Enrico Fermi Atomic
Power Plant, Unit 2), LBP-79-1, 9 NRC (January 2,,

1979) (slip op., p. 24a).
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In our view, the requisite showing has here been made

with respect to need for power and the consideration of

conservation and solar energy as alternatives. The ER

presents substantially different need-for-power information

than was considered at the construction permit stage. The

Applicants admit as much (Tr._ 28) . Although the ER also

attempts to provide an economic justification for plant

opericion, that is a matter going to the merits, not to

whether an adequate contention has been presented. More-

over, the subject of conservation does not appear to have

been mentioned, either in the construction permit Licensing

Board's initial decision (LBP-78-33, 6 AEC 978 (1973)) or

in the underlying FES (dated June, 1973). We recognize,

as the Applicants claim (Tr. 48), that in 1976 ECNP sought

to have the Commission suspend the construction pernits in

part because conservation had not been adequately considered.

The Commission treated ECNP's petition as a request for

a show-cause order, but we were unable to determine whether

it was ever formally acted upon. (The portion which dealt

with certain other matters was referred to the Appeal Board

and later denied. Public Service Electric & Gas Co. (Salem

Nuclear Generating Station, Units 1 and 2), et al.,

ALAB-426, 6 NRC 206 (1977) .) The foregoing does not preclude
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our considering the question here. Solar energy was treated

but briefly in the construction permit FES (where it was

summarily rej ected, see FES, 59.1 2a, at p. 9-5) and also
,

was not mentioned in the initial decision. For these

reasons, we are admitting a contention incorporating these

topics.

With respect to the other matters raised in these

contentions, we find them either not relevant to the sub-

ject matter of the contention or lacking in the requisite

specificity and bases. We note, however, that we are

declining to admit certain portions of the various contentions

which seek to challenge certain end uses of electricity,

particularly space heating, on the ground that we are pre-

cluded from considering that claim. See Consumers Power Co.

(Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-l?3, 6 AEC 331, 351-52

(1973); Public Service Co. of Oklahoma (Black Fox Station,

Units 1 and 2), LBP-76-38, 4 NRC 435, 438 (1976).

The admitted contention reads as follows:

4. The Susquehanna facility (or, at leest,

Unit 2 thereof) is not needed; and, as

a result, the cost-benefit balance is

tilted against authorization rf operating
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licenses (or, at least, a license for Unit

2), for the following reasons:

Information supplied in the Applicants'a.

ER shows that, at the Verv Low growth

rate scenario, the entire output of

both Units will be available for sale
outside the service area of the Appli-

cants as the Units come on line (ER,

Table 1.1-15) .

b. The electric capacity of the lead

Applicant in 1977 was 40% greater

than customer needs and demands from

existing facilities. Latest pro-

jections of energy use and require-

ments during the next 30 years for

the Applicants' service area, the

period equal to the proj ected plants'
"useful life," show that the Appli-

cants can meet the needs of their

customers through existing facilities

and sources.
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c. The National Energy Program contemplates

that steps be followed in order to achieve

a lowered growth rate in electrical demand

of less than 2% annually. Yet there has

been no demonstration that the effects

of conservation efforts designed to achieve

that goal have been factored into the

analysis of need for this facility. The

conservation programs suggested by the

Applicants are not designed to encourage

either meaningful energy conservation

or efficient energy use. Instead, these

programs are aimed at encouraging continued

electrical energy usage, regardless of

whether electricity is the most efficient

form of energy for the job at hand or not.

One such example is the Applicants' encour-

agement of reliance on expensive electrically

operated mechanical heating and cooling

devices, like heat pumps, in the name of

energy conservation. As another exanple,

there has been no comparison of the cost

of upgrading the thermal insulation in
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existing residences and commercial

buildings in the service area of the

Applicants with the cost (environmental

and economic) of operating the Susque-

hanna facilities. Furthermore, there

has been no discussion, in connection

with energy conservation, of end use

efficiencies or what have come to be

known as "Second Law Efficiencies,"

or of the health benefits of energy

conservation.

d. Solar energy in any of its various forms

has not been considered as an alternative
to Susquehanna. By ignoring this commonly

used alternative energy source, the Appli-
cants are hoping to prevent home use of

solar heating and hot water applications

and to encourage use of electricity.

.
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5 Models used to calculate low-level radiation doses.
(ECNP 5).

The Applicants take the position that, insofar as

this contention presents specific challenges to the models

they have used in calculating individual and population

doses, it is an cdmissible contention. The latter part

they regard as a challenge to the doses themselves as

specified in 10 CFR Part 20 and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix

I, and hence not admissible under 10 CFR 52.758. The Staff

takes the position that the entire contention is a challenge

to the Commission's effluent limits in 10 CFR Part 20 and,

in any event, is too general and hence is inadmissible.

It conceded, however, that a challenge to specific models

could be entertained (Tr. 39-40, 45). ECNP explained that

it did not intend to challenge any effluent limitations but,
rather, only the models used to calculate such doses (Tr.

38-39). It described the latter portion as raising a question

as to the health effects of doses calculated through use

of the models in questien (Tr. 42) .

There being no models prescribed by regulation for
.

such calculations, we accept the contention as a challenge

to the models speaified, as agreed upon by the Applicants.

Whether appropriate data were used in developing such models

is an appropriate component of this inquiry. The portien
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dealing with the health effects of low-level radiation is

not relevant to this subj ect area, although other accepted

contentions deal with it (see Board Contentions 1 and 2,

suora). The accepted contention reads:

5. Certain models used by the Applicants

to calculate individual and population

radiation doses are inaccurate and

obsolete. The deficiencies are ccepounded

by the arbitrary selection of data from

inappropriate sources for the purpose of

formulating these models. Specifically:

a. the milk transfer coefficient for

iodine has been underestimated (see

Health Physics, 35, pp. 413-16, 1978);

b. the models use factors which convert

alpha particle dose in rads to rems

which are far too low (see Health
Physics, 34, pp. 353-60, 1978);

'

c. the models use factors which under-

estimate the radiation effect, on a

per rad basis, for the very low energy

beta and ga=ma radiations, as from H-3

and C-14 (see Health Physics, 34,pp.
433-38, 1978).
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6. Evacuation (ECNP 7; Marsh 6; SEA 8; CAND 9).
.

The Commission's regulations governing protective

measures (including evacuation) In the event of a serious

accident require that Applicants demonstrate that appro-

priate measures can and will be taken to protect individuals

within the facility's low population zone (LPZ). See New

England Pouer Co. (NEP Units 1 and 2), et al., ALAB-390,

5 NRC 733 (1977). More recently, the Commission has issued

proposed regulations which, in certain circumstances, would

permit emergency planning measures to be imposed for areas

outside the LPZ. See 43 Fed. Reg. 37473 (August 23, 1978).

Those proposed regulations are to be used as " interim

guidance," and emergency plans are to be reviewed at the

operating license stage "in accordance with the interim

guidance of the proposed amendment or, depending on timing,

the amendment as pro =ulgated in final form." Id. at 374 75.

Under the proposed regulation, emergency planning for

areas outside the LPZ need not be undertaken in every case

but only where there is presented "particular information

why such a plan would be warranted." Detroit Edison Co.

(Enrico Fermi Atcmic Power Plant, Unit 2), LBP-79-1, 9 NRC

(January 2, 1979) (slip op., p. 12). The pro-,

posed regulation includes only linited guidance in this

respect, stating:
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The extent to which emergency planning * * *
should extend to areas beyond the LPZ shall
be based on the design features of the facility
and the physical characteristics of the environs
in the vicinity of the site, taking into account
the emergency protective action criteria developed
by appropriate Federal authorities, and by appro-
priate State and local governmental authorities
in cooperation with the Commission.

.

The Statement of Considerations for the proposed rule

does elaborate or the type of " physical characteristics"

which may be relevant -- including the " numbers and proximity

to the site boundary of resident and transient persons and

the relative speed with which warnings can be communicated

to them, the availability and character of evacuation routes

and means of transportation, the availability and locations
of structures suitable for sheltering people, and the

presence of institutions (such as hospitals, nursing homes,

and schools) which may require special emergency planning

arrangements." 43 Fed. Reg. at 37474. Beyond that, it

appears to place great emphasis on the importance of

" emergency action criteria, arrived at through a coordinated

effort among local, State, and Federal authorities." Ibid.
.

Such criteria are to be used to evaluate arrangements made

by the Applicants with Federal, State and local officials

to assure that necessary evacuation or other protective

actions will be taken. Moreover, it appears that such
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matters as the evacuation of "large numbers of persons

* * * engaged in outdoor recreational activities in the

vicinity of a plant" are to be governed by " appropriate

protective action criteria, such as EPA protective action

guides," and that such "consideraticns may lead to planning

for protective actions beyond the LPZ." Id. at 37474-75.

ECNP and CAND each seek to explore evacuation of areas

outside the LPZ. ECNP urges " prompt notification and

evacuation of all areas in which persons may be exposed to

radiation doses in excess of those permitted by existing

radiation exposure standards for the general public and

Protective Action Guides." In calculating such radiation

doses, ECNP wishes to consider, inter alia, " accidents more

severe than the design basis accident." For its part, CAND

seeks evacuation for the " tens of thousands of hospitalized
and institutionalized persons in nursing homes and mental

treatment facilities, as well as the physically and mentally
handicapped within a fifty mile radius of Salem Township."

When asked at the prehearing conference to identify particular
areas encompassing such hospitalized and institutionalized

persons, CAND mentioned only Danville, Nanticoke and Dallas,

Pa. (Tr. 319). The construction permit FES lists Nanticoke as

being 11 miles from the site (FES, Table 2.1) . Dallas appears
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to be about 20 miles from the site, and Danville somewhat

farther (see FES, Fig. 2.1).

In terms of the Commission's proposed regulations,

neither ECNP nor CAND have identified any physical

characteristics in the vicinity of the site which could

reasonably give rise to a claim that evacuation beyond

the LPZ should be considered. ECNP mentioned the " river

basin location with relatively limited modes of * * *

ingress and egress from the vicinity of the plant" (Tr.
63). The river basin location is applicable to a multi-

titude of nuclear plant sites and is not the type of
information which, per se, could justify consideration
of evacuation beyond the LPZ. The asserted limited ingress

and egress from the plant would be relevant to evacuation

irrespective of whether there are circumstances which would

bring the proposed regulations into focus; we are admitting
that portion of the contention for consideration La that

context.

E"NP's reference to Pennsylvania's Protective Action

Guides does, however, bring into play the proposed regu-

lations. We read them as at least authorizing inquiry into

evacuation of such areas as may be necessary to achieve
compliance with those Guides. As ECNP points out, the Guides

were used as the basis for emergency planning in at least one
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other case -- that involving the Three Mile Island facility

near.Harrisburg, Pennsylvania -- and, upon checking the

Appeal Board decision in that case, it does not appear to

us that there were any particular physical site characteristics

which caused the Protective Action Guides rather than the

Part 100 standards to be utilized. Metrooclitan Edison Co.

(Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit No. 2), ALAB-486,

8 NRC 9, 15-16, 23 (1978) . (The Licensing Board decision

did not discuss which standards had been utilized. LBP-77-70,

6 NRC 1185 (1977).) Indeed, that case was heard prior to

the promulgation of the proposed regulations, when even more

restrictive standards were extant. That being so, it would

be anomalous to close all inquiry here as to the feasibility
and necessity of an emergency plan designed to conform to the

Protective Action Guides. We admit that portion of ECNP's

contention.

ECNP also wishes to explore evacuation in the event of

a Class 9 accident. As a basis, it cites the recent disavowal

by NRC of the reactor safety study (WASH-1400) . We reject

that claim both as a challenge to 10 CFR 100.11(a), n. 1,

which specifiec the type of accident to be considered in

evaluating an emergency plan, and as contrary to the Com-

mission's long-standing policy -- preceding the preparation

of WASH-1400 and hence not affected by the study's disavowal ---

of not considering the consequences of Class 9 accidents (see

discussion of SEA Contention 10, infra, pp. 71-72),
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CAND's claim with respect to hospitalized and institu-

tionalized persons, including the aged and infirm, must be

rejected because the localities named are well beyond the

area for which emergency planning might be required, either

under Part 100 standards or under the Protective Action

Guides. Further, no special physical characteristics of the

area have been asserted. To the extent that the contention

wishes to explore the evacuation of such persons.within the

smaller areas covered by Part 100 or the Protective Action

Guides, it fails for lack of specificity --- i.e. , no hospitals

or institutions within (or adjacent to) those ar. , have been

named. We note that the Staff's construction permit Safety

Evaluation Report reports an Applicants' statement chat

"there are no schools, hospitals, nursing and/or convalescent

homes, mental institutions, prisons and/or jails, or military

bases within the low population zone." SER, $2.1, at p. 8.

ECNP raises a question concerning the ability of

Pennsylvania's Office of Radiological Health to respond in

the event of an emergency. This claim would be relevant

to an emergency plan irrespective of the area covered by

that plan. The Applicants oppose this aspect of the con-

tention on two grounds. First, they assert that the same

question was resolved in the Three-Mile Island proceeding;

an examinarion of that decision, however, reveals that the

claim was raised only at the appellate level and was dis-

missed for lack of sufficient evidence to warrant reopening

the record. See ALAB-486, suora, 8 NRC at 22, fn. 21.
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ECNP here asserts that it will produce additional evidence

on this matter (Tr. 64, 68). The Applicants also claim

that participation of the Office of Radiological Health is

not necessary in an evacuation (Tr. 149). While that may

be so - since ECNP contends otherwise (Tr. 146-147), it

is a matter to be resolved by evidence - it is clear to

us that that organization does play at least a significant

role in the Applicants' emergency plan. (The Commonwealth

of Pennsylvania confirmed that the Office's participation

was at least " desirable" (Tr. 150).) This part of ECNP's

contention is admissible.

ECNP and Ms. Marsh each wish to litigate whether the

Applicants' emergency procedures are adequate because of

the failure to provide evacuation drills and warnings. We

agree with the Applicants, hcwever, that the Commission has

taken action which, in effect, gene.rically rules out con-
tentions of this sort. In denying a rulemaking request to

require applicants to take steps of this kind, the Commission

pointed out that "the proposed rule would not furthe~r ensure

the health and safety of the public, and in fact may increase

the probability of injuries and loss of life, in addition

to causing other inconveniences and costs not commensurate

with the benefit." 42 Fed. Reg. 36 326, 36328 (July l4, 19 77) ,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . . .
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Moreover, a similar claim was turned down on the merits

in Three Mile Island, ALAB-486, suora, 8 NRC at 16-17.

~With this background, and given the generic (rather than

site-specific) character of the claim, it appears to us

that denial of such a claim would be a foregode conclusion.

The contentions raising it are therefore denied.

SEA's contention challenges the adequacy of training

of personnel who will be participating in emergency avacuation

procedures and also the " adequacy of safeguards" to protect

those persons. SEA confirmed that the " safeguards" referred

to protection from radiation hazards (Tr. 231-32). With

that understanding, SEA's contention is admitted.

As admitted, the evacuation contention reads as follows:
-,

6. The emergency plan proposed by the Appli-

cants is not sufficient to assure prcmpt

notification and evacuation of all areas

in which persons may be exposed to radia-

tion doses in excess of those permitted by

existing radiation exposure standards for

the general public and Protective Action

Guides. Specifically:
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a. The plan fails to account adequately

for narrow roads and adverse weather

conditions in the vicinity of the site.

b. There is considerable question of the

ability of Pennsylvania's Office of

Radiological Health to fulfill its

assigned functions in the event of an

emergency. The Director of that Office

stated at a public meeting that his staff

would not be able to respond at all hours

to an accident at a nuclear facility. He

has also, by affidavit, denied having made

such a statement. This question must be

resolved. Furthermore, the Office has

been unsuccessful in obtaining the amount

of funding required to provide adequate

qualified staff and equipment to be able

to expand its capability to monitor and

respond to a radiation emergency situation

at Susquehanna.

c. The plan includes insufficient information

with respect to either the training of or
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the adequacy of radiation-hazard safe-

guards to protect local emergency units

which may be required to participate

in emergency evacuation I.rocedures or

which may be required to deal with

on-site situations. The plan does not

state whether the public or the utility

will provide the training in protection

and procedure required by local emergency

units to coordinate a safe, systematic

evacuation.
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7-8 Unresolved zeneric safety issues (ECNP 10)

ECNP seeks to explore the various unresolved generic

safety issues relevant to the Susquehanna facility. It

has expiteitly named several such issues. The Applicants

agree that three of them are litigable (One of the

others has been withdrawn. Tr. 178.) The NRC Staff would

reject the entire contention because of lack of specificity.

Recent Appeal Board decisions have stressed the

importance of assuring that generic safety issues applicable

to a particular reactor are satisfactorily resolved for that

reactor. Virginia Electric and Power Co. (North Anna Nuclear

Power Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-491, 8 NRC 245 (1978);

Gulf States Utilities Co. (River Bend, Units 1 and 2),

ALAB-444, 6 NRC 760 (1977). They have also emphasized

that licensing boards, and the general public, should be

able to ascertain from a single document (such as the SER)

"the staff's perception of the nature and extent of the

relationship between each significant unresolved generic

safety question and the eventual operation of the reactor

under scrutiny" - "without the need to resort to extrinsic

documents." River Bend, suora, 6 NRC at 775; North Anna,

supra, 8 NRC at 248. In an operating license proceeding

such as this, where a hearing is to be held to consider

other issues, licensing boards are enjoined, in

the absence of an issue raised by a party,
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to determine whether the Staff's resolution of various

generic safety issues applicable to the reactor in question

is "at least plausible and * * *, if proven to be of sub-

stance, * * * adequate to justify operation." North Anna,

supra, 8 NRC at 249, fn. 7.

At the incipiency of an operating license proceeding,

a petitioner for intervention is at a substantial dis-

advantage in ascertaining whether generic safety issues

applicable to the reactor have been satisfactorily resolved.

The Staff will not have yet issued its SER on this subj ect ---

here, it is some time in the offing (Tr. 169). Moreover,

information concerning the status of many of the generic

issues appears to be peculiarly under the control of the

Staff. La any event, resort to extrinsic documents is

required. Such an undertaking may well be a practical

impossibility for a petitioner (see Tr. 172).=l That being
'

so, the degree of specificity upon which the Staff is

insisting for this contention appears to us to be unreason-

able for this stage of the proceeding. This is so no twith-

standing the "early notice" procedures applicable to

operating license proceedings and the intent of those pro-

cedures to reveal at as early a date as possible the matters

in dispute between the parties.

2/ Cf. North Anna, ALAB-529, 9 NRC (February 28,,1979 (slip op., pp. 2-3).
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We agree with the Applicants that ECNP at this stage
has identified 3 unresolved matters with sufficient precision

to warrant their acceptance as matters in controversy. (One

of these matters in reality involves two different unresolved

questions, and we will admit them as separate issues.) But

we disagree with the Applicants' further position that the

statement that "[t]he reactor pressure vessel may not survive

the thermal shock of cool ECCS water after blowdown without

cracking" must be rejected as lacking the showing of "special

circumstances" which the Commission has heretofore ruled

must be demonstrated to raise a question regarding pressure

vessel integrity. Consolidated Edison Co. of New York (Indian

Point, Unit No. 2), CLI-72-29, 5 AEC 20 (1972); see also
Wisconsin Electric Power Co. (Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Unit 2),

ALAB-137, 6 AEC 491, 503 (1973); Consumers Power Co. (Midland

Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-123, 6 AEC 331, 336 (1973).

The "special circumstances" doctrine is premis ed on the low

probability of rupture of pressure vessels which are con-

structed in accordance with applicable requirements. It

never was intended to preclude inquiry into whether the

pressure vessel is constructed in accordance with such

requirements. With respect to the ability of a pressure

vessel to withstand the thermal shock of cool ECCS water
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after blowdown without cracking, the requirements appear

in the Standard Review Plan, at 55.3.3, " Reactor Vessel

Integrity," Part II.6 (at p. 5.3.3-4). We admit this

contention as asserting that the Applicants have not con-

forned to those requirements. (Since this contention does
noc concern itself with any of the generic safety issues,

we are separating it from the rest of the contention on

that subj ect.)

The general concerns expressed by ECNP about other

generic safety issues are not stated with sufficient

specificity to be admitted at this time. Because the SER

treating such issues has not yet been issued, we believe

that ECNP should be given an opportunity after such issuance

to specify (with reasons) which issues it believes have not

been adequately resolved. This is particularly so in view

of the review which the operating-license board must in any

event give to such issues, as specified in North Anna, suora.

ECNP's views might well be of assistance in this review.

Although the Commission's "early notice" procedures might

be read as contemplating an earlier identification or

issues, we believe that imposing such a requirement would

effectively eradicate one of the sources available to the

Board to determine whether an issue has indeed been
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satisfactorily resolved. The "early notice" procedures

were not intended, in our view, to produce this result.

Expedition of a proceeding, which the "early notice pro-

cedures" was dcsigned to foster, is desirable, but it

never should be permitted to blur or place roadblocks in

the resolution of issues which have potential safety

significance.

The acceptable contentions read as follows:

7. The Nuclear Steam Supply System of Susquehanna

1 and 2 contains numerous generic design

deficiencies, some of which may never be

resolvable, and which, when reviewed

together, render a picture of an unsafe

nuclear installation which may never be

safe enough to operate. Specifically:

(a) The pressure suppression contain-

ment structure may not be constructed

with sufficient strength to withstand

the dynamic forces realized during

blowdown.
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(b) The cracking of stainless steel

piping in BWR coolant water environ-

ments due to stress corrosion has yet

to be prevented or avoided.

(c) BWR core spray nozzles occasionally

crack, a problem which reduces their

effectiveness.

(d) The ability of Susquehanna to survive

Anticipated Transients Without Scram

(ATWS) remains to be demonstrated.

La this regard, reliance on probabilistic

numbers, as 10-7 per year, is unwise

and unsafe.

8. The Applicants have not adequately demonstrated

compliance with the Standard Review Plan,
,

55.3.3, '? Reactor Vessel Integrity," part II.6.

As a result, the reactor pressure vessel may

not survive the thermal shock of cool ECCS

water after blowdown without cracking.
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9. Decommissioning (ECNP 12, Marsh 5B, SEA 3, CAND 8)

Tae Commission's regulations currently impose few

requi.ements with respect to decommissioning. On the

safety side, they require an operating-license applicant

to submit, as part of the financial qualifications inquiry,

information showing that it " possesses or has reasonable

assurance of obtaining the funds necessary to cover * * *

the estimated costs of permanently shutting the facility
down and maintaining it in a safe condition." 10 CFR

E50.33(f); see also 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix C, I.B and

II.B. Safety requirements concerning termination of facility
licenses are spelled out in general terms by 10 CFR 550.82,
but that provision only comes into effect when a licensee

seeks to dismantle or decommission a facility. From an

environmental standpoint, decommissioning is not specifically
covered by regulation. But the costs of decommissioning

(both environmental and economic) necessarily comprise a

portion of the cost-tenefit analysis which the Commission
must make. See 10 CFR 5 551.23(c) and 51.26 (a) . Very general

guidelines as to what information concerning decommissioning

an applicant must supply appear in Regulatory Guide 4.2,

" Preparation of Environmental Reports for Nuclear Power

Stations" (NURi.G-0099, July, 1976), 55.8.

It should be noted that in no way do these provisions

prescribe or proscribe any particular method of decommissioning
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(or even require that a particular method be identified).

Nor need alternative methods be discussed. Finally, the

regulations do not provide any authority for the Commission

to require a particular method of decommissioning or a

particular method of financing the costs thereof. All that

need be shown is that the estimated costs do not tip the
balance against the plant and that there is reasonable

assurance that an applicant - can pay for them. The

estimated costs provided by applicants can, of course,
be controverted.

About a year ago, NRC published an " Advance Notice of

Proposed Rulemaking" which indicated that the Commission was

considering amending its regulations to provide more specific
guidance on decommissioning criteria for nuclear facilities.

43 Fed. Reg. 10370 (March 13, 1978). Among the topics under

consideration were, inter alia, the technology, costs and

environmental impact of decommissioning, the suitability of
at least one particular financing plan, and whether detailed

information on decommissioning should be provided prior to

the issuance of licenses rather than,as at present, only

when a licensee desires to decommission its facility. As

of this time, that proceeding is still under way.
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With this in mind, we turn to the particular decom-

missioning contentions which are before us. The decommis-

sioning contentions of Ms. Marsh and SEA explicitly challenge

the financial costs submitted by the Applicants, and ECNP's

contention may be read as doing so. All of those petiticners

indicated that they were interested in both the safety and

envircrTental aspects of those costs (Tr. 180-81, 206, 220).

The contention we have admitted raises the questions of the

adequacy of the costs provided by the Applicants and the

implications of such costs upon both the cost-benefit

balance for the facility and the financial qualifications

of the Applicants.

On the other hand, the decommissioning contentions of

ECNP, SEA and CAND seek to explore matters other than the

financial costs thereof. To the extent that all of these

petitioners caek to discuss the health effects of decommis-

sioning, and its effect on the facility's cost-benefit

balance, their contentions are admitted. But to the extent

that they seek to raise other matters -- such as the

specification of the particular details of a decommissioning

method or the imposition of a particular method of financing

the decommissioning of the facility -- they are denied. NRC

regulations currently impose no such requirements. Indeed,
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these are some of the very matters likely to be under con-

sideration in the Commission's forthcoming rulemaking

proceeding. But until NRC rules are changed, we are bound

by the existing rules; c^nversely, if the rules are amended

prior to the conclusion of this proceeding, the Licensing

Board will be bound thereby to the extent delineated by

the Commission. See Potomac Electric Power Co. (Douglas

Point Nuclear Generating Staticn, Units 1 and 2) , ALAB-218,

8 AEC 79, 82-83 (1974).

We are admitting the following contention:

9. The Applicants have underestimated both

the health costs and the monetary costs

of decommissioning the Susquehanna facility.

The monetary cost estimates are derived

from an industry-sponsored study which is

obviously biased, with cost estimates far

below what the actual cost of decommissioning

will be. Such cost will at least be equal

to the cost of construction. Further, the

statement by the Appliants that it is

" generally agreed" that the decommissioning

of a large nuclear power facility poses no

new occupational or environmental hazards

is erroneous. There are serious radiation
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hazards, particularly for workers. As

a result:

a. these costs, when added to other

monetary and health costs of the

facility and the nuclear fuel cycle,

tilt the cost-benefit balance against

authorizing operation of the facility;

b. the Applicants are not financially

qualified to assume the monetary

costs of decommissioning.

.
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10. Transoortation of Soent Fuel (Marsh lc, 2C, 4C,

SEA 1, CAND 12)

Ms. Marsh and SEA seek to raise environmental and

safety questions concerning the off-site transportation
of spent fuel. The environmental impacts of such trans-

portation are specified by Table S-4 of 10 CFR 551.20(g).

No further discussion is required by Applicants, and no

contention challenging the values specified therein may be
entertained. Because it does not appear that Ms. Marsh

or SEA wish merely to balance the values specified in Table

S-4, their contentions (insofar as they raise environmental
impact questions) must be rejected. Cf. Douglas Point,
ALAB-218, suora, 8 AEC at 84-89. Furthermore, as a health

and safety matter, it has long been held that off-site

transportation is outside the scope of an operating-license
proceeding. Wisconsin Electric Power Co. (Point Beach
Nuclear Plant, Unit 2) , ALAB-31, 4 AEC 689, 693, 6 97

(Contention 32) (1971); Trustees of Columbia U iversityn

in the City of New York, ALAB-50, 4 AEC 849, 863 (1972).

The contentions of Ms. Marsh and SEA must be rejected for

that reason as well.

The CAND contention may be differentiated from the

other transportation contentions in at least one respect.

Although it is somewhat ambiguou , we were told that it
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covers on-site as well as offsit- cransportation (Tr. 341).

As a basis, CAND referred to a derailment which had occurred

on a spur rail line built on the site by the Applicants.

To the extent that CAND's contention covers off-site

transportation, it is subject to the same objections as

the contentions of Ms. Marsh and SEA and hence will not

be entertained. But a different situation exists with

respect to on-site accidents, or at least accidents which

might be deemed to affect a safety-related structure,

system or component of the facility. We construe such

accidents as falling within the scope of tt:e requirements

in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A (" General Design Criteria

for Nuclear Power Plants"), Criterion 4, which reads,

in relevant part:

Criterion 4 - Environmental and missile desien

bases. Structures, systems, and components

important to safety * * * shall be appropriately

protected against dynamic effects, including the
effects of missiles * * * that may result frca

equipment failures and from events and condi-

tions outside the nuclear power unit.
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We recognize that CAND has not identified any struc-

tures, systems, or components important to safety which

might arguably be affected by an on-site rail accident.

Prior to any hearing on this contention, it must do so.

(We also would expect the Staff to consider whether a

rail accident might conceivably affect any safety structure.)

But CAND has at this stage put forth s ufficient information

to warrant further inquiry into the matter. We therefore

accept its contention insofar as it focuses upon on-site

rail accidents.

We note that the environmental impact of an on-site

rail accident may or may not be covered by Table S 4 The

Table does not pinpoint the location of the accidents it

covers. Nor does it differentiate the impacts of various

accidents, including those which may affect a reactor's

safety structures. On the other hand, the Table itself

covers only transportation "to and from" a reactor, which

could lead to the conclusion that on-site accidents are not

covered. We need not here decide this question, however.

It appears to us that the environmental impacts of on-site

accidents are not likely to vary appreciably frem those of

off-site accidents except insofar as sofety structures,

systems and components may be affected. That being so, the

t
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impacts of rail transportation on site, to the extent

they may differ from the impacts in Table S-4 (which in

any event must be considered), are adequately encompassed

by the safety contention we are admitting.

The admitted contention reads:

10. Notwithstanding the requirements of

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, Criterion

4, structures, systems, and components

important to safety have not been ade-

quately protected against the effects

of rail accidents on site, including

those involving shipments of spent

fuel. A significant accident has

already occurred, and the rail line

is not adequately designed to assure

that such accidents will not occur in

the future, with a potential impact on

safety structures, systems or components.
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11. Storaze of Radioactive Wastes (Marsh 1B, 2B, 4B;

SEA 2; CAND 4, 13)

A number of contentions seek to raise questions with

respect to the ultimate storage of both high-level and low-

level radioactive wastes. With respect to the safety aspects

of high-level wastes, the Commission has stated, in denying a

request for rulemaking on waate disposal, that it "would not

continue to license reactors if it did not have reasonable

confidence that the wastes can and will * * * be disposed

of safely." 42 Fed. Reg. 34391, 34393 (July 5, 1977). This

statement has been relied upon to exclude the long-term

storage of waste from consideration in licensing proceedings.

Northern States Power Co. (Prairie Island Nuclear Generating

U' its 1 and 2) , ALAB-455, 7 NRC 41, 48-50 (1978) .Plant, n

Moreover, on review of the Commission's denial of the

rulemaking request, the Court of Appeals for the Second

Circuit held that the Atomic Energy Act does not, as an

operating license prerequisite, require an affirmative

determination that high-level nuclear wastes can be perma-

nently disposed of. Natural Resources Defense Council v.

NRC, 582 F.2d 166 (2d Cir. 1978). These rulings would

perforce seem to chart a course applicable as well to the

disposal of low-level wastes. Furthermore, from an environ-

mental standpoint, the impacts of the disposal of both high

and low-level wastes are within the scope of Table S-3 to
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10 CFR 551.20. (The health effects of such impacts may

be considered, but they are comprehended by the contention

relating to the health effects of the uranium fuel cycle

which we are admitting. See discussion of Contention 1,

suora). Given these rulings, SEA Contention 2 and CAND

Contention 13 cannot be accepted as matters in controversy.

Ms. Marsh's contentien relates to the on-site storage

of both high-level and low-level radioactive wastes, for

periods up to 10-15 years. Whether the Applicants' proposal

complies with the NRC requirements in this regard is a valid

subject of inquiry at an operating license hearing. The

Applicants do not obj ect to this contention; the Staff reads

it as applying only to ultimate storage and would exclude

it for that reason. We agree with the Applicants that the

contention can be read as applying to on-site storage for

10-15 years; as so limited, we accept it. (CAND Contention

4, which asserts that the spent fuel storage pool is not

designed to withstand the direct impact of " sustaining rounds

of high explosives, either from a general aviation aerial
bombardment or para-military mortar rocket fire," must be

rejected as either a national defense matter which the

facility need not be designed to withstand (see 10 CFR

550.13) or, alternatively, as posing a threat beyond the
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level for which a licensee is required to provide (see

10 CFR 573.55(a)) .)

As accepted, the waste storage contention reads:

11. The proposed project creates an unreason-

able risk of harm to the health and safety

of petitioners and their privat. property,

and violates the Commission's otandards

for protection against radiation in 10 CFR

5520.1 anc 20.105(a), in that the Appli-

cants have failed to provide adequately

for safe on-site storage, for periods of

up to 10 to 15 years, of spent fuel and

low-level radioactive wastes.
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12-13. Other safetv-related contentions of Ms. Marsh

(Marsh 1D, 2D, 4D; Marsh original 5D).

Ms. Marsh has asserted two additional safety-related

contentionsto which the Applicants have not voiced any

'

objection. We agree they should be admitted and we admit

the following contentions:

12. The proposed project creates an unrea-

sonable risk of harm to the nealth anf

safety of petitioners and their private

property, and violates the Ccumission's

standards for protection against radia-

tion in 10 CFR 5 520.1 and 20.105(a), in

that the design fails to solve the problem

of flow-induced vibration in the core,

thereby creating in-vessel sparger failure.

13. Applicants have failed to respond ade-

quately to and comply with NRC's Notice

of Violation issued by letter of May 10,

1978, stemming from an inspection of the

facility on March 20-23, 1978, involving

preliminary alignment of safety related

core isolation tolerance exceeding 0.002

inches established by field engineer

supervisor.
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14. Capacity factors (Marsh 5A).

Marsh Contention 5A declares that the proposed facil-

ity is unreasonably costly and uneconomical because the

output of electricity produced will be lower in relation

to cost than electricity generated by existing (presumably

other) forms of energy. It may well lack " reasonable

specificity" as claimed by the Staff. However, the Appli-

cants are willing to read the contention as placing in

issue the capacity factors set forth by the Applicants in

their cost-benefit balance. In that context, it is a matter

which is suitable for litigation and, as so construed, we

admit it as a contention. The contention reads:

14. The facility's cost-benefit balance as

set forth by the Applicants overstates

the benefits of the facility since it

utilizes over-optimistic capacity factors.

The facilit, s?.ll not be capable of pro-

ducing the amount of electricity predicted

by the Applicants, so that its benefits

will be less than predicted and the cost-

benefit balance adversely affected.
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15. Occupational Exposures (SEA 7)

In this contention, SEA seeks to litigate the health

effects of occupational exposures of maintenance workers,

and workers engaged in the construction of Unit 2 while

Unit 1 is in operation. It claims that the ER and FSAR

inadequately reflect these health effects. SEA also contends

that Unit 1 should not begin operation until construction of

Unit 2 ir :ompleted in order to avoid unnecessary exposure

of workers.

The Applicants and Staff offer no obj ection to a con-

tention concerning the radiological health effects arising

from the exposure of maintenance and construction workers.

But they do object to that portion of the contention which

they claim seeks zero radiation exposura for construction

workers, on the ground that it constitutes a challenge to

the permissible radiation levels for occupational exposure

specified in 10 CFR Part 20.

We find both facets of the contention admissible.

Occupational exposures are governed by standards appearing

in 10 CFR Part 20, and the health effects of exposures at

the level of such standards are one of the " residual risks"

which may be considered pursuant to Maine Yankee, ALA3-161

and ALAB-175, suora. But even the prescribed standards are

lLnited to a recitation of acceptable doses of radiation.not

...
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In addition to the dose limits which must be adhered to,

the regulations provide that " persons engaged in activities

under licenses" should make "every reasonable effort to

maintain radiation exposures * * * as low as is reasonably

achievable" (ALARA). 10 CFR 520.l(c). The latter term

is defined to mean

* * * as low as is reasonably achievable
taking into account the state of technology,
and the economics of improvements in relation
to benefits to the public health and safety,
and other societal and socioeconomic consid-
erations, and in relation to the utilization
of atomic energy in the public interest.

Id. In that context, SEA's contention that Unit 1 should

not begin operation until Unit 2 is completed is admissible,

as a claim that the Applicants have not satisfied the ALARA

standard. SEA has proposed a mode of operation where occu-

pational exposures will in fact be zero. Whether that mode

can be deemed to satisfy the ALARA standard, as SEA is appar-

ently claiming here, is a matter of evidence, not of regu-

latory prescription.3/

-3/ We reject the Applicants' attempt to confine the ALARA
standard to releases "to unrestricted areas" and hence
to make it not applicable to occupational exposures
(Tr. 229-31). unctuation in 10 CFR 520.l(c),

Given the p' unrestricted areas" to applywe read the reference to
only to " releases of radioactive materials in effluents."
Furthermore, the ALARA standard has indeed been applied to
occupational exposures . See Northern States Power Co.
(Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2),
ALAB-455, 7 NRC 41 (1978), where the Appeal Board vacated
(on ground of mootness) a Licensing Board's application of
the ALARA standard to occuoational exposures but expressed

'

no doubt over its applicability to such exposures.
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We admit the following contention:

15. The ER and FSAR are inadequate in that

they do not detail the health effects

caused by the exposure to radiation of

maintenance workers and workers working

on Unit 2 of the station while Unit 1 is

in operation. These health effects are

such that, when added to other costs, the

cost-benefit balance will be tipped against

the facility. In addition, the occupational

radiation exposures are not "as low as is

reasonably achievable," as required by 10

CFR 520.l(c). U' der this standard, theren

need be no exposure of workers working on

Unit 2 while L' nit 1 is in operation, since

Unit 1 should not begin operation until

construction is completed on Unit 2.

.
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16. Cooline-Tower Discharze (CAND 2)

CAND contends that 70 million gallons of " radioactive

evaporated water" which will allegedly be vented daily from the

facility will pose an economic threat to the dairy industry.

It also suggests that the Price-Andersen Act provides inade-

quate compensation for the resulting injury and that the

Pennsylvania legislature should therefore provide relief.

The Applicants consider the portion of this contention

dealing with the effects of radioactive evaporated water as

referring to cooling tower discharges and, as such, do not

obj ect to its admission (although they question its premises).

But they oppose the remainder. We agree with that assessment.

The challenge to the Price-Anderson statutory scheme cannot be

entertained for reasons spelled out in conjunction with Marsh

Contention 3, p. 70, infra, whereas possible action by the

Pennsylvania legislature is outside our j urisdication. We

admit the following contene. ion:

16. Seventy million gallons of radioactive evap-

orated water to be vented daily from the

Susquehanna facility's cooling towers will

pose an economic threat to the dairy industry

in the Eastern-Central area of Pennsylvania.

This threat has not been properly evaluated.
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17. Transmission lines (CAND 14).

The environmental impacts generated by the routing

of transmission lines has long been a subject suitable for

litigation in a licensing proceeding. See e.g., Virginia

Electric and Power Co. (North Anna Station, Units 1 and

2), ALAB-325, 3 NRC 404 (1976) . This contention does not

put into question the routing of transmission lines but,

rather, the environmental impacts of a certain type of

line (the UHV line) which has been proposed by the Appli-

cants. It seeks to require the Applicants to use lines in

the 138,000-200,000 volt range rather than 500,000 volt UHV

lines. As sa alternative, it seeks to have the UHV lines

built underground.

The Applicants do not object to a contention placing

in issue the environmental Enpacts of their transmission

system. But they obj ect to a contention which could require

them to modify a transmission system authorized at the

construction pernit stage and already largely constructed.

We agree that the impacts of the proposed transmission

system may be litigated. Analytically, the issue is little

different from the routing issues which are routinely con-

sidered. Moreover, we are not at this time precluding
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consideration of the proffered alternatives. Those alter-

natives would come into play only if the impacts of the

Applicants' system were such that the cost-benefit balance

might be affected thereby, or if it appeared that, upon a

" mini" cost-benefit balance, the substitution of an alter-

native would mitigate environmental impacts to a degree and

at a cost warrant.ing the change. We are clearly empowered

to consider such alternatives and to impose such license

conditions as may be necessary to minimize environmental

impacts, at the operating license as well as construction

permit stage. Kansas Gas & Electric Co. /. Wolf Creek Nuclear

Generating Station, U' it 1) , CLI- 77-1, 5 NRC 1, 8 (19 77) . Atn

this point, it does not appear desirable for us to cut off

potential remedies as a matter of law. Sha21d there prove

to be significant impacts of the Aoplicants' transmission

system which were not adequately considered at the construc-

tion permit stage, reconsideration of alternatives might well

be appropriate. Again, we stress that the reasonableness of

any given alternative would be subject to a cost-benefit

analysis; that, however, goes to the merits of the contention,
not to its acceptability.

The following contention is accepted:

17. The Applicants' plans for transmitting

electricity generated by the Susquehanna
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facility utilize ultra-high voltage (UHV)

transmission lines , which produce noise

pollution, cause electrical shock from

flashovers, create television and radio

interference, create strong electrostatic

and electromagnetic fields that adversely

affect living organisms along the UHV

transmission right-of-way and beyond,

and generate dangerous levels of ozone

that will cause more injury to vegetation

than any other pollutant and can also have

harmful effects on human health. For that

reason, the Applicants should be barred

from transmitting electricity from the

facility, if and when it becomes opera-

tional, over UHV lines and should be

required to use lines in the range of

138,000-230,000 volts maximum. Alter-

natively, the Applicants should be

required to place the UHV lines under-

ground, using compressed gas as an

insulator.
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18. Herbicides (ECNP 8)

This contention seeks to explore the health effects of

the use of certain herbicides to maintain the clearance of
transmission line rights-of-way. ECNP identified the herbi-

cide with which it is primarily concerned as 2,4,5-T (Tr.156) .
We adknowledge that, as the Applicants and Staff claim, the

use of this herbicide was extensively considered at the con-

struction permit stage (see, e.g., LBP-73-38, supra, 6 AEC

at 964; construction permit FES, 54.1.2 and Appendix E) and

that ECNP has provided no additional information which would

warrant reconsideration of the matter at this time.

A new development has taken place, however, which causes

us to accept this issue. On March 1, 1979,the Environmental

Protection Agency took " emergency suspension" action against

2,4,5-T as a result of significant new evidence linking

that herbicide with miscarriages among women in Oregon.

Included among uses which are to be suspended until the risks

and benefits can be more fully evaluated are spraying of

transmission line rights-of-way. Although the Applicants'

use of 2,4,5-T would in any event be subject to EPA require-

ments, and although the suspension action is not yet final,

under present circumstances there has been no valid evaluation

of the impact of the means intended to be used by the

Applicants to maintain the clearance of the rights-of-way.
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We admit the following contention:

18. Routine or occasional use of environmentally

persistent or inadequately tested herbicides

(particularly 2,4,5-T) to maintain clear-

ance of transmission line rights-of-way, as pro-

posed by the Applicants, poses a somatic,aborti-
facient, teratogenic, and potentially mutagenic

threat to the health and safety of persons

living near or traversing these areas. This

is evidenced by the " emergency suspension"

action taken on March 1, 1979 by the Environ-

mental Protection Agency against 2,4,5-T.

If this suspension remains in effect, there

will have been no environmental evaluation of

the means to be used by the Applicants to

maintain the clearance of transmission line

rights-of-way.
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19. Other contentions

We reject all of the other contentions presented by

the various petitioners, for reasons which we here briefly

summarize.

ECNP 9: This contention seeks a halt of construction

pending the conduct of certain archeological investigations.

This relief does not relate to that which can be granted in

an operating license proceeding. Moreover, site archeology

is a subj ect which, as practical matter, can only be con-

sidered prior to the autnorization of construction or, at

the latest, during the early excavation phases of construc-

tion.
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ECNP 11: This general challenge to reliance on

" single failure" events lacks sufficient specificity to be

considered. Moreover, to the extent it constitutes a

challenge to the reliance on " single failure" events pe.r-

mitted by 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, it must be rejected

pursuant to 10 CFR Section 2.750.

Mnrsh LA. 2A, 4A: This multi-part contention has been

withdrawn (Tr. 188-190, 200).

Marsh 3: This proceeding is not a proper forum for

entertaining a challenge to arrangements authorized by the
Price-Anderson Act. Florida Power and Light Company

(Turkey Point Units 3 and 4), Commission Memorandum and

Order, 4 AEC 787, 788 (1972); see also Potomac Electric

Power Company (Douglas Point Nuclear Generating Station,

Units 1 and 2), ALAB-218, 8 AEC 79, 81 fn 7 (1974). This

contention constitutes such a challenge. Further, we note

that the Supreme Court has recently upheld the validity of
the Price-Anderson Act. Duke Power Comoany v. Carolina

Environmental Study Groun, Inc., 438 U. S. 59 (1978).

Marsh 5D: This complaint that the Pennsylvania Utility
Commission allows the subject plant to be included in the

rate base is a matter for that Commission to consider; it
<
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is outside our jurisdiction.

Marsh original 5B: This claim that " Class 8" acci-

dents involving pipe breaks are more likely to occur than

indicated in the Applicants' ER, and that their effluent

releases would exceed those permitted by 10 CFR Part 20,

lacks any basis. Moreove2 Part 20 establishes standards

for routine, not accidental, releases; to utilize Part 20

standards as the criteria for accidental releases would

amount to a challenge to those standards. Absent a showing

not here made, such challenges are no: permitted. 10 CFR

52.758.

Marsh original 5E: This contention relates to defects

in certain hydraulic snubbers which, the Applicants advise,

are not being utilized at Susquehanna. Absent a showing

to che contrary (which has not been made), the claim.

appears irrelevant to this facility.

SEA 10: This contention seeks a discussion of the

consequences of a " serious" (presumably Class 9) accident.

As a basis, it cites the recent " discredit [ing]" of studies

indicating that the risks of such an accident are small.

Although not identified, the allegedly discredited study
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is undoubtedly that represented by WASH-1400, with respect

to some conclusions of which the Commission has recently

withdrawn its endorsement. Nonetheless, the Commission has,

since long before WASH-1400, taken the position that the

consequences of such accidents need not be discussed because

of the low probability of their occurrence, and this position

has been upheld by the courts. Porter County Chanter v. AEC,

533 F.2d 1011, 1017-18 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 429 U. S. 945

(1976); Carolina Environmental Study Group v. AEC, 510 F.2d

796 (D. C. Cir. 1975); Ecolonv Action v. AEC, 492 F.2d 998

(2d Cir. 1974); see also offshore Power Svstems (Floating

Nuclear Power Plants), ALAB-489, 8 NRC 194 (1978); Long

Island Lighting Company ,(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station),

ALAB-156, 6 AEC 831 (1973). The policy in no manner was

premised upon the results'of WASH-1400. Moreover, unless

and until repudiated by the Commission, the policy is

binding upon us.

To the extent a portion of this contention may be read

as a challenge to the Price-Anderson Act, it mustbs rejected

for the same reason as Marsh Contention 3, suora.

SEA 11 and CAND 3: These contentions seek further ECCS

testing as a prerequisite to licensing. They must be regarded
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as challenges to the ECCS performance requirements which

are specified in 10 CFR Section 50.46 and Appendix K to

Part 50 and, hence, must be rejected under 10 CFR Section

2.758.

SEA 13 and 14: These contentions are not really con-

tentions at all, but rather, merely requests for specified
information about the Applicants' security plan for the

facility. Such plans are not subject to public disclosure

(10 CFR Section 2.790(d)(1)) and their availability to

parties is subject to a number of ILnitations. See Pacific

Gas and Electric Company (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant,

Units 1 and 2), ALAB-410, 5 NRC 1398, review declined,

CLI-77-23, 6 NRC 455 (1977) . >breover , the Applicants have

agreed to meet with the SEA representative to determine

whether, consistent with security requirements, some or all

of the sought information may be made available to SEA

(Tr. 243-45). SEA indicated it was satisfied with this

approach (Tr. 244). That being so, and given the lack of

any specific contention, we find this resolution to be

appropriate.

CAND 1 and 16: Contention i seeks to impose condi-

ttons on the potential licensees based on national cefense
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considerations,whereas Contention 16 complains that certain

deficiencies in NRC's organization may have national defense

implications. Applicants need not provide any measures for

the specific purpose of protection against the effects of

military attacks directed against a facility. 10 CFR

Section 50.13; Siegel v. Atomic Energy Commission, '00 F.2d

778 (D. C. Cir. 1968). Nor need they factor into their

application measures designed to cure or mitigate any alleged

NRC deficiencies with respect to whatever responsibilities

that agency may have in the area of military preparedness.

These contentions must thus be viewed as challenges to NRC

regulations and are barred by 10 CFR Section 2.758 (absent

conditions not here alleged). Moreover, neither raises an

issue within the scope of an operating license proceeding.

CAND 7: This contention raises the possibility of

severe droughts and seeks to require the Applicants to

construct a reservoir as a condition of operation. It

assumes that the Susquehanna River will be used for cooling

purposes in the event of an emergency. However, the

facility does not rely on Susquehanna River water for

emergency cooling purposes but instead will utilize an

on-site spray pond. See the Staff's construction permit

Safety Evaluation Report (SER) , Section 6. 3. Moreover,

NRC has no authority to require construction of a reservoir.
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If an insufficient water supply were to eventuate, the facility will be

required to shut down. Such a mode of cperation will, of course, be

considered in the cost-benefit analysis for the facility. Cf.Phila-

delchia Electric Cctranv (Limerick Generating Station, Units 1 and 2),

ALAB-262,1 NRC 163 (1975) .

CAND 10: This contentien seeks to require the Applicants to

perform certain research tasks. Upon ir W of the Board, it became

apparent that what is being sought is a general research project, not

ene related specifically to the Susquehanna facility (Tr. 328-31). NRC

does not appear to have authority to impose such general research

projects on its licensees. Cf. Consolidated Edison Ccreany of Nea York,

Inc. (Indian Point, Units 1, 2 and 3), AIAB-436, 6 NRC 547, 601-624

(1977).

CAND 11: This contention seeks to put into issue certain aspects

of the facility's quality assurance (QA) program, but its cnly basis

is a CAO report unrelated to the Susquehanna plant. CAND asserts no

information at all bearing upon QA at the Susquehanna facility, including

any reasons wirf the requirements of applicable regulations in 10 CFR

Part 50, Appendix B, may not be satisfied. The centention is thus

rejected for lack of an adequate basis. (But see Part II, Section

2, infra, p. 77.)
,
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II.

As indicated earlier in this opinion, each of the

four petitioners for intervention has demonstrated that
it has standing to participate in this proceeding and has

advanced at least one suitable contention. Upon so finding ---

as we do here -- our duties as an intervention Licensing

Board are completed. Nevertheless, a number of other

matters have arisen which require action or comment but

which more properly are within the purview of the Licensing

Board appointed to conduct the hearing. Because that

Licensing Board and the intervention Board are comprised

of the same members, this portion of this opinion will be

utilized to treat the matters properly before the hearing

Board.

1. Three of the four petitioners have filed requests

for linancial assistanco, in the form of attorneys' fees,

costs of expert witnesses and miscellaneous costs (see

supplemental petitions of ECNP and SEA, and Marsh motion

dated January 22, 1979). The Staff questions whether NRC

has authority to grant such assistance, and there appears

to be substantial foundation for its doubts in this regard.

See Transnuclear, Inc. (Low-Enriched Uranium Exports to
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Euratom Member Nations) , CLI-77-31, 6 NRC 849, 852-53

(1977), citing Greene County Planning Board v. FPC, 559

F.2d 1227 (2d Cir. 1977), cert. denied 434 U. S. 1086

(1978). But irrespective of its legal authority, the

Commission has made it clear that financial assistance

is not to be granted in a proceeding of this type. Nuclear

Regulatorv Commission (Financial Assistance to Participants

in Commission Proceedings), CLI-76-23, 4 NRC 494 (1976) .

We are bound by that ruling. See The Detroit Edison Co.

(Greenwood Energy Center, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-376, 5 NRC

426 (1977); Consumers Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units 1

and 2), ALAB-382, 5 NRC 603 (1977).

2. During the special prehearing conference, we

heard a number of limited appearance statements offered

in accordance with 10 CFR 52.715(a) . We asked the Appli-

cants and/or Staff to prepare responses to those state-

ments not comprehended by the admitted contentions (Tr.

144). In addition, one of the statements raised a

particular question concerning the Applicants' quality

assurance program (Tr. 83-84) . We requested that the

Staff report to us with respect to that matter (Tr. 269,

339).
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In conjunction with Board Contention 15 (derived

from SEA 7), the Board also put the Applicants on notice

that it wished to explore the question whether construction

activities on Unit 2 would have any effect on the safety of

Unit 1, after that Unit becomes operational (Tr. 228). We

expect to particularize our questions in this area at a

later date.

3. At the prehearing conference, the Applicants asked

that the hearing be a bifurcated one --- with environmental

questions considered in advance of safety questions. In

the absence of any objection, we adopted that suggestion.

We were also asked to identify the contentions which would

be heard at each session. We view the contentions we have

accepted as follows:

Environmental: 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 14,

15, 16 , 17, 18

Safety: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,

13, 15

Contentions 9 and 15 include both environmental

and safety considerations. We will hear them with the

safety contentions inasmuch as some of the relevant material

will be included in the Staff's Safety Evaluation Report (or

supplements thereto). The cost-benefit balance for the
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facility will, of course, have to be kept open to incor-

porate our resolution of those issues.

We have been advised by the Staff (Tr. 366-67)

that the Draft Environnental Statement (DES) is scheduled

to be issued in May, 1979 and the Final Environmental

Statement (FES) in late October, 1979; and that the Safety

Evaluation Report (SER) is scheduled for late March,1980

and the Supplement for late July, 1980. If those schedules

hold, we would anticipate that the environmental hearing

could be held in December, 1979 or January, 1980, and the

safety hearing in September, 1980. With that in mind,

we establish the following preliminary schedule (which is

based on that proposed by the Applicants and not objected

to by any of the potential intervenors) .

1. Discovery co=mences Issuance of

this order

2. Last day for submission May 25,1979

of first-round discovery

requests

3. Responses to first-round June 29,1979

discovery requests
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4. Last day for submission July 27,1979

of supplemental discovery or 30 days

requests on environmental after service

issues of DES, which-

ever is later

5. Responses to supplemental Within 30 days

discovery requests on after service

environmental issues of request

6. Further discovery requests Within 10 days

on new information appear- after service

ing in FES of FES

7. Responses to discovery on Within 15 days

new information in FES of service of

request

8. Last day for submission of 30 days after

supplementary discovery service of SER

requests on issues to be or SER supple-

dealt with at safety lement, as

hearing applicable
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9. Responses to supplementary Within 30 days

discovery requests ca after service

safety issues of request based

on SER; 15 days

after service

of request based

on SER supplement

It should be noted that supplementary discovery

requests may be based only on information appearing in

newly issued documents or in response to first-round dis-

covery requests. In the latter case, however, the request

should be submitted within 30 days of service of the first-
round response.

Motions for summary disposition may be filed at

any time up to 45 days prior to a scheduled hearing date,
yith responses to be filed three weeks thereafter. Hearing

dates are not now being scheduled, but it is anticipated
that they will follow issuance of the FES and SER supple-

ment, respectively, by approximately 45-60 days (depending,

in part, on whether motions for summary disposition are
pending). Testimony in writing will be required to be filed

21. days prior to the start of the environmental or safety
hearings, as appropriate.
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The foregoing schedule is, of course, preliminary.

Future events may affect it substantially. But we are

setting it forth in order to give guidance to the hearing

participants as to our present intentions.

4. ECNP has requested that a copy of the transcript

be made available at government expense, to each of the

four intervenors. It noted that the normal practice of

making available one copy to the intervenors would here

impose a severe hardship because the batervenors are

"widely scattered" (Tr. 368-69, 371). We cannot grant

this request, however, for it would contravene the Com-

mission's current policy on financial assistance to

intervenors. We understand that the Staff, as a courtesy,

will lend one of its copies to the intervenors (Tr. 370) .

In addition, we understand that there is precedent for

making available the copy which is placed in the local

public document room to intervenors on a temporary basis.

Although that copy is intended for the use of the general

public, it appears that the intervenors are the most-

interested segment of that public -- i e., the only

segment with sufficient interest to have sought to

participate. Thus, on a temporary basis, the intervenors

should be permitted to use --- away frem the local public
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room -- the copy normally placed there. We request the

Staff to make the necessary arrangements. The intervenors

will be expected to deternine among themselves the recipients

of the two copies available to them collectively. tJe expect

that the Latervenors will permit other members of the public

who request it (including the press) to have reasonable

access to the transcripts.

5. ECNP also requested that one of the Commissioners

be asked to serve on the Licensing Board designated to con-

duct this hearing (Tr. 372-73). As we pointed out, that

request is beyond the scope of our authority. Moreover,

it would be inappropriate for us to take any action in

this regard. A litigant should not be able to have a

voice in the selection of members of an adjudicatory
tribunal before which it will appear. If it so desires,

the commission could of course reconstitute the Board to

include one or mcre of its members.

For reasons stated in Part I of this opinion,

the requests for a hearing and petitions for leave to

intervene of ECNP, Ms. Marsh, et al., SEA, and CAND are

grarted. The request of the Bureau of Radiation Protection,
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Department of Environmental Resources, of the Common-

wealth of Pennsylvania to participate as an " interested

State" pursuant to 10 CFR 5 2.715(c) is also granted. The

matters in controversy shall be the contentions stated

in Part I.

For reasons stated in Part II of this opinion,

the requests of ECNP, Ms. Marsh and SEA for financial

assistance are denied. A preliminary schedule as outlined

in section 3 is adooted. ECNP's request for transcripts

is disposed of in accordance with the discussion in section

4 ECNP's request that a Co=missioner be asked to serve on

the hearing Board is denied.

This Order is subj ect to appeal to the Atomic

Safety and Licensing Appeal Board pursuant to the terms

of 10 CFR 52.'714a Objections to this Order may also

be filed by parties as provided by 10 CFR 52.751a(d).
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IT IS SO ORDERED.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

designated to rule on
petitions for leave to
intervene.

- . ..

! . , ' ,. _ /-L.t,.,

Charles Bechhoefer, Chairman

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

-

I ;., ! Na i[ ,, |/. c |,
'

'

Charles Bechhoefer, Chairman
/

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,

this 6th day of March,1979.

Attachment:
Notice of Hearing

4
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BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

PENNSYLVANIA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY ) Docket Nos. 50-387
and ) 50-388

ALLEGHENY ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC. )
)

(Susquehanna Steam Electric Station, )
Units 1 and 2) )

SPECIAL PREHEARING CONFERENCE ORDER

Our Memorandum and Order Concerning Petitions for Leave

to Intervene, dated October 26, 1978 (unpublished), recounted

that, in response to the August 9, 1978 Notice of Opportu-

nity for Hearing in this operating license proceeding (43
Fed. Reg. 35406), timely intervention petitions had been

filed by the Environmental Coalition on Nuclear Power (ECNP),

by Colleen Marsh (on behalf of herself and 11 other indi-

viduals), oy the Susquehanna Environmental Advocates (SEA),

and by the Citizens Against Nuclear Danger (CAND). In

addition, as we pointed out, the Bureau of Radiation Pro-

tection, Department of Environmental Resources, of the

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, sought to participate as an

" interested State" pursuant to 10 CFR 52.715(c). We ruled

that each of the petitioners for intervention had made an
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adequate showing of standing to participate subj ect, in

the case of ECNP, to further supple =entation in one limited

respect.

We further pointed out that, for a petition to be

accepted, it must include at least one contention which

complies with the Commission's requirements in 10 CFR

52.714(b) but that, as permitted by NRC rules, all except

one of the petitioners had not yet filed any contentions. We

therefore declined to rule at that time on the outstanding

petitions but instead indicated our intent to hold a special

prehearing conference to consider the petitions. The con-

ference was later scheduled for January 29-31, 1979, with

supplemental petitions required to be filed by January 15,

1979 (see 43 Fed. Reg. 59450, December 20, 1978).

The petitioners filed timely supplements to their

petitions setting forth their contentions and, in the

case of ECNP, the additional information concerning stand-

ing which we had earlier found to be necessary. Each

petitioner appeared at the prehearing conference, which

was held in Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, at the time pre-

viously scheduled. We permitted the Applicants and NRC

Staff to respond. to the supplemental petitions, and both
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of them did so. Based on these =aterials, together with

the discussion of the contentions which occurred at the
prehearing conference, we conclude that ECNP has cured the

earlier deficiency in its demonstration of standing, that
each of the four petitioners has set forth at least one

appropriate contention and, for that reason, a hearing should
be held and each of tha four petitioners admitted as a

party-intervenor. We are also granting the request of the

Bureau of Radiation Proteation, Department of Environmental

Resources, of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to participace

as an " interested State" pursuant to 10 CFR $2.715(c). A

no tice of hearing, in the form of the attachment to this

Order, is today being issued.

Given our previous rulings, and the lack of any chal-

lenge at this time to ECNP's showing of standing, we need

not further discuss that subject. Each of the petitioners,

in our view, has demonstrated its standing to participate

in this proceeding. But because there is considerable

difference of opinion among the parties and petitioners as

to the acceptability of many, if not most, of the contentions,
we will discuss them in some detail in Part I of this opinion.

Part II discusses certain other matters presented to us.
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We are treating various contentions by their subject
.

matter and are combining into single contentions those of

different petitioners which raise the same or similar ques-

tions. In doing so we have rewritten many cf the contentions.

We recugnize that, as the Staff pointe out, a Board is not

required to recast contentions to make them acceptable.

Commonwealth Edison Company (Zion Station, Units 1 and 2),

ALAB-226, 8 AEC 381, 406 (1974). We are also not precluded

from doing so. In this instance, such a course commended

itself to us because of the similarity of different conten-

tions, the comingling in some contentions of certain extra-

neous, irrelevant, or legally unacceptable statements, and

the desirability of defining issues simply and directly,

while including therein all matters raised by the petitioners

which are suitable for litigation in this proceeding.

Contentions hereafter shall be referred to in terms of

the numbers and subparts which the Board has assigned to them.1!

1/ In discussing the various petitioners' contentions,
we have utilized the same numbering systems as
utilized by those petitioners in their supplemental
intervention petitions, with two exceptions. We
have admitted one Marsh contention (Board Contention
13) and have denied two others which appeared in the
original petition but were not repeated in the
supplemental petition. We have numbered
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7or purposes of the conduct of discovery and presentation of

direct testimony, the Board contentions will be considered to

be sponsored by the petitioners whose contentions or pates

thereof are incorporated therein (as indicated by the discus-

sion preceding each contention) . Those whose contentions on

a particular subject have been rej ected may, of course, parti-

cipate in the conduct of cross-examination and the submission

of proposed findings and conclusions on other parties' con-
tentions which have been accepted, as well as on Board-sponsored

issues, if any, as provided by Northern States Power Comoany

(Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2), -

Footnote 1 (Cont.)/
the CAND contentions chronologL Ally with the following numbers
corresponding to the dates on which they were submitted:

Board's CAND's
Chronological Date Contention

Number Submitted Number

1 12/28/78 1

2 12/28/78 2

3 12/28/78 3

4 12/28/78 4

5 12/29/78 1

6 12/29/78 2

7 1/ 3/79 1

8 1/ 3/79 2

9 1/ 5/79 1

10 1/ 5/79 2

11 1/ 8/79 1

12 1/ 8/79 2

13 1/ 9/79 1

14 1/ 9/79 2

15 1/10/79 1

16 1/10/79 2
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ALAB-244, 8 AEC 85. , 863-871 (1974) ; i_d_., ALAB-252, 8 AEC

1175, 1178-1181 (1975); affirmed, CLI-75-1, 1 NRC 1 (197 5) .

1. Health ef fects of the uranium fuel evele (ECNP 1, 2; SEA

5, 6, 3)

ECNP and SEA each raise issues concerning the health

effects of the uranium fuel cycle. Specifically, ECNP con-

tends that the health effects of long-lived isotopes which

would be released from the uranium fuel cycle required for

the operation of the ,Susquehanna plant have been misrepresented

and underestimated by the Applicants, in particular because

each of those isotopes has allegedly not been considered for

its " full detoxification period" (Contention 1) . In addi-

tion, ECNP contends that the cost-benefit analysis for the
facility is faulty because it completely neglects the health

costs of all the long-lived isotopes that will be released

(Contention 2). As examples of isotopes which have " eluded

full environmental analysis," the petitioner lists Tc-99,
Se-79, I-129, Cs-135, and "the alpha-particle emitters."

Although the language of ECNP's supplemental petition appears

to lLnit the contention to health effects only, ECNP's repre-

sentative indicated during the special prehearing conference

that Contention 1 seeks as well to litigate thu quantities of

long-lived isotopes that would be released (except for those
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isotopes specifically listed in Table S-3 of 10 CFR 551.20)

(Tr. 9-10).

For its part, SEA contends that che radiation exposure

of miners and of the general public which would result from

mining the uranium required to fuel the Susquehanna units

was ignored in the Environmental Report (ER) (Contention 5).

The contention also states that the number of cancer and
premature deaths caused by this radiation should be stated

in the ER. A similar contention is set forth by SEA with

respect to the mill tailings that would be produced by the
mining activities required to supply fuel for the facility
(Contention 6). With regard to the reprocessing phase of

the fuel cycle, SEA acknowledges thst occupational exposure

is mentioned but contends thct the ER should also address
the number of cancer and premature deaths that would result

therefrom (Contention 9) .

The Applicants and the Staff do not object to the con-
tentions insofar as they assert that the radiological health

effects of the uranium fuel cycle, including mining, mill
tailings, and reprocessing, should be considered in the

cost-benefit balance of the facility (see Applicants' and

Staff's answers to the supplements to the petitions of
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ECNP and SEA; also, Tr. 12, 14-15, 226-228). Both object,

however, to ECNP's contention insofar as it questions the

quantities of radioisotopes released from the fuel cycle.

They view such a contention as a challenge to the Commission's

regulations because the quantities of all isotopes released

in the fuel cycle, except raden-222, are set forth in Table

S-3 of 10 CFR s51.20 (Tr. 15-16).

At the special prehearing conference ECNP claimed that

the language of footnote 1 to Table S-3 does not exclude

from litigation isotopes which are not addressed at all in

the table and, accordingly, that the quantities of such

isotopes may be considered (Tr. 17). The Staff and Appli-

cants, on the other hand, assert that all pertinent isotopes

are listed in Table S-3 and those tnat are not should be

considered to have a value of zero (Tr. 15-17).

With regard to the isotopes listed in ECNP's petition,

we note that Table S-3 includes a specific quantity for

I-129. Further, Cs-135 is addressed in NUREG-0116

(Appendix A), one of the background documents listed in

footnote 1; therefore Table S-3 is to be read as if a zero

entry had been made for that isotope (see footnote 1 to

Table S-3). Tc-99 and Se-79 are fission products, and "the
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alpha-particle emitters" mentioned by ECNP are transuranic

elements. Table S-3 includes specific quantities for

gaseous " Fission products and transuranics" and for liquid
" Fission and activation products." All of the

isotopes listed by ECNP, therefore, can be deemed to be

included in Table S-3.

We need not here decide whether releases of every

conceivable isotope must be considered to be included in

Table S-3, but we can and do agree with the Applicants and

Staff that Table S-3 encompasses the pertinent isotopes

mentioned by the petitioners, except for radon-222. With

respect to radon-222, the Commission has said that both the

quantity released and its health effects may be litigated

(footnote 1 to Table S-3). Therefore, ECNP may

question the quantity of raden-222 but no other isotope

contained in its list. On the other hand, the health

effects of all isotopes released in the uranium fuel cycle

constitutes a cognizable issue. Accordingly, we admit the

following contention:
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1. A. The quantity of radon-222 which will

be released during the fuel cycle

required for the Susquahanna facility

has not been, but should be, ade-

quately assessed. The radiological

health effects of this radon should

be estimated and these estimates

factored into the cost-benefit balance

for the operation of the plant.

B. The radiological health effects of all

isotopes other than radon-222 which will

be released during the fuel cycle

required for the Susquehanna plant have

been misrepresented and underestimated.

In particular, the health effects of

each long-lived isotope which will be

released from the fuel cycle for

Susquehanna should be reassessed. The

appropriately determined effects must

be factored into the cost-benefit balance

for the operation of the plant.
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2. Health Effects of Low-level Radiation and other dis-

charges from the facility (ECNP 2, CAND 6, 15)

ECNP contends that the cost-benefit analysis performed

by the Appli: ants and Staff is faulty "because it neglects

completely the health costs due to all of the long-lived

radioactive isotopes released, or caused to be released,

to the environment by the operation of Susquehanna" (empha-

sis in original). In addition, it contends that the cost-

benefit balance is distorted because radiation attributable

to Susquehanna's operation is compared with background

radiation. ECNP claims that, if such a comparison were

justified, the benefits of the electrical output of Susque-

hanna should be compared with benefits of the solar energy

incident on the United States (see Tr. 12).

CAND contends that nuclear wastes, such as cesium-137

and cobalt-60,and the chlorine which will be discharged

from the plant into the Susquehanna River will pose a

serious public health danger to the citizens of Danville,

which draws its drinking water from the river. For that

reason, CAND claims that the NRC "should order the Appli-

cants to install an improved liquid waste treatment system

designed to remove all traces of chlorine and nuclear
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wastes from the processed water before discharge into the

river" (Contention 6). Elsewhere, CAND contends that the

" sustained discharge of low-level radiation" resulting

from the operation of the plant will pose a long-term

threat to the life and health of wcmen of childbearing

age and to their future progeny (Contention 15).

The Applicants object to the admission of ECNP's con-

tention on the ground that it lacks specificity. To the

extent that the contention seeks to raise the issue of

whether it is appropriate to compare radiation attributable

to Susquehanna with background radiation, the Applicants

maintain that this issue has been decided by the Appeal Board

La Mbine Yankee Atomic Power Co. (Maine Yankee Atomic Power

Station) , ALAB-175, 7 AEC 6 2, 6 3 (1974) ; _i_d. , ALAB-161,

6 AEC 1003, 1012 (1973). The Staff likewise believes that

the contention lacks specificity but acknowledges that "a

contention may be admitted dealing with whether the cost-

benefit balance for the facility is rendered of no worth:

1) by a consideration of the incremental radiation to be

caused by the facility compared with background radiation,

and 2) by a failure to consider all radioactive isotopes

released or caused to be released by operation of the

facility." The Staff maintains that ECNP must identify

all isotopes which it contends were not considered.
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With regard to the contentions of CAND, the Applicants

do not object to the admission of Contention 6 to the extent

that the issue to be litigated deals with the health effects

of three effluents: chlorine, cesium-137, and cobalt-60.

Both the Applicants and Staff point out, however, that the

amount of chlorine to be released from the plant is deter-

mined by the facility's National Pollution Discharge Elim-

ination System (NPDES) permit issued under Section 402 of

the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA) and cannot
be further limited by the NRC. Additionally, they observe

that the portions of the contention which request that NRC

impose a "zero release" 1Lnit on radioisotopes is a challenge
to the Commission's regulations in 10 CFR Parts 20 and 50.

The Staff also interprets that portion of the contention

which raises the issue of chlorine discharge to be an attempt

to reopen a matter decided at the construction permit stage

and opposes its admission for that reason. At the pre-

hearing conference, however, the Staff said that it would

have no objection to the contention if interpreted in the

the Applicants found acceptable, i.e., assame manner s

raising the issue of the health effects of chlorine,

cesium-137, and cobalt-60 discharges on the citizens of

Danville (Tr. 301).
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With regard to CAND's Contention 15, the Applicants

again have no obj ection to litigating an issue relating to

the health effects of low-level radiation (see Tr. 356).
The Staff, on the other hand, initially interpreted the

contention as a challenge to the Commission's regulations

and obj ected to its admission. At the prehearing conference,

however, it agreed that the contention could be litigated

if its scope were as staced by the Applicants (Tr. 355-56).

We are in agreement with the Applicants and the Staff

concerning the admissibility of a contention which relates

to the effect on the NEPA cost-benefit analysis of the

health effects of low-level radiation, in the sense of the

" residual risks" as defined in Maine Yankee, ALAB-161 and

ALAB-175, suora, in particular 7 AEC at 63, footnote 2

(1974). We also agree that the health effects of chlorine

dis charged by the plant may be litigated. The quantity of

chlorine discharged may not be questioned because the

maximum amount of such discharge is fixed by the terms of

the Applicants' discharge permit (which is premised on

requirements of the Environmental Protection Agency).

That matter is under the exclusive jurisdiction of EPA, not

the NRC. See Tennessee Vallev Authoritv, (Yellow Creek Nuclear

Plant, Units 1 and 2) . ALAB-515, 8 NRC (December 27,

1978); cf. Southern California Edison Co. (San Onofre
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Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-248, 8 AEC

957, 975-77 (1974). NRC's consideration of the health

effects of the chlorine discharge must be based on the

amounts specified in the discharge permit.

We reject ECNP's claim that the benefit of incident

solar energy should be balanced against the benefits of

electrical energy generated by the Susquehanna plant. Such

a comparison has no meaning in the context of a proceeding

inquiring whether an individual facility produces a benefit.

That the benefit may be less,more,or different from that

produced by incident solar energy is like comparing apples

and oranges and is simply irrelevant. We also reject ECNP's

claim that it is inappropriate to compare radiation attrib-

utable to Susquehanna with background radiation. The Appeal

Board has sanctioned the use of background radiation as a

measure of "the dimensions of [ radiation] exposure in

normal operations." Maine Yankee, suora, ALAB-161, 6 NRC

at 1012. Whether that measure has been properly applied is,

of course, a matter which may be litigated. Finally, we

reject CAND's request that NRC impose a "zero release" of

radioisotopes. There has been no showing made by CAND that

the facility's releases will not meet the "as low as

reasonaoly ach' avable" standards of NRC regulations.
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(CAND's contention to this extent constitutes a challenge
to the Commission's regulations in 10 CFR Part 20 and 10

CFR Part 50, Appendix I.)

We admit the following contention:

2. The residual risks of low-level radia-

tion which will result from the release

from the facility of radionuclides, and

particularly from the release of

cesium-137 and cobalt-60, into the

Susquehanna River, and the health

effects of chloride discharged into the

river, have not been, but must be, ade-

quately assessed and factored into the

NEPA cost-benefit balance before the

plant is allowed to go into operation.

3. Uranium sucolv (ECNP 3; SEA 4).

The Applic. ants and Staff (see Tr. 21) have agreed that

the adequacy of the supply of uranium, and the price of

that uranium, for the facility are matters which can be

litigated insofar as they bear upon the facility's cost-

benefit balance. See Kansas Gas & Electric Co. (Wolf Creek
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Generating Station, Unit 1), ALAB-462, 7 NRC 320, 323-26

(1978); Gulf States Utilities Co. (River Bend Station,

Units 1 and 2), ALAB-444, 6 NRC 760, 787-93 (1977); M. ,

ALAB-317, 3 NRC 175, 180-85 (1976). Both of these matters

are included in both ECNP's and SEA's contentions. We agree

with the Staff that the portions of ECNP's contention which

bear upon the effects of low-level radiation from mining

and mill tailings are not relevant to a uranium-supply

contention; to the extent they are relevant at all, they are

considered in the context of the health effects throughout

the fuel cycle of low-level radiation (Board Contention 1,

suora). But for reasons spelled out in conjunction with

need-for-power contentions (see Board Contention 4, infra),

and contrary to the position taken by the Staff, we find

SEA's utilization of information appearing in the Applicants'
Environmental Report (ER) and Final Safety Evaluation Report

(FSAR) as bases for a contention to be entirely appropriate.

The following contention is admitted:

3. Known and assured reserves of uranium are

insufficient to supply the lifetime fuel

required for Susquehanna 1 and 2 in a

growing economy. Neither the ER nor the
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FSAR discusses the adequacy of such fuel

supply. The historic growth rate for

nuclear generated electricity, a measure

of uranium consumption, is about 32%

annually, for the years 1961 through 1977.

Even if this growth rate drops more than in

half to 15%, all of the estimated reserves

of uranium will have been consumed prior to

the end of the thirty year life of Susquehanna

1 and 2. Higher fuel prices will result, as

is evidenced by the approximate 400% price

rise in the price of uranium fuel in the

last 6 years. In addition, much uranium

for the facility will have to be imported.

These costs, when added to other costs,

will tip the cost-benefit balance against

operation of the facility.

.
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4. Need for power (ECNP 4, 6; Marsh SC; SEA 15; CAND 5).

All of the petitioners contend that, for one reason

or another, the Susquehanna facility will not be needed.

They cite differing reasons for this conclusion. ECNP

relies in its Contention 4 on information appearing in the

Applicants' Environmental Report (ER) tending to indicate

the existence of high reserve levels, together with "very

modest increases in electrical energy conservation efforts."

It claims that there has been no adequate study of the

effects of conservation on the need for Susquehanna.

Further, it claims in Contention 6 (which it agrees can be

combined with 4, see Tr. 46) that the analysis of alterna-

tives (particularly conservation and solar energy) has been
inadequate. For their part, Ms. Marsh and SEA also rely on
the information appearing in the ER, whereas CAND relies on

recent earnings statements of the Applicants (suggesting the

existence of " excess capacity") together with the objectives

of the " National Energy Program" to cut the growth rate of

electrical energy demand (presumably through conservation) .

CAND also explained that its contention was =eant to assert

at least that, even if Unit 1 were needed, Unit 2 would be

superfluous (Tr. 295).
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Both the Applicants and NRC Staff oppose all of the

"need for power" contentions. The Applicants admit that,

as reflected in their ER, the lead Applicant, Pennsylvania

Power & Light, has, and will continue to have for some

time, high reserve levels. They agree that claims of this

type (particularly those of Ms. Marsh and CAND) would

ordinarily form the core of a valid contention but that,

in this instance, there is nothing to litigate since the

claims are not challenged. But they also assert that the

units are justified on economic grounds notwithstanding

the high reserve levels and that the petitioners have not

challenged this justification. Further, they assert that

claims involving conservation and alternate power sources

are not " reasonable altarnatives" at the operating license

stage and hence need not be considered.

The Staff takes a somewhat different view. It first

takes the position that information appearing in the Appli-

cants' ER is essentially irrelevant; "[i]t is the EIS and

not the ER which must be adequate and provide a basis for

Commission action." The Staff also takes the position

that information different from that considered at the

construction-permit stage of review must be, but has not

been, set forth. Finally, it urges that the contentions
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lack adequate bases. At the prehearing conference, however,

the Staff admitted that a contention asserting that lack of

need for the plant tilts the cost-benefit balance against

authorizing operation was not objectionable (Tr. 35-36).

At the outset, we must reject the Staff's claim as

to the essential irrelevance of the ER. It may be true,

as the Staff asserts, that the important document in

evaluating the adequacy of an agency's environmental review

is the agency's final impact statement. See Public Service

Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2),

CLI-77-8, 5 NRC 503, 525 (1977); Boston Edison Co. (Pilgrim

Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 2), ALAB-479, 7 NRC 774,

792-794 (1978). But that does not mean that a petiticner

for intervention cannot look to the ER for factual material

in support of a proposed contention. Indeed, the ER is

likely to be one of the best sources of information available

to a petitioner for intervention to raise issues concerning

the environmental impacts of a plant. As a predicate to

its consideration of a licensing application, NRC requires

the submission of such a report, at both the construction

permit and, as here, the operating license stages of review.

10 CFR 5551.20, 51.21. The Staff =ay rely on information

appearing in the ER in performing its further review,
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although it may also choose not to do so. In our view,

no Commission rule prevents petitioners for intervention

from choosing to make similar use of such L1 formation.

There is no question that consideration of such matters

as need for power and various plant alternatives is more

appropriate at the construction permit stage -- before a

plant has been built --- than at the operating license

stage, wh'are a completed plant must be assumed. Undoubtedly

reflecting that circumstance, the regulations reepecting

operating license environmental reports specify that matters

need be discussed therein "only to the extent that they

differ from those discussed or reflect new information in
addition to that discussed" during the construction permit
stage of review. 10 CFR 551.21. For those reasons, as

another Licensing Board recently pointed out, a contention

raising issues of this type must include "a strong showing
* * * that there exists a significant issue which had not

previously been adequately considered or significant new

information which had developed after the construction '

permit review." Detroit Edison Co. (Enrico Fermi Atomic
Power Plant, Unit 2), LBP-79-1, 9 NRC (January 2,,

1979) (slip op., p. 24a).
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In our view, the requisite showing has here been made

with respect to need for power and the consideration of

conservation and solar energy as alternatives. The ER

presents substantially different need-for-power information

than was considered at the construction permit stage. The

Applicants admit as much (Tr. 28) . Although the ER also

attempts to provide an economic justification for plant

operation, that is a matter going to the merits, not to

whether an adequate contention has been presented. More-

over, the subject of conservation does not appear to have

been mentioned, either in the construction permit Licensing

Board's initial decision (LBP-78-33, 6 AEC 978 (1973)) or

in the underlying FES (dated June, 1973). We recognize,

as the Applicants claim (Tr. 48), that in 1976 ECNP sought

to have the Commission suspend the construction permits in

part because conservation had not been adequately considered.

The Commission treated ECNP's petition as a request for

a show-cause order, but we were unable to determine whether

it was ever formally acted upon. (The portion which dealt

with certain other matters was referred to the Appeal Board

and later denied. Public Service Electric & Gas Co. (Salem
Nuclear Generating Station, Units 1 and 2), et al.,

ALAB-426, 6 NRC 206 (1977) .) The foregoing does not preclude
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our considering the question here. Solar energy was treated

but briefly in the construction permit FES (where it was

summarily rejected, see FES, 59.1 2a, at p. 9-5) and also

was not mentioned in the initial decision. For these

reasons, we are admitting a contention incorporating these

topics.

With respect to the other matters raised in these

contentions, we find them either not relevant to the sub-

ject matter of the contention or lacking in the requisite

specificity and bases. We note, however, that we are

declining to admit certain portions of the various contentions

which seek to challenge certain end uses of electricity,

particularly space heating, on the ground that we are pre-

cluded from considering that claim. See Consumers Power Co.

(Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-123, 6 AEC 331, 351-52

(1973); Public Service Co. of Oklahoma (Black Fox Station,

Units 1 and 2), LBP-76-38, 4 NRC 435, 438 (1976).

The admitted contention reads as follows:

4. The Susquehanna facility (or, at least,

Unit 2 thereof) is not needed; and, as

a result, the cost-benefit balance is

tilted against authorization of operating
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licenses (or, at least, a license for Unit

2), for the following reasons:

Laformation supplied in the Applicants'a.

ER shows that, at the Verv Low growth

rate scenario, the entire output of

both U its will be available for salen

outside the service area of the Appli-

cants as the Units come on line (ER,

Tabl e 1.1-15) .

b. The electric capacity of the lead

Applicant in 1977 was 40% greater

than customer needs and demands from

existing facilities. Latest pre-

jections of energy use and require-

ments during the next 30 years for

the Applicants' service area, the

period equal to the projected plants'
"useful life," show that the Appli-

cants can meet the needs of their
customers through existing facilities

and sources.
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c. The National Energy Program contemplates

that steps be followed in order to achieve

a lowered growth rate in electrical demand

of less than 2% annually. Yet there has

been no demonstration that the effects

of conservation efforts designed to achieve

that goal have been factored into the

analysis of need for this facility. The

conservation programs suggested by the

Applicants are not designed to encourage

either meaningful energy conservation

or efficient energy use. Instead, these

programs are aimed at encouraging continued

electrical energy usa; a, regardless of

whether electricity is the most efficient

form of energy for the job at hand or not.

One such example is the Applicants' encour-

agement of reliance on expensive electrically

operated mechanical heating and cooling

devices, like heat pumps, in the name of

energy conservation. As another example,

there has been no comparison of the cost

of upgrading the thermal insulation in
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existing residences and commercial

buildings in the service area of the

Applicants with the cost (environmental

and economic) of operating the Susque-

hanna facilities. Furthermore, there

has been no discussion, in connection

with energy conservation, of end use

efficiencies or what have come to be

known as "Second Law Efficiencies,"

or of the health benefits of energy

conservation.

d. Solar energy in any of its various forms

has not been considered as an alternative
to Susquehanna. By ignoring this commonly

used alternative energy source, the Appli-
cants are hoping to prevent home use of

solar heating and hot water applications

and to encourage use of electricity.
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" Models used to calculate low-level radiation doses...

(ECNP 5).

The Applicants take the position that, insofar as

this contention presents specific challenges to the models

they have used in calculating individual and population

doses, it is an admissible contention. The latter part

they regard as a challenge to the doses themselves as

specified in 10 CFR Part 20 and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix

I, and hence not admissible under 10 CFR 52.758. The Staff

takes the position that the entire contention is u ehallenge
to the Commission's effluent limits in 10 CFR Part 20 and,
in any event, is too general and hence is inadmissible.

It conceded, however, that a challenge to specific models

cculd be entertained (Tr. 39-40, 45). ECNP explained that

it did not intend to challenge any effluent limitations but,
rather, only the models used to calculate such doses (Tr.

38-39). It described the latter portion as raising a question

as to the health effects of doses calculated through use

of the models in question (Tr. 42) .

There being no models prescribed by regulation for

such calculations, we accept the contention as a challenge

to the models specified, as agreed upon by the Applicants.

Whether appropriate data were used in developing such models

is an appropriate component of this inquiry. The portion
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dealing with the health effects of low-level radiation is

not relevant to this subj ect area, although other accepted

contentions deal with it (see Board Contentions 1 and 2,

suora). The accepted contention reads:

5. Certain models used by the Applicants

to calculate individual and population

radiation doses are inaccurate and

obsolete. The deficiencies are compounded

by the arbitrary selection of data from

inappropriate sources for the purpose of

formulating these models. Specifically:

a. the milk transfer coefficient for

iodine has been underestimated (see

Health Physics, 35, pp. 413-16, 1978);

b. the models use facters which convert

alpha particle dose in rads to rems

which are far too low (see Health
Physics, 34, pp. 353-60, 1978);

c. the models use factors which under-

estimate the radiation effect, on a

per rad basis, for the very low energy

beta and gamma radiations, as from H-3

and C-14 (see Health Physics, 34,pp.
433-38, 1978).
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6. Evacuation (ECNP 7; Marsh 6; SEA 8; CAND 9).

The Commission's regulations governing protective

measures (including evacuation) in the event of a serious

accident require that Applicants demonstrate that appro-

priate measures can and will be taken to protect individuals

within the facility's low population zone (LPZ) . See New

England Power Co. (NEP Units 1 and 2), e_t al., ALAB-390,

5 NRC 733 (1977). More recently, the Commission has issued

proposed regulations which, in certain circumstances, would

permit emergency planning measures to be imposed for areas

outside the LPZ. See 43 Fed. Reg. 37473 (August 23, 1973).

Those proposed regulations are to be used as " interim

guidance," and emergency plans are to be reviewed at the

operating license stage "in accordance with the interim

guidance of the proposed amendment or, depending on timing,

the amendment as promulgated in final form." I_d_. at 37475.

U' der the proposed regulation, emergency p'.anning forn

areas outside the LPZ need not be undertaken in every case

but only where there is presented "particular information

why such a plan would be warranted." Detroit Edison Co.

(Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant, Unit 2), LBP-79-1, 9 NRC

(January 2, 1979) (slip op., p. 12). The pro-,

posed regulation includes only limited guidance in this

respect, stating:
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The extent to which emergency planning * * *
should extend to areas beyond the LPZ shall
be based on the design features of the facility
and the physical characteristics of the environs
in the vicinity of the site, taking into account
the emergency protective action criteria developed
by appropriate Federal authori~ies, and by appro-
priate State and local governmental authorities
in cooperation with the Commission.

The Statement of Considerations for the proposed rule

does elaborate on the type of " physical characteristics"

which may be relevant -- including the " numbers and proximity

to the site boundary of resident and transient persons and

the relative speed with which warnings can be communicated

to them, the availability and character of evacuation routes

and means of transportation, the availability and locations

of structures suitable for sheltering people, and the

presence of institutions (such as hospitals, nursing homes,

and schools) which may require special emergency planning
arrangements." 43 Fed. Feg. at 37474. Beyond that, it

appears to place great emphasis on the importance of

" emergency action criteria, arrived at through a coordinated

effort among local, State, and Federal authorities." Ibid.

Such criteria are to be used to evaluate arrangements made

by the Applicants with Federal, State and local officials

to assure that necessary evacuation or other protective

actions will be taken. Moreover, it appears that such
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matters as the evacuation of "large numbers of persons

* * * engaged in outdoor recreational activities in the

vicinity of a plant" are to be governed by " appropriate

protective action criteria, such a EPA protective action

guides," and that such " considerations may lead to planning

for protective actions beyond the LPZ." Id. at 37474-75.

ECNP and CAND each seek to explore evacuation of areas

outsice the LPZ. ECNP urges " prompt notification and

evacuation of all areas in which persons may be exposed to

radiation doses in excess of those permitted by existing

radiation exposure standards for the general public and

Protective Action Guides." In calculating such radiation

doses, ECNP wishes to consider, inter alia, " accidents more

severe than the design basis accident." For its part, CAND

seeks evacuation for the " tens of thousands of hospitalized

and institutionalized persons in nursing b - ' and mental

treatment facilities, as well as the physically and mentally

handicapped within a fifty mile radius of Salem Township. '

When asked at the prehearing conference to identify particular

areas encompassing such hospitalized and institutionalized

persons, CAND mentioned only Danville, Nanticoke and Dallas,

Pa. (Tr. 319). The construction permit FES lists Nanticoke as

being 11 miles from the site (FES, Table 2.1) . Dallas appears
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to be about 20 miles from the site, and Danville somewhat

farther (see FES, Fig. 2.1).

In terms of the Commission's proposed regulations,

neither ECNP nor CAND have ident ,iied any physical

characteristics in the vicinity of the site which could

reasonably give rise to a claim that evacuation beyond

the LPZ should be considered. ECNP mentioned the " river

basin location with relatively limited modes of * * *

ingress and egress from the vicinity of the plant" (Tr.

63). The river basin location is applicable to a multi-

titude of nuclear plant sites and is not the type of
information which, per so, could justify consideration
of evacuation beyond the LPZ. The asserted ILnited ingress

and egress from the plant would be relevant to evacuation

irrespective of whether there are circumstances which would

bring the proposed regulations into focus; we are admitting
that portion of the contention for consideration in that

context.

ECNP's reference to Pennsylvania's Protective Action

Guides does, however, bring into play the proposed regu-

lations. We read them as at least authorizing inquiry into

evacuation of such areas as may be necessary to achieve
compliance with those Guides. As ECNP points out, the Guides

were used as the basis for emergency planning in at least one
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other case -- that involving the Three Mile Island facility

near Harrisburg, Pennsylvania -- and, upon checking the

Appeal Board decision in that case, it does not appear to

us that there were any particular physical site characteristics

which caused the Protective Action Guides rather than the

Part 100 standards to be utilized. Metropolitan Edison Co.

(Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit No. 2), ALAB-486,
8 NRC 9, 15-16, 23 (1978) . (The Licensing Board decision

did not discuss which standards had been utilized. LBP-77-70,

6 NRC 1185 (1977).) Indeed, that case was heard prior to

the promulgation of the proposed regulations, when even more

restrictive standards were extant. That being so, it would

be anomalous to close all inquiry here as to the feasibility
and necessity of an emergency plan designed to conform to the

Protective Action Guides. We admit that portion of ECNP's
contention.

ECNP also wishes to explore evacuation in the event of

a Class 9 accident. As a basis, it cites the recent disavowal

by NRC of the reactor safety study (WASH-1400) . We reject

that claim both as a challenge to 10 CFR 100.11(a), n.1,

which specifies the type of accident to be considered in

evaluating an emergency plan, and as contrary to the Com-

mission's long-star. ling policy -- preceding the preparation

of WASH-1400 and hence not affected by the study's disavowal ---

of not considering the consequences of Class 9 accidents (see

discussion of SEA c s.ention 10, infra, pp. 71-72),
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CAND's claim with respect to hospitalized and institu-

tionalized persons, including the aged and infirm, must be

rejected because the localities named are well beyond the

area for which emergency planning might be required, either

under Part 100 standards or under the Protective Action

Guides. Further, no special physical characteristics of the

area have been asserted. To the extant that the contention

wishes to explore the evacuation of such persons.within the

smaller areas covered by Part 100 or the Protective Actirn

Guides, it fails for lack of specificity --- i.e. , no hospitals

or institutions within (or adjacent to) those areas have been

named. We note that the Staff's construction permit Safety

Evaluation Report reports an Applicants' statement that

"there are no schools, hospitals, nursing and/or convalescent

homes, mental institutions, prisons and/or jails, or military

bases within the low population zone." SER, 52.1, at p. 8.

ECNP raises a question concerning the ability of

Pennsylvania's Office of Radiological Health to respond in

the event of an emergency. This claim would be relevant

to an emergency plan irrespective of the area covered by
,

that plan. The Applicants oppose this aspect of the con-

tention on two ground < . First, they assert that the same

question was recal ed in the Three-Mile Island proceeding;

an examination of that decision, however, reveals that the

claim was raised only at the appellate level and was dis-

missed for lack of sufficient evidence to warrant reopening

the record. See ALAB-486, suora, 8 NRC at 22, fn. 21.
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ECNP here asserts that it will produce additional evidence

on this matter (Tr. 64, 68). The Applicants also claim

that participation of the Office of Radiological Health is

not necessary in an evacuation (Tr. 149). While that may

be so -- since ECNP contends otherwise (Tr. 146-147), it

is a matter to be resolved by evidence -- it is clear to

us that that organization does play at least a significant

role in the Applicants' emergency plan. (The Commonwealth

of Pennsylvania confirmed that the Office's participatbn

was at least " desirable" (Tr. 150) ) This part of ECNP's

contention is admissible.

ECNP and Ms. Marsh each wish to litigate whether the

Applicants' emergency procedures are adequate because of

the failure to provide evacuation drills and warnings. We

agree with the Applicants, however, that the Commission has

taken action which, in effect, generically rules out con-

tentions of this sort. In denying a rulemaking request to

require applicants to take steps of this kind, the Commission

pointed out that "the proposed rule would not further ensure

the health and safety of the public, and in fact may increase

the probability of injuries and loss of life, in addition

to causing other inconveniences and costs not commensurate

with the benefit." 42 Fed. Reg. 36 326, 36 328 (July l4, 1977).
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Moreover, a similar claim was turned down on the merits

in Three Mile Island, ALAB-486, suora, 8 NRC at 16-17.

With this background, and given the generic (rather than

site-specific) character of the claim, it appears to us

that denial of such a claim would be a foregode conclusion.

The contentions raising it are therefore denied.

SEA's contention challenges the adequacy of training

of personnel who will be participating in emergency evacuation

procedures and also the " adequacy of safeguards" to protect

those persons. SEA confirmed that the " safeguards" referred

to protection from radiation hazards (Tr. 231-32). With

that understanding, SEA's contention is admitted.

As admitted, the evacuation contention reads as follows:

--

6. The emergency plan proposed by the Appli-

cants is not sufficient to assure prompt

notification and evacuation of all areas

in which persons may be exposed to radia-
,

tion doses in excess of those permitted by

existing radiation exposure standards for

the general public and Protective Action

Guides. Specifically:
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The plan fails to account adequatelya.

for narrow roads and adverse weather

conditions in the vicinity of the site.

b. There is considerable question of the

ability of Pennsylvania's Office of

Radiological Health to fulfill its

assigned functions in the event of an

emergency. The Director of that Office

stated at a public meeting that his staff

would not be able to respond at all hours

to an accident at a nuclear facility. He

has also, by affidavit, denied having made

such a statement. This question must be

resolved. Furthermore, the Office has

been unsuccessful in obtaining the amount

of funding required to provide adequate

qualified staff and equipment to be able

to expand its capability to monitor and

respond to a radiation emergency situation

at Susquehanna.

c. The plan includes insufficient information

with respect to either the training of or
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the adequacy of radiation-hazard safe-

guards to protect local emergency units

which may be required to participate

in emergency evacuation procedures or

which may be required to deal with

on-site situations. The plan does not

state whether the public or the utility

will provide the training in protection

and procedure required by local emergency

units to coordinate a safe, systematic

evacuation.

.
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7-8 Unresolved zeneric safety issues (ECNP 10)

ECNP seeks to explore the various unresolved generic

safety issues relevant to the Susquehanna facility. It

has explicitly named several such issues. The Applicants

agree that three of them are litigable. (Cne of the

others has been withdrawn. Tr. 178.) The NRC Staff would

reject the entire contention because of lack of specificity.

Recent Appeal Board decisions have stressed the

importance of assuring that generic safety issues applicable

to a particular reactor are satisfactorily resolved for that

reactor. Virzinia Electric and Power Co. (North Anna Nuclear
Power E ation, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-491, 8 NRC 245 (1978);

Gulf States Utilities Co. (River Bend, Units 1 and 2),

ALAB-444, 6 NRC 760 (1977). They have also emphasized

that licensing boards , and the general public, should be

able to ascertain from a single document (such as the SER)

"the staff's perception of the nature and extent of the

relationship between each significant unresolved generic

safety question and the eventual operation of the reactor

under scrutiny" -- "without the need to resort to extrinsic

documents." River Bend, suora, 6 NRC at 775; North Anna,

supra,. 8 NRC at 248. In an operating license proceeding

such as this, where a hearing is to be held to consider

other issues, licensing boards are enjoined, in

the absence of an issue raised by a party,
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to determine whether the Staff's resolution of various
generic safety issues applicable to the reactor in question

is "at least plausible and * * *, if proven to be of sub-

stance, * * * adequate to justify operation." North Anna,

suora, 8 NRC at 249, fn. 7.

At the incipiency of an operating license proceeding,

a petitioner for intervention is at a substantial dis-

advantage in ascertaining whether generic safety issues

applicable to the reactor have been satisfactorily resolved.

The Staff will not have yet issued its SER on this subj ect ---

here, it is some time in the offing (Tr. 169). Moreover,

information concerning the status of many of the generic

issues appears to be peculiarly under the control of the

Staff. In any event, resort to extrinsic documents is

required. Such an undertaking may well be a practical

impossibility for a petitioner (see Tr. 172).2/ That being

so, the degree of specificity upon which the Staff is

insisting for this contention appears to us to be unreason-

able for this stage of the proceeding. This is so notwith-

standing the "early notice" procedures applicable to

operating license proceedings and the intent of those pro-

cedures to reveal at as early a date as possible the matters

in dispute between the parties.

2/ Cf. North Anna, ALAB-529, 9 NRC (February 28,,

T979 (slip op., pp. 2-3).
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We agree with the Applicants that ECNP at this stage

has identified 3 unresolved matters with sufficient precision

to warrant their acceptance as matters in controversy. (One

of these matters in reality involves two different unresolved

questions, and we will admit them as separate issues.) But

we disagree with the Applicants' further position that the

statement that "it]he reactor pressure vessel may not survive

the thermal shock of cool ECCS water after blowdown without

cracking" must be rejected as lacking the showing of "special

circumstances" which the Commission has heretofore ruled

must be demonstrated to raise a question regarding pressure

vessel integrity. Consolidated Edison Co. of New York (Indian

Point, Unit No. 2), CLI-72-29, 3 AEC 20 (1972); see also

Wisconsin Electric Power Co. (Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Unit 2),

ALAB-137, 6 AEC 491, 503 (1973); Consumers Power Co. (Midland

Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-123, 6 AEC 331, 336 (1973).

The "special circumstances" doctrine is premis ed on the low

probability of rupture of pressure vessels which are con-

structed in accordance with applicable requirements. It

never was intended to preclude inquiry into whether the

pressure vessel is constructed in accordance with such

requirements. With respect to the ability of a pressure

v essel to withstand the thermal shock of cool ECCS water
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after blowdown without cracking, the requirements appear

in the Standard Review Plan, at 55.3.3, " Reactor Vessel

Integrity," Part II.6 (at p. 5.3.3-4). We admit this

contention as asserting that the Applicants have not con-

formed to those requirements. (Since this contention does
not concern itself with any of the generic safety issues,

we are separating it from the rest of the contention on

that subj ec t. )

The general concerns expressed by ECNP about other

generic safety issues are not stated with sufficient

specificity to be admitted at this time. Because the SER

treating such issues has not yet been issued, we believe

that ECNP should be given an opportunity after such issuance

to specify (with reasons) which issues it believes have not

been adequately resolved. This is particularly so in view

of the review which the operating-license board must in any

event give to such issues, as specified in North Anna, suora.

ECNP's views might well be of assistance in this review.

Although the Commission's "early notice" procedures might

be read as contemplating an earlier identification of

issues, we believe that imposing such a requirement would

effectively eradicate one of the sources available to the

Board to determine whether an issue has indeed been
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satisfactorily resolved. The "early notice" procedures

were not intended, in our view, to produce this result.

Expedition of a proceeding, which the "early notice pro-

cedures" was designed to foster, is desirable, but it

never should be permitted to blur or place roadblocks in

the resolution of issues which have potential safety

significance.

The acceptable contentions read as follows:

7. The Nuclear Steam Supply System of Susquehanna

1 and 2 contains numerous generic design

deficiencies, some of which may never be

resolvable, and which, when reviewed

together, render a picture of an unsafe

nuclear installation which may never be

safe enough to operate. Specifically:

(a) The pressure suppression contain-

ment structure may not be constructed

with sufficient strength to withstand

the dynamic forces realized during

blowdown.
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(b) The cracking of stainless steel

piping in BWR coolant water environ-

ments due to stress corrosion has yet

to be prevented or avoided.

(c) BWR core spray nozzles occasionally

crack, a problem which reduces their

effectiveness.

(d) The ability of Susquehanna to survive

Anticipated Transients Without Scram

(ATWS) remains to be demonstrated.

In this regard, reliance on probabilistic

numbers, as 10-7 per year, is unwise

and unsafe.

8. The Applicants have not adequately demonstrated

compliance with the Standard Review Plan,

55.3.3, " Reactor Vessel Integrity," part II.6.

As a result, the reactor pressure vessel may

not survive the thermal shock of cool ECCS
.

water after blowdown without cracking.
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9. Decommissioning (ECNP 12, Marsh 5B, SEA 3, CAND 8)

The Co= mission's regulations currently impose few

requirements with respect to decommissioning. On the

safety side, they require an operating-license applicant

to submit, as part of the financial qualifications inquiry,

information showing that it " possesses or has reasonable

assurance of obtaining the funds necessary to cover * * *

the estimated costs of permanently shutting the facility
down and maintaining it in a safe condition." 10 CFR

E50.33(f); see also 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix C, I.B and

II.B. Safety requirements concerning termination of facility
licenses are spelled out in general terms by 10 CFR 550.82,
but that provision only comes into effect when a licensee

seeks to dismantle or decommission a facility. From an

environmental stsndpoint, decommissioning is not specifically
covered by regulation. But the costs of decommissioning

(both environmental and economic) necessarily comprise a

portion of the cost-benefit analysis which the Commission

must make. See 10 CFR S S51.23(c) and 51.26 (a) . Very general

guidelines as to what information concerning decommissioning

an applicant must supply appear in Regulatory Guide 4.2,

" Preparation of Environmental Reports for Nuclear Power

Stations" (NUREG-0099, July, 1976), 55.8.

It should be noted that in no way do these provisions

prescribe or proscribe any particular method of decomnissioning
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(or even require that a particular method be identified).

Nor need alternative methods be discussed. Finally, the

regulations do not provide any authority for the Commission

to require a particulce method of decommissioning or a

particular method of financing the costs thereof. All that

need be shown is that the estimated costs do not tip the
balance against the plant and that there is reasonable

assurance that an applicant ' can pay for them. The

estimated costs provided by applicants can, of course,

be controverted.

About a year ago, NRC published an " Advance Notice of

Proposed Rulemaking" which indicated that the Commission was

considering amending its regulations to provide more specific
guidance on decommissioni::g criteria for nuclear facilities.

43 Fed. Reg. 10370 (March 13, 1978). Among the topics under

consideration were, inter alia, the technology, costs and

environmental impact of decommissioning, the suitability of

at least one particular financing plan, and whether detailed

information on decommissioning should be provided prior to

the issuance of licenses rather than,as at present, only

when a licensee desires to decommission its facility. As

of this time, that proceeding is still under way.
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With this in mind, we turn to the particular decom-

missioning contentions which are before us. The decommis-

sioning contentions of Ms. Marsh and SEA explicitly challenge

the financial costs submitted by the Applicants, and ECNP's

contention may be read as doing so. All of those petitioners

indicated that they were interested in both the safety and

environmental aspects of those costs (Tr. 180-81, 206, 220).

The contention we have admitted raises the questions of the

adequacy of the costs provided by the Applicants and the

implications of such costs upon both the cost-benefit

balance for the facility and the financial qualifications

of the Applicants.

On the other hand, the decommissioning contentions of

ECNP, SEA and CAND seek to explore matters other than the

financial costs thereof. To the extent that all of these

petitioners seek to discuss the health effects of decommis-

sioning, and its effect on the facility's cost-benefit

balance, their contentions are admitted. But to the extent

that they seek to raise other matters -- such as the

specification of the particular details of a decommissioning

method or the imposition of a particular method of financing

the decommissioning of the facility -- they are denied. NRC

regulations currently impose no such requirements. Indeed,
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these are some of the very matters likely to be under con-

sideration in the Commission's forthcoming rulemaking

proceeding. But until NRC rules are changed, we are bound

by the existing rules; conversely, if the rules are amended

prior to the conclusion of this proceeding, the Licensing

Board will be bound thereby to the extent delineated by

the Commission. See Potomac Electric Power Co. (Douglas

Point Nuclear Generating Station, Units 1 and 2) , ALAB-218,

8 AEC 79, 82-83 (1974).

We are admitting the following contention:

9. The Applicants have underestimated both

the health costs and the monetary costs

of decommissioning the Susquehanna facility.

The monetary cost estimates are derived

from an industry-sponsored study which is

obviously biased, with cost estimates far

below what the actual cost of decommissioning

will be. Such cost will at least be equal

to the cost of construction. Further, the

statement by the Appliants that it is

" generally agreed" that the decommissioning

of a large nuclear power facility poses no

new occupational or environmental hazards

is erroneous. There are serious radiation
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hazards, particularly for workers. As

a result:

a. these costs, when added to other

monetarr and health costs of the

facility and the nuclear fuel cycle,

tilt the cost-benefit balance against

authorizing operation of the facility;

b. the Applicants are not fic.ancially

qualified to assume the monetary

costs of decommissioning.

.
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10. Transoortation of Soent Fuel (Marsh 1C, 2C, 4C,

SEA 1, CAND 12)

Ms. Marsh and SEA seek to raise environmental and

safety questions concerning the off-site transportation
of spent fuel. The environmental impacts of such trans-

portation are specified by Table S-4 of 10 CFR 551.20(g).

No further discussion is required by Applicants, and no

contention challenging the values specified therein may be
entertained . Because it does not appear that Ms. Marsh

or SEA wish merely to balance the values specified in Table

S-4, their contentions (insofar as they raise environmental
impact questions) must be rej ected. Cf. Douglas Point,

ALAB-218, suora, 8 AEC at 84-89. Furthermore, as a health

and safety matter, it has long been held that off-site

transportation is outside the scope of an operating-license
proceeding. Wisconsin Electric Power Co. (Point Beach
Nuclear Plant, Unit 2), ALAB-31, 4 AEC 689, 693, 697
(Contention 32) (1971); Trustees of Columbia University

in the City of New York, ALAB-50, 4 AEC 84c 863 (1972).
The contentions of Ms. Marsh and SEA must be rejected for

that reason as well.

The CAND contention may be differentiated from the

other transportation contentions in at least one respect.

Although it is somewhat ambiguous, we were told that it
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covers on-site as well as offsite transportation (Tr. 341).

As a basis, CAND referred to a derailment which had occurred

on a spur rail line built on the site by the Applicants.

~

To the extent that CAND's concention covers off-site

transportation, it is subject to the same objections as

the contentions of Ms. Marsh and SEA and hence will not

be entertained. But a different situation exists with

respect to on-site accidents, or at least accidents which

might be deemed to affect a safety-related structure,

system or component of the facility. We construe such

accidents as falling within the scope of the requirements

in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A (" General Design Criteria

for Nuclear Power Plants"), Criterion 4, which reads,

in relevant part:

Criterion 4 - Environmental and missile desien
bases. Structures, systems, and components

important to safety * * * shall be appropriately
protected against dynamic effects, including the
effects of missiles * * * that may result from

equipment failures and from events and condi-

tions outside the nuclear power unit.
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We recognize that CAND has not identified any struc-

tures, systems or components Laportant to safety which

might arguably be affected by an on-site rail accident.

Prior to any hearing on this contention, it must do so.

(We also would expect the Staff to consider whether a

rail accident might conceivably affect any safety structure.)

But CAND has at this stage put forth s ufficient information

to warrant further inquiry into the matter. We therefore

accept its contention insofar as it focuses upon on-site

rail accidents.

We note that the environmental impact of an on-site

rail accident may or may not be covered by Table S 4 The

Table does not pinpoint the location of the accidents it

covers. Nor does it differentiate the impacts of various

accidents, including those which may affect a reactor's

safety structures. On the other hand, the Table itself

covers only transportation "to and from" a reactor, which

could lead to the conclusion that on-site accidents are not

covered. We need not here decide this question, however.

It appears to us that the environmental impacts of on-site

accidents are not likely to vary appreciably from those of

off-site accidents except insofar as safety structures,

systems and components may be affected. That being so, the
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impacts of rail transportation on site, to the extent

they may differ from the impacts in Table S-4 (which in

any event must be considered), are adequately encompassed

by the safety contention we are admitting.

The admitted contention reads:

10. Notwithstanding the requirements of

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, Criterion

4, structures, systems, and components

important to safety have not been ade-

quately protected against the effects

of rail accidents on site, including

those involving shipments of spent
fuel. A significant accident has

already occurred, and the rail line

is not adequately designed to assure

that such accidents will not occur in

the future, with a potential impe:t on

safety structures, s: stems or components.
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11. Storace of Radioactive Wastes (Marsh 1B, 23, 4B;

SEA 2; CAND 4, 13)

A number of contentions seek to raise questions with

respect to the ultimate storage of both high-level and low-

level radioactive wastes. With respect to the safety aspects

of high-level wastes, the Commission has stated, in denying a

request for rulemaking on waste disposal, that it "would not

continue to licer.se reactors if it did not have reasonable
confidence that the wastes can and will * * * be disposed

of safely." 42 Fed. Reg. 34391, 34393 (July 5.197 7) . This

statement has been relied upon to exclude the long-term

storage of waste from consideration in licensing proceedings.
Northern States Power Co. (Prairie Island Nuclear Generating

Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-455, 7 NRC 41, 48-50 (1978).

Nbreover, on review Jf the Commission's denial of the

rulemaking request, the Court of Appeals for the Second

Circuit held that the Atomic Energy Act does not, as an

operating license prerequisite, require an affirmative
determination that high-level nuclear wastes can be p2rma-

nently disposed of. Natural Resources Defense Council v.

NRC, 582 F.2d 166 (2d Cir. 1978). Thess ulings would

perforce seem to chart a course applicable as well to the

disposal of low-level wastes. Furthermore, from an environ-

mental standpoint, the inpacts of the disposal of both high

and low-level wastes are within the scope of Table S-3 to
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10 CFR 551. 20. (The health effects of such impacts may

be considered, but they are comprehended by the contention

relating to the health effects of the uranium fuel cycle

which we are admitting. See discussion of Contention 1,

suora). Given these rulings, SEA Contention 2 and CAND

Contention 13 cannot be accepted as matters in controversy.

Ms. Marsh's contention relates to the on-site storage

of both high-level and low-level radioactive wastes, for

periods up to 10-15 years. Whether the Applicants' proposal

complies with the NRC requirements in this regard is a valid

subject of inquiry at an operating license hearing. The

Applicants do not object to thir contention; the Staff reads

it as applying only to ultimate storage and would exclude

it for that reason. We agree with the Applicants that the

contention can be read as applying to on-site storage for

10-15 years; as so limited, we accept it. (CAND Contention

4, which asserts that the spent fuel storage pool is not

designed to withstand the direct impact of " sustaining rounds

of high explosives, either from a general aviation aerial

bombardment or para-military mortar rocket fire," must be

rejected as either a natienal defense matter which the

facility need not be designed to withstand (see 10 CFR

550.13) or, alternatively, as posing a threat beyond the
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level for which a licensee is required to provide (see

10 CFR $ 73.55 (a) ) . )

As accepted, the waste storage contention reads:

11. The proposed proj ect creates an unreason-

able risk of harm te the health and safety

of petitioners and their privare property,

and violates the Commission's standards

for protection against radiation in 10 CFR

$520.1 and 20.105(a), in that the Appli-

cants have failed to provide adequately

for safe on-site storage, for periods of

up to 10 to 15 years, of spent fuel and

les-level radioactive wastes.
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12-13. Other safetv-related contentions of Ms. Marsh

(Marsh 1 , 2D, 4D; Marsh original 5D).

Ms. Marsh has asserted two additional safety-related

contentionsto which the Applicants have not voiced any

objection. We agree they should be admitted and we admit

the following contentions:

12. The proposed project creates an unrea-

sonable risk of harm to the health and

safety of petitioners and their private

property, and violsces the Commission's

standards for protection against radia-

tion in 10 CFR 5520.1 and 20.105(a), in

that the design fails to solve the problem

of flow-induced vibration in the core,
thereby creating in-vessel sparger failure.

13. Applicants have failed to respond ade-

quately to and comply with NRC's Notice

of Violation issued by letter of May 10,

1978, stemming from an inspection of the

facility on March 20-23, 1978, involving

preliminary alignment of safety related

core isolation tolerance exceeding 0.002

inches established by field engineer

supervisor.
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14. Caoacity factors (Marsh 5A).

Marsh Contention 5A declares that the proposed facil-

icy is unreasonably costly and uneconomical because the

output of electricity produced will be lower in relation

to cost than electricity generated by e.<isting (presumably

other) forms of energy. It may well lack " reasonable

specificity" as claimed by the Staff. However, the Appli-

cants are willing to read the contention as placing in

issue the capacity factors set forth by the Applicants in

their cost-benefit balance. In that context, it is a matter

which is suitable for litigation and, as so construed, we

admit it as a contantion. The contention reads:

14. The facility's cost-benefit balance as

set forth by the Applicants overstates

the benefits of the facility since it

utilizes over-optimistic capacity factors.

The facility will not be capable of pro-

ducing the amount of electricity predicted

by the Applicants, so that its benefits

will be less than predicted and the cost-

benefit balance adversely affected.
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15. Occuoational Exoosures (SEA 7)

In this contention, SEA seeks to litigate the health

effects of occupational exposures of maintenance workers,

and workers engaged in the construction of Unit 2 while

Unit 1 is in operation. It claims that the ER and FSAR

inadequately reflect these health effects. SEA also contends

that Unit 1 should not begin operation until construction of

Unit 2 is completed in order to avoid unnecessary exposure

of workers.

The Applicants and Staff offer no objection to a con-

tention concerning the radiological health effects arising

from the exposure of maintenance and construction workers.

But they do object to that portion of the contention which

they claim seeks zero radiation exposure for construction

workers, on the ground that it constitutes a challenge to

the permissible radiation levels for occupational exposure

specified in 10 CFR Part 20.

We find both facets of the contention admissible.

Occupational exposures are governed by standards appearing

in 10 CFR Part 20, and the health effects of exposures at

the level of such standards are one of the " residual risks"
which may be considered pursuant to Maine Yankee, ALAB-161

and ALAB-175, suora. But even the prescribed standards are

not limited to a recitation of acceptable doses of radiation.
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In addition to the dose limits which must be adhered to,

the regulations provide that " persons engaged in activities

under licenses" should make "every reasonable effort to

maintain radiation exposures * * * as low as is reasonably

achievable" (ALARA). 10 CFR 520.l(c). The latter term

is defined to mean

* * * as low as is reasonably achievable
taking into account the state of technology,
and the economics of improvements in relation
to benefits to the public health and safety,
and other societal and socioeconomic consid-
erations, and in relation to the utilization
of atomic energy in the public interest.

Id. In that context, SEA's contention that Unit 1 should

not begin operation until Unit 2 is completed is admissible,

as a claim that the Applicants have not satisfied the ALARA

standard. SEA has proposed a mode of operation where occu-

pational exposures will in fact be zero. Whether that mode

can be deemed to satisfy the ALARA standard, as SEA is appar-

ently claiming here, is a matter of evidence, not of regu-

latory prescription.3/

3/ W'e rej ect the Applicants ' attempt to confine the ALARA
- standard to releases "to unrestricted areas" and hence

to make it not applicable to occupational exposures
(Tr. 229-31). Given the punctuation in 10 CFR 5 20. l(c),
we read the reference to " unrestricted areas" to apply
only to " releases of radioactive materials in effluents."
Furthermore, the ALARA standard has indeed been applied to
occupational exposures. See Northern States Power Co.
(Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2),
ALAB-455, 7 NRC 41 (1978), where the Appeal Board vacated
(on ground of mootness) a Licensing Board's application of
the ALARA standard to occupational egosures but expressed
no doubt over its applicabi'lity to such exposures.
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We admit the following contention:

15. The ER and FSAR are inadequate in that

they do not detail the health effects

caused by the exposure to radiation of

maintenance workers and workers working

on Unit 2 of the station while Unit 1 is

in operation. These health effects are

such that, when added to other costs, the

cost-benefit balance will be tipped against

the facility. In addition, the occupational

radiation exposures are not "as low as is

reasonably achievable," as required by 10

CFR 520.l(c). Under this standard, there

need be no exposure of workers working on

Unit 2 while Unit 1 is in operation, since

Unit 1 should not begin operation until

construction is completed on Unit 2.
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16. Cooline-Tower Discharze (CAND 2)

CAND contends that 70 million gallons of " radioactive

evaporated water" which will allegedly be vented daily frem the

facility will pose an economic threat to the dairy industry.

It also suggests that the Price-Anderson Act provides inade-

quate compensation for the resulting injury and that the

Pennsylvania legislature should therefore provide relief.

The Applicants consider the portion of this contention

dealing with the effects of radioactive evaporated water as

referring to cooling tower discharges and, as such, do not

object to its admission (although they question its premises).

But they oppose the remainder. We agree with that assessment.

The challenge to the Price-Anderson stacutory scheme cannot be

entertained for reasons spelled out in conjunction with Marsh

Contention 3, p. 70, infra, whereas possible action by the

Pennsylvania legislature is outside our jurisdication. We

admit the following contention:

16. Seventy million gallons of radioactive evap-

orated water to be vented daily from the

Susquehanna facility's cooling towers will

pose an economic threat to the dairy industry

in the Eastern-Central area of Pennsylvania.

This threat has not been properly evaluated.
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17. Transmission lines (CAND 14).

The environmental impacts generated by the routing

of transmission lines has long been a subject suitable for

litigation in a licensing proceeding. See e.g., Virginia

Electric and Power Co. (North Anna Station, Units 1 and

2), ALAB-325, 3 NRC 404 (1976). This contention does not

put into question the routing of transmissiot lines but,

rather, the environmental impacts of a certain type of

line (the UHV line) which has been proposed by the Appli-

cants. It seeks to require the Applicants to use lines in

the 138,000-230,000 volt range rather than 500,000 volt UHV

lines. As an alternative, it seeks to have the UHV lines

built underground.

The Applicants do not object to a contention placing

in issue he environmental impacts of their transmission

system. But they object to a contention which could require

them to modify a transmission system authorized at the

construction permit stage and already largely constructed.

We agree that the impacts of the proposed transmission

system may be litigated. Analytically, the issue is little

different from the routing issues which are routinely con-

sidered. Moreover, we are not at this time precluding
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consideration of the proffered alternatives. Those alter-

natives would come into play only if the impacts of the

Applicants' system were such that the cost-benefit balance

might be affected thereby, or if it appeared that, upon a

" mini" cost-benefit balance, the substitution of an alter-

native would mitigate environmental impacts to a degree and

at a cost warranting the chan5e. We are clearly empowered

to consider such alternatives and to impose such license

conditions as may be necessary to minimize environmental

impacts, at the operating license as well as construction

permit stage. Kansas Gas & Electric Co. (Wolf Creek Nuclear

Generating Station, Unit 1), CLI-77-1, 5 NRC 1, 8 (1977) . At

this point, it does not appear desirable for us to cut off

potential remedies as a matter of law. Sha:ld there prove

to be significant impacts of the Applicants' transmission

system which were not acequately considered at the construc-

tion permit stage, reconsideration of alternatives might well

be ar;ropriate. Again, we stress that the reasonableness of

any given alternative would be subject to a cost-benefit

analysis; that, however, goes to the merits of the contention,
not to its acceptability.

The following contention is accepted:

17. The Applicants' plans for transmitting

electricity generated by the Susquehanna
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facility utilize ultra-high voltage (UHV)

transmission lines, which produce noise

pollution, cause electrical shock from

flashovers, create television and radio

interference, create strong electrostatic

and electromagnetic fields that adversely

affect living organisms along the UHV

transmission right-of-way and beyond,

and generate dangerous levels of ozone
,

that will cause more injury to vegetation

than any other pollutant and can also have

harmful effects on human health. For that

reason, the Applicants should be barred

from transmitting electricity from the

facility, if and when it becomes opera-

tional, over UHV lines and should be

required to use lines in the range of

138,000-230,000 volts maximum. Alter-

natively, the Applicants should be

required to place the UHV lines under-

ground, using compressed gas as an

insulator.
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18. Herbicides (ECNP 8)

This contention seeks to explore the health effects of

the use of certain herbicides to maintain the clearance of
transmission line rights-of-way. ECNP identified the herbi-

cide with which it is primarily concerned as 2,4,5-T (Tr. 156).
We adknowledge that, as the Applicants and Staff claim, the

use of this herbicide was extensively considered at the con-

struction permit stage (see, e.g., LBP-73-38, suora, 6 AEC

at 984; construction permit FES, S4.1.2 and Appendix E) and

that ECNP has provided no additional information which would

warrant reconsideration of the matter at this time.

A new development has taken place, however, which causes

us to accept this issue. On March 1, 1979,the Environmental

Protection Agency took " emergency suspension" action against

2,4,5-T as a result of significant new evidence linking

that herbicide with miscarriages among women in Oregon.

Included among uses which are to be suspended until the risks

and benefits can be more fully evaluated are spraying of

transmission line rights-of-way. Although the Applicants'

use of 2,4,5-T would in any event be subject to EPA require-

ments, and although the suspension action is not yet final,

under present circumstances there has been no valid evaluation

of the impact of the means intended to be used by the

Applicants to maintain the clearance of the rights-of-way.
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We admit the following contention:

18. Routine or occasional use of environmentally

persistent or inadequately tested herbicides

(particularly 2,4,5-T) to maintain clear-

ance of transmission line rights-of-way, as pro-

posed by the Applicants, poses a somaticjaborti-

facient, teratogenic, and potentially mutagenic

threat to the health and safety of persons

living near or traversing these areas. This

is evidenced by the " emergency suspension"

action taken on March 1, 1979 by the Environ-

mental Protection Agency against 2,4,5-T.

If this suspension remains in effect, there

will have been no environmental evaluation of

the means to be used by the Applicants to

maintain the clearance of transmission line

rights-of-way.
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19. Other contentions

We reject all of the other contentions presented by

the various petitioners, for reasons which we here briefly

summarize.

ECNP 9: This contention seeks a halt of construction

pending the conduct of certain archeological investigations.

This relief does not relate to that which can be granted in

an operating license proceeding. Moreover, site archeology

is a subj ect which, as a practical matter, can only be con-

sidered prior to the authorization of construction or, at

the latest, during the early excavation phases of construc-

tion.
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ECNP 11: This general challenge to reliance on

" single failure" events lacks sufficient specificity to be

considered. Moreover, to the extent it constitutes a

challenge to the reliance on " single failure" events per-

mitted by 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, it must be rejected

pursuant to 10 CFR Section 2 758.

Marsh 1A, 2A, 4A: This multi-part contention has been

withdrawn (Tr. 188-190, 200).

Marsh 3: This proceeding is not a proper forum for

entertaining a challenge to arrangements authorized by the

Price-Anderson Act. Florida Power and Licht Comoany

(Turkey Point U' its 3 and 4), Commission Memorandum andn

Order, 4 AEC 787, 788 (1972); see also Potomac Electric

Power Cocoany (Douglas Point Nuclear Generating Station,

Units 1 and 2), ALAB-218, 8 AEC 79, 81 fn 7 (1974) . This

contention constitutes such a challenge. Further, we note

that the Supreme Court has recently upheld the validity of

the Price-Anderson Act. Duke Power Comoany v. Carolina

Environmental Study Group, Inc., 438 U. S. 59 (1978).

Marsh 5D: This complaint that the Pennsylvania Utility

Commission allows the subject plant to be included in the

rate base 2s a matter for that Commission to consider; it
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is outside our jurisdiction.

thesh orizinal 5B: This claLn that " Class 8" acci-

dents involving pipe breaks are more likely to occur than

indicated in the Applicants' ER, and that their effluent

releases would exceed those permitted by 10 CFR Part 20,

lacks any basis. Moreover, Part 20 establishes standards

for routine, not accidental, releases; to utilize Part 20

standards as the criteria for accidental releases would

amount to a challenge to those standards. Absent a showing

not here made, such challenges are not permitted. 10 CFR

52.758.

Marsh orizinal SE: This contention relates to defects

in certain hydraulic snubbers which, the Applicants advise,

are not being utilized at Susquehanna. Absent a showing

to the contrary (which has not been made), the claim

appears irrelevant to this facility.

SEA 10: This contention seeks a discussion of the

consequences of a " serious" (presumably Class 9) accident.

As a basis, it cites the recent " discredit [ing]" of studies

indicating that the risks of such an accident are small.

Although not identified, the allegedly discredited study
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is undoubtedly that represented by WASH-1400, with respect

to some conclusions of which the Commission has recently

withdrawn its endorsement. Nonetheless, the Commission has,

since long before WASH-1400, taken the position that the

consequences of such accidents need not be discussed because

of the low probability of their occurrence, and this position

has been upheld by the courts. Porter County Chapter v. AEC,

533 F.2d 1011, 1017-18 (7th Cir.). cert. denied, 429 U. S. 945

(1976); Carolina Environmental Study Groun v. AEC, 510 F.2d

796 (D. C. Cir. 1975); Ecology Action v. AEC, 492 F.2d 998

(2d Cir.1974); see also offshore Power Svstems (Floating

Nuclear Power Plants), ALAB-489, 8 NRC 194 (1978); Long

Island Lighting Companv ,(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station),

ALAB-156, 6 AEC 831 (1973). The policy in no manner was

premised upon the results of WASH-1400. Moreover, unless

and until repudiated by the Commission, the policy is

oinding upon us.

To the extent a portion of this contention may be read

as a challenge to the Price-Anderson Act, it mustbe rej ected

for the same reason as Marsh Contention 3, suora.

SEA 11 and CAND 3: These contentions seek further ECCS

testing as a prerequisite to licensing. They must be regarded
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as challenges to the ECCS performance requirements which

are specified in 10 CFR Section 50.46 and Appendix K to

Part 50 and, hence, must be rejected under 10 CFR Section

2.758.

SEA 13 and 1.4: These contentions are not really con-

tentions at all, but rather, merely requests for specified
Laformation about the Applicants' security plan for the

facility. Such plans are not subject to public disclosure

(10 CFR Section 2.790(d)(1)) and their availability to

parties is subject to a number of linitations. See Pacific

Gas and Electric Comoany (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant,

Units 1 and 2), ALAB-410, 5 NRC 1398, review declined,

CLI-77-23, 6 NRC 455 (1977) . >breover, the Applicants have

agreed to meet with the SEA representative to determine

whether, consistent with security requirements, some or all

of the sought information may be made available to SEA

(Tr. 243-45). SEA indicated it was satisfied with this

approach (Tr. 244). That being so, and given the lack of

any specific contention, we find this resolution to be

appropriate.

CAND 1 and J._6_: Contention 1 seeks to impose condi-

tions on the potential licensees based on national defense
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considerations,whereas Contention 16 complains that certain

deficiencies in NRC's organization may have national defense

implications. Applicants need not provide any measures for

the specific purpose of protection against the effects of
military attacks directed against a facility. 10 CFR

Section 50.13; Siegel v. Atomic Enerav Commission, 400 F.2d

778 (D. C. Cir. 1968). Nor need they factor into their

application measures designed to cure or mitigate any alleged

NRC deficiencies with respect to whatever responsibilities

that agency may have in the area of military preparedness.

These contentions must thus be viewed as challenges to NRC

regulations and are barred by 10 CFR Section 2.758 (absent

conditions not here alleged). Moreover, neither raises an

issue within the scope of an operating license proceeding.

CAND 7: This contention raises the possibility of

severe droughts and seeks to require the Applicants to

construct a reservoir as a condition of operation. It

assumes that the Susquehanna River will be used for cooling

purposes La the event of an emergency. However, the

facility does not rely on Susquehanna River water for

emergency cooling purposes but instead will utilize an

on-site spray pond. See the Staff's construction permit

Safety Evaluation Report (SER), Section 6.3. Moreover,

NRC has no authority to require construction of a reservoir.
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If an insufficient water supply were to eventuate, the facilief will be

required to shut dam. Such a unde of operaticn will, of course, be

considered in the cost-benefit analysis for the facility. C#. Phila-

delphia Electric Ccenany (Timrick Generating Station, Units 1 and 2),

ALAB-262,1 NRC 163 (1975) .

CAND 10: This cententien seeks to require the Applicants to

perform certain research tasks. Upon inquiry of the Board, it became

apparent that what is being sought is a general research project, not

one related specifically to the Susquehanna facility (Tr. 328-31) . NRC

does not appear to have authority to impose such general research

projects on its licensees. Cf. Consolidated Edison Cecrany of New York,

Inc. (Indian Point, thics 1, 2 and 3), AIAB-436, 6 NRC 547, 601-624

(1977).

CAND 11: This contentica seeks to put into issue certain aspects

of the facility's quality assurance (QA) program, but its only basis

is a GAO report unrelated to the Susquehanna plant. CAND asserts no

information at all bearing upcn QA at the Susquehanna facihty, ina.euing

any reasons why the requirements of applicable regulations in 10 CFR

Part 50, Appendix B, may not be satisfied. The contention is thus

rejected for lack of an adequate basis. (But see Part II, Section

2, infra, p. 77.)
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II.

As indicated earlier in this opinion, each of the

four petitioners for intervention has demonstrated that
it has standing to participate in this proceeding and has

advanced at least one suitable contention. Upon so finding ---

as we do here -- our duties as an intervention Licensing

Board are completed. Nevertheless, a number of other

matters have arisen which require action or comment but

which more properly are within the purview of the Licensing

Board appointed to conduct the hearing. Because that

Licensing Board and the Latervention Board are comprised

of the same members, this portion of this opinion will be

utilized to treat the matters properly before the hearing

Board.

1. Three of the four petitioners have filed requests

for financial assistance, in the form of attorneys' fees,

costs of expert witnesses and miscellaneous costs (see

supplemental petitions of ECNP and SEA, and Marsh motion

dated January 22, 1979). The Staff questions whether NRC

has authority to grant such assistance, and there appears

to be substantial foundation for its doubts in this regard.

See Transnuclear, Inc. (Low-Enriched Uranium Exports to
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Euratom Member Nations), CLI-77-31, 6 NRC 849, 852-53

(1977), citing Greene County Planning Board v. FPC, 559

F.2d 1227 (2d Cir. 1977), cert. denied 434 U. S. 1086

(1978). But irrespective of its legal authority, the

Commission has made it clear that financial assistance

is not to be granted in a proceeding of this type. Nuclear

Regulatorv Commission (Financial Assistance to Participants

in Commission Proceedings), CLI-76-23, 4 NRC 494 (1976) .

We are bound by that ruling. See The Detroit Edison Co.

(Greenwood Energy Center, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-376, 5 NRC

426 (1977); Consumers Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units 1

and 2), ALAB-382, 5 NRC 603 (1977).

2. During the special prehearing conference, we

heard a number of limited appearance statements offered

in accordance with 10 CFR 52.715(a) . We asked the Appli-

cants and/or Staff to prepare responses to those state-

ments not comprehended by the admitted contentions (Tr.

144). In addition, one of the statements raised a

particular question concerning the Applicants' quality

assurance program (Tr. 83-84). We requested that the

Staff report to us with respect to that matter (Tr. 269,

339).
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In conjunction with Board Contention 15 (derived

from SEA 7), the Board also put the Applicants on notice

that it wished to explore the question whether construction

activities on Unit 2 would have any effect on the safety of

Unit 1, after that Unit becomes operational (Tr. 228). We

expect to particularize our questions in this area at a

later date.

3. At the prehearing conference, the Applicants asked

that the hearing be a bifurcated one --- with environmental

questions considered in advance of safety questions. In

the absence of any objection, we adopted that suggestion.

We were also asked to identify the contentions which would

be heard at each session. We view the contentions we have

accepted as follows:

Environmental: 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 14,

15, 16, 17, 18

Safety: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,

13, 15

Contentions 9 and 15 include both environmental

and safety considerations. We will hear them with the

safety contentions inasmuch as some of the relevant material

will be included in the Staff's Safety Evaluation Report (or

supplements thereto). The cost-benefit balance for the
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facility will, of course, have to be kept open to incor-

porate our resolution of those issues.

We have been advised by the Staff (Tr. 366-67)

that the Draft Environmental Statement (DES) is scheduled

to be issued in May, 1979 and the Final Environmental

Statement (FES) in late October, 1979; and that the Safety

Evaluation Report (SER) is scheduled for late March, 1980

and the Supplement for late July, 1980. If those schedules

hold, we would anticipate that the environmental hearing

could be held in December, 1979 or January, 1980, and the

safety hearing in September, 1980. With that in mind,

we establish the following preltninary schedule (which is

based on that proposed by the Applicants and not objected

to by any of the potential intervenors).

1. Discovery co=mences Issuance of

this order

2. Last day for submission May 25,1979

of first-round discovery

requests

3. Responses to first-round June 29,1979

discovery requests
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4. Last day for submission July 27,1979

of supplemental discovery or 30 days

requests on environmental after service

issues of DES, which-

ever is later

5. Responses to supplemental Within 30 days

discovery requests on after service

environmental issues of request

6. Further discovery requests Within 10 days

on new information appear- after service

ing in FES of FES

7. Responses to discovery on Within 15 days

new information in FES of service of

request

8. Last day for submission of 30 days after

supplementary discovery service of SER

requests on issues to be or SER supple-
.

dealt with at safety lement, as

hearing applicable



.
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9. Responses to supplementary Within 30 days

discovery requests on after service

safety issues of request based

on SER; 15 days

after service

of request based

on SER supplement

It should be noted that supplementary discovery

requests may be based only on information appearing in

newly issued documents or in response to first-round dis-

covery requests. In the latter case, however, the request

should be submitted within 30 days of service of the first-

round response.

Motions for summary disposition may be filed at

any time up to 45 days prior to a scheduled hearing date,
with responses to be filed three weeks thereafter. Hearing

dates are not now being scheduled, but it is anticipated
that they will follow issuance of the FES and SER supple-

ment, respectively, by approximately 45-60 days (depending,

in part, on whether motions for summary disposition are
pending). Testimony in writing will be required to be filed

21. days prior to the start of the environmental or safety
hearings, as appropriate.
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The foregoing schedule is, of course, preliminary.

Future events may affect it substantially. But we are

setting it forth in order to give guidance to the hearing

participants as to our present intentions.

4. ECNP has requested that a copy of the transcript

be made available at government expense, to each of the

four intervenors. It noted that the normal practice of

making available one copy to the intervenors would here

impose a severe hardship because the Latervenors are

"widely scattered" (Tr. 368-69, 371). We cannot grant

this request, however, for it would contravene the Com-

mission's current policy on financial assistance to

intervenors. We understand that the Staff, as a courtesy,

will lend one of its copies to the intervenors (Tr. 370) .

In addition, we understand that thera is precedent for

making available the copy which is placed in the local

public document room to intervenors on a temporary basis.

Although that copy is intended for the use of the general

public, it appears that the intervenors are the most-

interested segment of that public -- i.e., the only

segment with sufficient interest to have sought to

participate. Thus, on a temporary basis, the intervenors

should be permitted to use --- away from the local public
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room -- the copy normally placed there. We request the

Staff to make the necessary arrangements. The intervenors

will be expected to detennine among themselves the recipients

of the two copies available to them collectively. We expect

that the intervenors will permit other members of the public

who request it (including the press) to have reasonable

access to the transcripts.

5. ECNP also requested that one of the Commissioners

be asked to serve on the Licensing Board designated to con-

duct this hearing (Tr. 372-73). As we pointed out, that

request is beyond the scope of our authority. Moreover,

it would be inappropriate for us to take any action in

this regard. A litigant should not be able to have a

voice in the selection of members of an adjudicatory

tribunal before which it will appear. If it so desires,

the Commission could of course reconstitute the Board to

include one or more of its members.

For reasons stated in Part I of this opinion,

the requests for a hearing and petitions for leave to

intervene of ECNP, Ms. Marsh, et al., SEA, and CAND are

eranted. The request of the Bureau of Radiation Protection,
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Department of Environmental Resources, of the Ccemon-

wealth of Pennsylvania to participate as an " interested

State" pursuant to 10 CFR 52.715(c) is also granted. The

matters in controversy shall be the contentions stated

in Part I.

For reasons stated in Part II of this opinion,

the requests of ECNP, Ms. Marsh and SEA for financial

assistance are cenied. A preliminary schedule as outlined

in section 3 is adooted. ECNP's request for transcripts

is disposed of in accordance with the discussion in section

4. ECNP's request that a Commissioner be asked to serve on

the hearing Board is denied.

This Order is subject to appeal to the Atomic

Safety and Licensing Appeal Board pursuant to the terms

of 10 CFR 5 2.714a. Objections to this Order may also

be filed by parties as provided by 10 CFR 52.751a(d).
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IT IS SO ORDERED.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

designated to rule on
petitions for leave to
intervene.

- . .,
'

i )>.; it:. . i. - | -
Charles Bechhoefer,, Chairman

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

,
^ ~Ib b ,~ ! a '/,S-af/a|.

Charles Bechhoefer, Chairman

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,

this 6th day of March,1979.

Attachment:
Notice of Hearing
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For: The Commissioners

From: T. A. Rehm, Assistant to the Executive Director for Operations

Subject: WEEKLY INFORMATION REPORT - WEEK ENDING MARCH 9,1979

A sumary of key events is included as a convenience to those
Comissioners who may prefer a condensed version of this report.

Contents Enclosure

Administration A

Nuclear Reactor Regulation B

Standards Development C

Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards D

Inspection and Enforcement E

Nuclear Regulatory Research F

Executive Legal Director G
I

International Programs H

State Programs I

Management and Program Analysis J

Controller K*

Calendar of Significant Events L

Items Approved by the Comission M**

Calendar of Speaking Engagements N

Status of Nuclear Power 91 ant 0

. A. e. .A he
Executive Director for Operations

Contact:
T. A. Rehm
49-27781

*No input this week
,

** Deleted from Comissioners and PDR copy
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WEEKLY INFORMATION SUMMARY

Week Ending March 9, 1979

System of Records

The Executive Director for Operations nas issued for public comment a
notice that the NRC is proposing to establish a new system of records
subject to the Privacy Act. The system is entitled " Oral History Program."

Beaver Valley Unit No. 1

Beaver Valley Power Station, Unit No.1 was shut down on March 5,1979
due to high river water level.

Vermont Yankee

Vermont Yankee informed us on February 27, 1979 that they plan to shut
down for two weeks starting March 17 to replace leaky fuel bundles, as
evidenced by an increase in off-gas activity. The next refueling outage
was previously scheduled for the fall of 1979.

Duane Arnold

On January 8,1979, we issued an amendment to the Duane Arnold license
approving the design of modified safe-ends and authorizing the unit
to return to power following completion of certain audit and test require-

,

ments. However, several problems surfaced which the licensee addressed
in a report on February 22. On March 5, 1979, we issued an amendment
authorizing the Duane Arnold facility to return to power in three incremental
steps. The amendment also changed the Technical Specifications to incor-
porate augmented inservice inspection of the required safe-ends. The
Duane Arnold facility achieved criticality on March 6 after an outage of
almost 9 months. Normal power operations are expected to resume the week
of March 12, 1979.

Morton Ranch FES Issued

HMSS staff has issued a Final Environmental Statement concluding that the
proposed Morton Ranch Wyoming uranium mill should be licensed subject to
certain conditions for protection of the environment.

.
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OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATION

Week Ending March 9,1979

ADMINISTRATION OF THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT

STATUS OF REQUESTS

Initial Appeal of
Request Initial Decision

Received 97 8
Granted 42 2
Denied 11 4
Pending 44 2

ACTIONS THIS WEEK

Received

Colleen Brewer, Requests a copy of contract NRC-17-79-449,
Centennial Systems, Inc. (RFP-SEC-78-467), awarded January 25, 1979

(79-60) to Access Corporation.

John W. Sullivan, Requests exposure records, licenses, inspection
(79-61) reports, and abnormal occurrence reports

for Metals and Controls, Texas Instruments,
Makepiece Inc., and Englehard Inc., all
located in Attleboro, MA.

Lynn Connor, Requests access to a NUS memo dated 3/7/77
Doc-Search Associates referenced in an 8/24/78 memo from Cecil 0.

(78-62) Thomas to Domenic Vassallo regarding hydrogen
generation rates after LOCA.

Ellyn R. Weiss, Requests documents relating to "An Employee
Sheldon, Harmon, Roisman, Relations Survey of IE Employees" recently
and Weiss, for UCS conducted by the Opinion Research Corporation.

(79-63)

(An NRC employee) Requests Report on NRC EE0 Program.
(79-64)

Requests documents relating to the development
Elaine B. Schwelm,ing of Section 20.302(b) of the Commission'sNuclear Engineer

Company, Inc. regulations which provides: "The Commission
(78-65) will not approve any application for a license

to receive licensed material from other
persons for disposal on land not owned by the
Federal government or by a State government."

Contact: J. M. Felton
L92-7211

.

ENCLOSURE A
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Received, Cont'd

Lucille Parkerson, Requests a copy of the technical proposals
Kinetic Research, Inc. on the successful awards for RFP #01-78-011,

(79-66) " Health Effects of Low-Level Ionizing
Radiation".

Granted

Ronald W. Wilson, In response to a request for all correspondence
Public Interest Research regarding plans by Consumers Power Company
Group in Michigan of Michigan to build nuclear power plants,

(79-42) sent to the requester a copy of a letter
from Consumers Power Company indicating that
it has no plans to build any new nuclear
power plants in Michigan.

Richard Bartky, In response to a request for all documents
(79-55) relating to the " psychic penetration of

cybernetic systems", informed the requester
additional information was needed regarding
the type of records being sought.

Colleen Brewer, In response to a request for a copy of contract
Centennial Systems, Inc. NRC-17-79-449, (RFP-SEC-78-467), awarded

(79-60) January 25, 1979 to Access Corporation,
informed the requester this document is
available in the NRC's Publi.~ Document Room.

Denied

J. R. May, In response to requests for accuments relating
Newport News Industrial to the RWR-1 Radwaste Volume Reduction System,
Corporation made available the requested documents.

(79-8) Denied portions of four documents containing
advice, opinions, and recommendations of

and
the staff.

Donald P. Dise,
Niagara Mohawk Power
Corporation

(79-22)

.
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DIVISION OF CONTRACTS

Week Ending March 9, 1979

PENDING COMPETITIVE REQUIREMENTS

RFP RS-RES-79-193
Title - Steam Generator Tube Rupture Iodine Transport Mechanisms
Description - Under Task I the contractor shall experimentally measure

the amount of atomization and characterize the drop size

distribution of superheated water flashing through a
crack-like orifice into a saturated steam environment.

Under Task II the contractor shall develop (or modify
an existing) a computer program to model important
iodine transport and removal mechanisms under steam
generator tube rupture accider.t conditions.

Period of Performance - One year
Sponsor - Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
Status - Solicitation being developed

RFP'S ISSUED

1. RFP RS-NRR-79-lTO
Title - Decision Analysis Methodology Applications to the Reactor

Licensing Process
Description - Application of decision analysis methodology within the

Office of' Nuclear Reactor Regulation in order to develop
a more orderly and more structured process to arrive at
regulatory decisions.

Period of Performance - Fourteen months
Sponsor - Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Status - RFP issued March 9, 1979. Proposals due April 23, 1979.

2. RFP RS-0SD-79-002
Title - Standards for Psychological Assessment of Security Personnel
Oescription - This study is intended to result in the escablishment

of standardized criteria for the assessment of the
psychological attributes of emotional stability and
reliability, particularly as tney apply in high-stress
situations.

Period of Performance - One year
Sponsor - Office of Standards Development
Status - RFP issued March ?, 1979. Proposals due March 26, 1979.

ENCLOSURE A-
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PROPOSALS UNDER EVALUATION

1. RFP RS-NMS-79-032
Title - System Analysis of Shallow Land Burial
Description - The contractor will be required to (1) identify

potential radionuclide release pathways from shallow
land burial waste disposal, (2) develop a model to
assess shallow land burial sites, (3) perform a
parametric study based on the model, and (4) to
assess pathway and isotope doses and total site
impacts using the model.

Period of Performance - Twenty Months
Sponsor - Office of duelear Material Safety and Safeguards
Status - Proposals received March 2, 1979. Sent to Source

Evaluation Panel March 5,1979.

2. RFP RS-ADM-79-362
Title - Cataloging Support Services
Description - Cataloging, processing, data conversion and related

activities for backlog of approximately 9650 titles
in the NRC Library.

Period of Performance - Seven Months
Sponsor - Office of Administration
Status - Proposals received March 7, 1979 and distributed to

Source Selection Board for evaluation March 8, 1979.
i

CONTRACT AWARD

RFP ADM-79-377
Title - Photographic Services
Description - Photographic reproduction services consisting of

furnishing all labor, material, and equipment in
connection with processing and printing negatives
and production of slides.

Period of Performance - One year
Sponsor - Office of Administrat'en
Status - Awarded to Maryland Color Photo, Gaithersburg, MD. , on

March 8,1979, for an amount of $18,398.91. Contract
No. NRC-10-79-377, Fixed Price Requirements.

'
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0FFICE OF ADMINISTRATION

Division of Rules and Records

The Executive Director for Operations has issued for public comment a
notice that the NRC is proposing to establish a new system of records
sub,iect to the Privacy Act. The system is entitled " Oral History Program,"
NRC-25. The purpose of the system is to develop a collection of taped
interviews with NRC staff members, former agency personnel, and other
individuals who have been involved in nuclear regulatory activities.
These interviews will later be transcribed for use as a resource in the
writing of a history of nuclear regulation. The notice has been transmitted
to the Office of the Federal Register for publication, and will allow 30
days for public comment after publication in the Federal Register. As
required by the Privacy Act, copies of the notice have been transmitted
to OMB, the Speaker of the House, and the President of the Senate.

The Executive Director for Operations has issued for public comment a notice
that the NRC is proposing amendments to NRC Systems of Records, NRC-1
through 13,15 through 23, 26 through 28, 30 through 32, 34, and 36 through
40. The notice also deletes NRC-35, and incorporates NRC-14 into NRC-ll.
The amendments result from an audit of all systems of records conducted by
DRR, and ar1 intended to clarify and update the information contained
in the Systems of Records Notices. The proposed amendments do not include
any substantive changes requiring notification of the Congress and OMB.
The notice has been transmitted to the Office of the Federal Register for
publication, and will allow 30 days for public comment after publication in
the Federal Register. /

The Executive Director for Operations has issued in final form a Federal
Register notice amending the NRC Notices of System of Records to add a new
system, Property and Supply System (PASS), NRC-24. PASS will consist of
information concerning items of property, other than real property, which
are owned by, acquired by, or leased to the NRC, and the names of the
individuals having custody of those items. The purpose of the system
is to enable NRC to maintain controls over personal procerty which is in
the custody of individual employees, consultants, or contractors. The
notice has been transmitted to the Office of the Federal Register, and
will become effective 30 days after publication in the Federal Register.

.
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DIVISION OF SECURITY

Items-of Interest

Week Endina March 2,1979

1. Proposed NRC systematic Review Guidelines for the declassification
of twenty-year old information was sent to Directors of Offices and
Divisions for review and comment. These guidelines have been
prepared to comply with the provisions of Executive Order 12065,
" National Security Information," and its implementing Information
Security Over-Sight Office Directive of October 2,1978.

2. A draft response to the GA0 Report, " Automated Systems Security --
Federal Agencies Should Strenghten Safeguards over Personal and
Other Sensitive Data," has been sent to the Commission for approval.

3. On March 13, 1979, the Division of Security is sponsoring a one-day
symposium for members of the NRC Personnel Security and Personnel
Security Review Boards. The purpose of the symposium is to provide
the Board members with an overview of the NRC Personnel Security
program objectives and functions as well as to provide insight
into the NRC Hearing process and procedures.

The Board members will be addressed by representatives of the Office
of the Executive Legal Director, the Office of Administration,
and by Mr. Paul Weil, Administrative Law Judge and a member of the
Board.

.

e
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DIVISION OF TECHNICAL INFORMATION AND DOCUMENT CONTROL *

Week Ending March 9,1979

TRANSLATIONS

This entry deleted from POR copy.
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0FFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
-

WEEXLY ITEMS OF INTEREST

(Week Ending March 9, 1979)

'

. .

Beaver Valley Unit No. 1

The Beaver Valley Power Statio~n, Unit No. I was shutdown at about 2300
hours on March 5,1979 due to high river water level. This is the
second shutdown initiated by the Duquesne Light Company pending the
resolution of the liquefaction potential beneath the turbine building.
The river is expected to crest around 682 feet (shutdown required at
680 feet) on March 6 and is dependent upon snow melt in the mountains
north of Pittsburgh. The utility is performing maintenance on the
facility during the shutdown.

Turkey Point, Units 3 and 4

On February 27, 1979 the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel
~

established an ASLB to rule on petitions to intervene and requests
for hearing in the matter of the proposed issuance of amendments to
allow the repair of Turkey Point 3 and 4 steam generators. This
proposed action was noticed in the Federal Register on December 13,
1977 (42 F.R. 62569).

Vennont Yankee j

Vennont Yankee informed us on February 27, 1979, that they plan to
shutdown for two weeks starting March 17 to replace leaky fuel bundles,
as evidenced by an increase in off-gas activity. The number of bundles
to be replaced and whether technical specification changes are required
is not yet determined. The next refueling outage was previously
scheduled for the Fall of 1979.

Salem Unit No. 1-

The ASLB for the nroposed Salem Unit No.1 spent fuel pool (SFP)
modification has ordered a special prehearing conference at Salem,
New Jersey, to receive limited appearances on Thursday, March 15, 1979
from 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m., and on Friday, March 16, 1979 commencing
at 9:30 a.m. By separate order, all oarties to the SFP proceeding
have been directed, starting at 1:30 p.m. on February 22, 1979, to
be prepared to discuss items listed in 10 CFR Part 2.752. The pre-
hearing conference scheduled for February 15 and 16,1979 was
postponed due to inclement waather.

.

O
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Duane Arnold

On January 8,1979, we issued an amendment to the Duane Arnold license
approving the design of modified safe-ends and authorizing the unit
to return to power following completion of certain audit and test
requirements. The audits included ultrasonic and radiographic examina-
tion of all repair welds. During the audit surface irregularities
were identified in the radiographs of the root passes on the pressure
boundary welds.

'n'hile preparing for a cold hydrostatic test, prior to operation, the
licensee determined on January 28, 1979 that there was flow blockage
in either the N2B riser or in the associated jet pumps numbers 3 and
4. Fiberscope inspection revealed that a lead shielding plug had
not been removed from the N2B nozzle prior ;o closure of the inlet
piping. This plug consisted of a thin aluminum and carbon steel can .

filled with shaped lead blocks. During the preparations for the leak
test, water flow in the line pushed the plug into the jet pump assembly
where it came apart. Retrieval operations recovered all 10 of the lead
blocks and mest of the can. A small fragment of the .016" thick aluminum
backing plate and 16 small .015" thick carbon steel tabs from the
can were not recovered and were assumed to be in the reactor vessel.

In view of the questions raised about whether the inner surface conditions
of the repair welds were acceptable, the effects of loose pieces of
metal on the safe operation of the facility and the possible effects
of lead contamination on Alloy 600, the problem was transferred to
D0R from I&E for resolution. On February 21, 1979, a meeting was held
with the licensee to discuss weld acceptability, the licensee's stress
and fatigue evaluation of the welds, the plug retrieval operations,
the autoclave tests conducted by General Electric Company for the
licensee to evaluate the effect of lead contamination and oxidation
(corrosion) of the fragment of aluminum in the reactor vessel, the
licensee's proposed augmented inservice inspection program and leak
detection procedures. On February 22, 1979, a meeting was held between
representatives of DOR, I&E headquarters and Region III I&E to determine
worst-case surface conditions based on reexamination of radiographs.

The licensee submitted a report on February 22, 1979 with subsequent
supplements addressing these problems. On March 5, 1979, we issued
an amendment authorizing the Duane Arnold facility to return. to power
in three incremental steps (to remove any possible lead contamination
and to dissolve the piece of aluminum). The amendment also changed
the Technical Specifications to incorporate augmented inservice
inspection of the required safe-ends.

.
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On March 5,1979, we were notified that containment vent valves
manufactured by Fisher Controls and installed at several plants,
including Duane Arnold, might not close against the design differential
pressure present during postulated (LOCA) accident conditions if the
valves were in the fully open position. The licensee agreed to keep
the valves locked closed until modifications had been made to restrict" - ""---
valve opening position to assure closure'during a LOCA~.

The Duane Arnold facility achieved criticality on March 6, 1979
after an outage of almost 9 months. The hot (5000F) hydrostatic test
was successfully completed on March 7, 1979. The licensee expects
to resume normal power operat. ions the week of March 12, 1979.

Greenwood Units 2 & 3 .

Amendment 14 to the Detroit Edison application to construct
Greenwood Units 2 & 3 was submitted. The amendment consists of
a complete new PSAR and ER and the review scope will approximate
that of a new CP review. The staff will do an acceptance-type
review of the amendment to define the required scope and depth
of the CP review.

Greenwood 2 & 3 previously had been reviewed by the staff and,
in 1974, received a favorable evaluation by the ACRS. At that
point the applicant requested a halt in licensing proceedings
because of uncertainties related to financial difficulties.

.
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OFFICE OF STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT

IMPORTANT EVENTS FOR THE WEEK ENDING MARCH 9,1979

1 A manuscript by Carl J. Johnson, MD, MPH,
Director, Jefferson County (Colorado) Health Department,
describing an " Epidemiological evaluation of cancer incidence
rates for the period 1969-1971 in areas of census tracts with
measured concentrations of plutonium soil contamination dos:nwind
from the Rocky Flats Plant" has been received by the Office of
Standards Development. The study purports to show 4-25% increased
cancer incidence among persons living within 24 miles downwind
from the plant. Our preliminary evaluation indicates that these
conclusions are not fully supported by the data or analyses
presented.
[ Contact: Robert Goldsmith]

2. Interaoency Meeting on Research on the Biolooical Effects of
Radiation: Representatives of SD and RES participated in an
interagency meeting at the National Institutes of Health on
March 2,1979 on Federal research on the biological effects of
ionizing radiation. Other Federal organizations represented at
the meeting were EP!4, DOE, D00, the VA and several different
parts of HEW. The meeting was called by Dr. T. Fredrickson,
Director of NIH, HEW, to review: (1) a tentative charter for an
Interagency Committee on Research into the . Mical Effects of
Ionizing Radiation and (2) a draft of a lette, sich NIH intends
to send to the National Academy of Science (NAS) to solicit a
proposal for a study to analyze and criticue Federal research
programs in this area. The first effort is both preparatory for
the anticipated recommendations from the HEW Libassi Task Force
effort and responsive to provisions in HEW's FY '79 authorization
bill, which directs HEW to conduct a comprehensive review and
develop a coordinated Federal program of research on the biological
effects of ionizing radiation. The second item reviewed at the
meeting is also directly in response to the HEW authorization bill
and would also serve as a data source for the Interagency Committee.

A major point of discussion at the meeting was the appropriate
amount of authority such an interagency committee should have
over research conducted in the subject area by member Federal
agencies. At the conclusion of the meeting, Dr. Fredrickson
invited participating agencies to submit additional comments on
either the charter or the letter to NAS, and in particular, each

agency's view on the reasons for establishing such an interagency

.
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comittee. Dr. Fredrickson implied that he would probably
be calling similar meetings in the future, but no specific
dates or schedule were set.
[ Contact: K. R. Goller]

3. Meeting with EPA - March 8, 1979: Another in a series of
meetings between EPA and NRC:SD staff regarding a joint public
hearing on occupational radiation exposure standards was held
on March 8,1979. Staff members from the Department of Labor.
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OHSA) also
participated in the meeting.

In view of the continuing uncertainty of the date by which
the EPA guidance document will be available and to provide
maximum time for public preparation, it was proposed that an
advance notice of the hearing be issued during the week of
April 1. The notice would alert interested persons that a
joint EPA-NRC-0SHA hearing is to be held. The notice would
set forth the scope of the hearing and would indicate that
detailed information on the hearing will be provided in a
later notice, concurrent with the availability of the new
EPA guidance document, now estimated to be available by
May 15,1979. EPA staff agreed to quickly examine the
feasibility of this proposal.

The next meeting was set for March 27 at which time the
advance notice of hearing would be finalized', subject to
each participating agency's formal review and concurrence.
OSHA and NRC participants agreed to furnish a list of issues
to be included in the scope of the hearing by March 14.
[ Contact: R. A. Purple]

Publications Issued the Week of March 5-9, 1979

Draft Regulatory Guide and Value/ Impact Statement - Functional
Specification for Safety-Related Valve Assemblies in Nuclear
Power Plants (Task SC 704-5)[ Comments requested by May 10, 1979]

Draft Regulatory Guide and Value/ Impact Statement - Guide for
Preparation of Applications for the Use of Gamma Irradiators
(Task OH 706-4)[ Comments requested by April 30, 1979]

.
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0FFICE OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL SAFETY AND SAFEGUARDS

Items of Interest

Week Ending March 9, 1979

Morton Ranch FES Issued

The Uranium Mill Licensing Staff has issued a Final Environmental Statement
related to operation of United Nuclear Corporation's proposed Morton Ranch,
Wyoming uranium mill. The 2000 TPD mill will dispose of tailings in
depleted ore pits. The FES concludes that the proposed mill should be
licensed subject to certain conditions for protection of the environment.

Edgement Mill Decommissioning Plan Received

In accordance with a condition to Source Material License SUA-816, the TVA
has submitted a decomissioning plan for the inactive Edgemont uranium
mill site and a supporting environmental report. The proposed alternative
calls for (1) removal of the tailings from the current location to a
location approximately two miles further southeast from the city of
Edgemont and for reclamation at that new location, (2) decontamination and/
or demolition and burial of all mill structures, and (3) reclamation of
the current mill site.

Authorization of mill decommissioning and tailings reclamation is considered
a major federal action and will require a full NEPA review.

Governor of South Dakota Reouests Radioloaical Assessment

A letter was received from the Governor of the State of South Dakota
concerning radiation dose commitments tn individuals living in the vicinity
of TVA's inactive uranium mill in Edgemont, South Dakota. Governor
Janklow referred to the gamma survey performed by the EPA (Office of
Radiation Programs, Las Vegas) in Edgemont during November 6-8, 1978, as
requested by the NRC Uranium Mill Licensing Section. The report of that
survey has not been completed by the EPA. The Governor requested that the
NRC coordinate efforts with the EPA and the South Dakota Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to perform a comprehensive radiological
assessment of uranium mill tailings in the vicinity of Edgemont.

A response to Governor Janklow's request is being prepared. The governor
will be informed that the safety and environmental reviews of TVA's
proposed decommissioning plan (see item above) will consider the clean-up
of off-site tailings and will include a full assessment of radiological
impacts

'
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Items of Interest 2

Meeting with Officials of the City of Charlotte, North Carolina _

On February 27, 1979, representatives of the Division of Fuel Cycle and
Material Safety met with the Operations Committee of the City of Charlotte,
North Carolina. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the adequacy
of protection of the citizens during transport activities. Other partic-

ipants included representatives of utility and environment 1 groups. The
Operations Committee is studying the issue of transport of radioactive
materials and plans to make a recommendation to the City Council as to
what, if any, additional controls may be required for the transport of
radioactive material in Charlotte.

Review of Tc99 - Table S-3

A comparison of impacts of likely releases of Tc99 and I129 vs. those of
129the S-3 Table's assumed complete release of 1 is being done. This

examination is being made as a result of the S-3 hearing board's
conclusion that the conservatisms in the S-3 I129 release values adequately
compensate for no explicit addressal of Tc99 releases in the S-3 Table.
Several Tc99 references have been received and are being reviewed.

Table S-3 Explanatory Narrative

Plans have been made by NMSS and NRR to prepare the explanatory narrative
which the Hearing Board recommended to clarify the meaning and significance
of environmental impact values in Table S-3 of 10 CFR 51.20. Preparation
of the narrative is scheduled for completion within 90 days.

EPA Application of NRC Data

In preparing proposed Clean Air Act standards for radon-222 emissions,
EPA appears to find the NRC research results from radon measurements at
uranium mines and mills very useful. Copies of contractor reports on
NRC field measurements at uranium mines and mills are shared with EPA
as they become available. EPA has been sharing with NRC the results from
its mora limited measurements program at mills.

.
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Items of Interest 3

Pendino Lecislation Before the New Mexico State Leaislature Relating
to Radioact1ve Waste Discosal

On March 2,1979, personnel of the Division of Waste Management met with
representatives of the Environmental Improvement Division (EID), State
of New Mexico. EID representatives indicated there are several bills
pending before the New Mexico legislature related to waste disposal.
One of the more important bills is the House Energy and Natural Resources
Comittee's bill on the " Radioactive Waste Concurrence Act." The purpose
of this act would be to centralize and coordinate information on any
proposed geologic repository in the state and to develop recommendations
for action by the state. The act would create a " Radioactive Waste
Concurrence Task Force" consisting of the Secretaries of Energy and
Minerals, Health and Environment, and Highways. One of the primary duties
of this Task Force would be to interact with federal actions on matters
related to repository siting, licensing, and operation. It would also be
charged with the responsibility of developing legislation to implement
the state's policies with respect to repositories.

This bill cleared the House and is scheduled for hearings bafore the
Senate Conservation Comittee during the week of March 5,1979. ' The
ultirate status of the proposed bill should be resolved by March 15, 1979,

fieetina with Governor Kina. State Lecislators. and Other New Mexico
State Officials

On March 2,1979, members of the Waste Management Division met with
State of New Mexico officials to discuss (1) our regulatory authority
over the disposal of nuclear waste including our authority over WIPP,
(2) the licensing procedures which are being developed for geologic
repositories, and (3) the role that New Mexico might play in an NRC licensing
action for WIPP. (A detailed description of the topics discussed with
state officials relating to state involvement in the NRC licensing process
can be found in SECf 79-137). ' Governor King stressed the importance of
conducting a thorough and complete evaluation of the WIPP so that informed
judgments could be made prior to construction.

In addition, the Environmental Improvement Division (EID) requested time" to
evaluate each of the topics discussed and indicated that they would like
to get back to us on these matters. All of the state organizations were
insistent that WIPP be licensed and that the state have opportunity for
concurrence prior to issuing a license.

'
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Items of Interest 4

NRC Uoorade Rule Guidance Seminar

The Fixed Site Upgrade Rule Guidance Compendium, Volures I and II,
Draft, and the Standard Format and Content Guide for Physical Protection
of Strategic Special Nuclear Material have been distributed to NRC licensees
in preparation for the NRC Upgrade Rule Guidance Seminar to be held
March 27-28,1979, in Richmond, Virginia. Invitations to the seminar
are being extended at this time.

License Conditions Issued ar. Result of Comorehensive Evaluation

Following a meeting on March 7,1979 to synthesize .results of a compre-
hensive evaluation of safeguards, the Director, Division of Safeguards
issued new license conditions, effective immediately at the Texas
Instruments facility North Attleboro, Mass.

Nuclear Encineerino Comoany Withdrawal of License Renewal Acolication

The Nuclear Engineering Company (NECO) filed a motion with the Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board today withdrawing their application for license
renewal and site expansion, terminating their NRC license and also
terminating their lease with the State of Illinois. NECO in the filing
claims they have complied with all terms of their NRC license and have
removed all radioactive materials from the site that are subject to the
license. They cite as a reason for this action the February 15, 1979
staff request to file a decommissioning plan for the site. Initial contact
has been made with the State, NRC Region III, ELD, Public Affairs State
Programs and Congressional Affairs. Staff met with ELD March 8,'1979'to
review the filing and discuss NRC action. A Region III inspector will be
at the site Friday, March 9, 1979.

.
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OFFICE UF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

Items of Interest

Week Ending March 9, 1979

1. Preliminary Notifications relating to the following actions were
dispatched during the past week:

a. PNO-79-37 Haddam Neck Plant - Allegations Concerning Deficiencies
in the Radiation Protection Program - Allegations were received
from contract workers by letter and telephone concerning deficien-
cies in the radiation protection program during the recent refuel-
ing outage. Prior to receipt of these allegations, an NRC in-
spection had identified several inadequacies in the program and
the licensee comitted to imediate corrective actions. Investi-
gation of the allegations is continuing. (Closed)

b. PN0-79-38 Department of the Navy, Port Hueneme, California -
Contaminated Rock from Antarctica - Three hundred cubic yards of
low level contaminated rock are scheduled to arrive at Port Hueneme
by U. S. Navy ship on March 13, 1979, from McMurdo Sound, Antarctica
for storage. Considerable interest by state and local officials
and the news media is expected. Also, the Ventura Safe Energy
Council plans a demonstration at Oxnard, California on March 11
to call attention to the arrival of the material. (Closed)

c. PN0-79-39 Midland Units 1 & 2 - Settlement of the Diesel Generator
Building and Plant Area Fill - Representatives of NRC and Consumers
Power Company met on March 5,1979, in the second of two meetings
dealing with the Midland diesel generator building settlement and
the adequacy of the foundations under other Class I structures.
This Preliminary Notification was issued for information only.
(Closed)

d. PNO-79-40 Davis-Besse Unit 1 - Low Pressure Safety Injection System
Inoperable - The licensee reported that while operating at 85%
power, a valving error occurred which rendered both decay heat
pumps inoperable for a period of 15 minutes. These pumps provide
the low pressure safety injection (LPSI) as part of the Engineered
Safety Features Actuation System for the unit. A special inspec-
tion is planned and appropriate enforcement action will be taken.
(Closed)

e. PNO-79-41 Surry Units 1 & 2 - Assessment of Radiation Safety at
the Surry Facility by the Comonwealth of Virginia - NRC was in-
formed on March 6,1979, that the Commonwealth of Virginia plans
to assess the radiation protection program at Surry during the
remainder of the month. Concerns have been expressed by environ-
mental groups to the Commonwealth about the environmental impact
and occupational safety of steam generator replacement and conden-
ser retubing. VEPC0 has agreed to cooperate with the Commonwealth.
(Closed) ,
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f. PNO-79-42 Nine Mile Point Unit 1 - Piping Defect Identified
Inside Primary Coolant Pressure Boundary - During perfonnance
of routine inservice inspection, results of ultrasonic testing
examination of the West Emergency Condenser Steam Supply nozzle
revealed indications of intergranular attack in the heat affected
zone on the elbow side of the safe end to elbow weld. The unit
has been shut down for a scheduled eight-week refueling outage.
The licensee plans to replace the nozzle. (Closed)

g. PN0-79-43 Oconee Unit 3 - Reactor Coolant System Leak - The unit
was shut down on March 6, 1979 due to a reactor coolant system
leak of seven gallons per minute (gpm). Technical Specification
limit for identified leakage is 10 gpm. The leak was identified
as a packing leak on an isolation valve for primary flow sensor.
The outage, originally planned for one day, has been extended to
seven days due to problems encountera in reducing airborne radio-
activity in the containment prior to entry. (Closed)

h. PNO-79-44 Townsed and Bottum, Inc. - Potential Overexposure from
Radiographic Operation - The licensee reported a potential over-
exposure from a radiographic operation at the Campbell Unit 3
fossil fuel power plant in West Olive, Michigan. A 65-curie
iridium-192 source was not fully retracted into the camera when
both the radiographer and his assistant entered the area. The
radiation survey performed was inadequate to alert the employees
to the exposed source. Although film badge reading showed doses
of 680 mrems and 260 mrems to the upper trunk of the employees,i

licensee calculations indicate doses up to 22 rems to the lower
trunk of one employee. Region III (Chicago) has initiated an
investigation. (Closed)

1. PN0-79-45 Seabrook Unit 1 - Reactor Vessel Delivery to Site -
The reactcr vessel is expected to be transported on March 9, 1979,
to the Seabrook site from the barge landing in Hampton Harbor.
Movement will be by tractor trailer on public roads. This Pre-
liminary Notification was issued because of expected new media
interest. (Closed)

j. PNS-79-17 Diablo Canyon Units 1 & 2 - Bomb Threat - No bombs were
found and none exploded. (Closed)

k. PNS-79-18 Diablo Canyon Units 1 & 2 - Bomb Threat - No bombs were
found and none exploded. (Closed)

2. IE Bulletin No. 79-02, " Pipe Support Base Plate Designs Using Concrete
Expansion Anchor Bolts," was issued on March 8,1979 to all power
reactor facilities with an operating license or a construction permit.
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OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REGULATORY RESEARCH

Important Items - Week Endina March 9,1979

Installation of a new-type high-precision fuel-motion diagnostics system
in the recently upgraded Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) at Sandia
Laboratories has been completed, and initial testing of the system at
constant reactor power has begun. Preliminary test results show
significantly higher resolution than had been obtained with the
developmental system mock-up, or with other type fuel-motion diagnostics
systems.

This diagnostics system will be used in experiments to assess the
consequence of severe postulated fast-reactor accidents that result in
disassembly of the reactor core. In these experiments, a bundle of
test fast-reactor fuel in the experiment cavity of the ACRR test reactor
is heated to disassembly conditions by the test reactor neutrons, and
the resulting pressures, temperatures, and fuel and coolant motion are
measured. It is important to measure the motion of the disrupted fuel
under these accident conditions because this fuel motion in large part
detemines the subsequent sequence of a reactor accident, and thus the
accident consequences. The new first-of-a-kind high-precision diagnostics
system for the ACRR utilized coded-aperature imaging of the gamma-rays
from fissions in the test fuel. A time sequence of these images
provides a high-speed motion picture of the moving test fuel under the
disassembly-accident conditions.

.
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OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE LEGAL DIRECTOR

ITEMS OF INTEREST

FOR THE WEEK ENDING MARCH 9,1979

Susquehanna Steam Electric Station, Units 1 and 2

On March 6, the Licensing Board designated to rule on petitions for
leave to intervene and requests for hearing on the application for
cperating licenses issued a Special Prehearing Conference Order and
a Notice of Hearing. The Board granted the petitions for leave to
intervene of the Environmental Coalition on Nuclear Power (ECNP),
Colleen Marsh, et al., the Susquehanna Environmental Advocates (SEA),
and the Citizens Ajainst Nuclear Dangers (CAND), and admitted those

-

petitioners as parties to the proceeding. The Board also granted the
request of the Pureau of Radiation Protection of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania to participate as an interested state agency. The
Board ruled that eighteen contentions (some of which have several
parts) raised issues which are suitable for litigation in the
proceeding and were admissible.

Waterford Steam Electric Station, Unit 3

On March 8, the Licensing Board issued a " Notice of Hearing on
Issuance of Facility Operating License." In this order the Board
scheduled a special prehearing conference on April 26,1973 and
noted that by an earlier order dated March 7,1979 three petitioners
(Save Our Wetlands, Inc., Oystershell, Inc. and Louisiana Consumers
League, Inc.) had established standing to intervene.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

WEEK ENDING MARCH 9,1979

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

Visit from Spain (JEN)

Dr. M. Gutierrez Bernal of the Spanish Junta de Energia Nuclear (JEN)
met with P. Collins of OLB, NRR on Monday to discuss a;erator licensing
examinations. On Tuesday and Wednesday, Dr. Bernal ooserved NRC's
administration of operator examinations at the Sequoyah Nuclear Power
Plant and held inspection-related discussions with N. C. Moseley of
IE on Thursday.

Visit of Dr. G. N. Kelly, U.K.

Dr. G. N. Kelly of the U.K. National Radiological Protection Board at
Harwell met with staff members of PAS, SAFER, RAB, and OHSB on Tuesday
and Wednesday for WASH-1400-related discussions and proposed changes
to occupational exposure standards in the U.K. and the U.S.

NRC-EC Arrangement Signing Ceremony

At RES request, IP is making arrangements for.the signing of the NRC-
European Communities (EURATOM) Arrangement in the field of Nuclear Safety
Research on Monday, March 19, at 9:30 a.m. in the Chairman's H Street
Conference Room. Commissioner Guido Brunner is prepared to sign for
the EC; IP has requested Commission designation of the NRC signer. The
Commissioners, EDO, all office directors, and immediately involved
staff will be invited to attend.

Foreign Reports*

Deleted from FDR copy.

.
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OFFICE OF STATE PROGRAMS

ITEMS OF INTEREST

WEEK ENDING MARCH 9,1979

Emergency Preparedness

Plans were completed to present the Radiological Emergency Response
Planning course to personnel from Mississippi and Louisiana in Jackson,
Mississippi the week of March 19-23.

Arkansas Division of Radiological Health has submitted the Federal
interagency recommended changes to their Radiological Emergency Response
Plan to the State Office of Emergency Services (Lead Agency). As soon
as the director commits to incorporating them in the State plan, the
Federal Regional Advisory Committee will recommend NRC concurrence in
Arkansas' emergency plan.

Review and updating of the North Carolina Radiological Emergency Response
Plan is progressing. The State has a very positive attitude and only
18 essential items remain leading to NRC concurrence in this emergency
plan.

State Aareements Procram

E. C. Ashley will meet with Rhode Island officials the week of March 12
regarding agreement negotiations.
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0FFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND PROGRAM ANALYSIS -

Items of Interest

Week Ending - March 9,1979

'

National Science Foundation (NSF) Five Year Outlook _ ,
,

At the request of the National Science Foundation, MPA forwarded
a package describing problems of national significance that NRC is
working on for the NSF Five Year Outlook for science and technology.

Reactors Built, Being Built, or Planned Since 1973

Provided the Comissioners with a. graphical display of the number of
reactors. operating, under construction, under CP review, ordered, or
announced, by month, since 1973. This profile shows the decrease since
the April 1975 peak of over 240 to the current level of 196. In the
future this information will. appear monthly in the "Frogram Sumary
Report? (Brown Book - HUREG-0380).,

'

-- -

Transcript of Authorization Hearings Held February 22,1979 - Udall

. Edited transcript and coordinated inserts requested for the record
of February 22, 1979 authorization hearings before Subcomittee on

~ Energy and the. Environment of House Comittee on Interior and Insular
Affairs (Udall)..

:

Policy, Planning and Program Guidance

Prepared and sent to Office Directors for review and coment an initial
group of papers containing policy and planning guidance for selected
major program areas prior to sending them to the BRG, EDO and Commissier..

:

Operatino Excerience Annual Report

Published and distributed Nuclear Power Plant Operating Experience - 1977,
NUREG-0483.

.
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CALENDAR OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

For Two Week Period Endina March 26, 1979

March-12 Sequoyah - ACRS Subconinittee meeting.

Arkansas 2 - Amendment 9 to operating license covering
tech. spec. changes.

March 16 Arkansas 2-- Amendment 10 to operating license covering
removal of license condition of CPCS software changes.

Greene County - SER Supplement to be issued.

Davis Besse 2/3 - SER Supplement to be issued.

Waterford 3 - Approved scheduled to be issued.

Mr. Jan Mennicken, Director-General of the Euratom
Supply Agency, Mr. Michael Goppel, First Secretary
(Energy), and Mr. Joseph Marchal, Secretary (Nuclear
Supply), of the Delegation of the European Communities
in Washington are being scheduled for 0CM appointments.
Details are being arranged.

March 20 Allens Creek - SER Supplement to be isned.

Mr. Alan Wright from Canada (AECB)*, has requested
appointments with staff members of the Mechanical
Engineering Branch of NRR to discuss Standard Review
Plan Section 362, Part 3, Section 3 - Analysis of
Jet Impingement Forces. Details are being arranged.

*AECB = Canadian Atomic Energy Control Board

March El Palo Verde 4/5 - Meeting with applicant to discuss
seepage analysis and proposed design basis ground-
water level.
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March 21 Sir Francis Tombs, Chairman of the Electricity Council
of the United Kingdom, and Dr. John Gaunt, Atomic
Energy Attache of the British Embassy, are being
scheduled for OCM appointments.

March 22-23 Mr. Davice Maniori, Head of the Quality Assurance Office
of the Italian National Comnittee for Atomic Energy
(CNEN), is being scheduled for Licensee Contractor and
Vendor Inspection Program (LCVIP) discussions at the
NRC Region IV Office,and for quality assurance
discussions at HQ with staff members of DPM, IE, "D,
and HMSS. Details are being arranged.

A five-man delegation of the Italian National Committee
for Atomic Energy (CNEN) has requested NRC appointments
to discuss a variety of licensing and research topics.
Details are being arranged.

i

.
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CALENDAR OF SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS

MARCH

14 Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors, Standard Federal
Region 9, San Diego, CA - Recent NRC Activities in Radiation Control
Programs - H. E. Book

Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors, Standard Federal
Region 9, San Diego, CA - Public Affairs, Press Release, and
Relations with the Media - J. G. Hanchett

15 ASQC Local Chapter, Richland, WA - 0A Reouirements for the Deisgn
and Construction of Nuclear Power Plants - T. W. Bishop

19-21 Symposium on Energy and Human Health: Human Costs of Electric
Power Generation, Pittsburgh, PA - Occupational Health Experience -
Robert Minogue

_

20 American Society for Industrial Security, Camden-Philadelphia
Chapter, University of PA, Faculty Club, PA - Physical Protection
at Commercial Nuclear Power Reactors and Fuel Processino Facilities
Licensed by NRC - J. W. Devlin

23 Federal Interagency Radiological Emergency Response Planning
Course, Jackson, MS - Emercency Resconse to Transportation
Incidents - Donald Hopkins

27-28 Energy Quality Assurance Workshop, Princeton, NJ - Status of Pertinent
Regulations and Regulatory Guides for Indeoendent Scent Fuel
Storace Installations - Russell Stanford

.
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APRIL

1-4 AIF Environmental Conference: Regulation of Radiation in the
Nuclear Industry, Mayflower Hotel, Washington, DC -
Regulatory Trends in Radiation Protection - Robert Minogue

2 Nuclear Power Safety Course, Georgia Institute of Technology,
Atlanta, GA - Definition of Class of Accidents, Safety and
Design Base Accident Concept - S. H. Hanauer

2-4 American Society for Nondestructive Testing Annual Meeting,
San Diego, CA - Use of Alarming Pocket Dosimeters in Industrial
Radiography - S. A. McGuire

2-6 Nuclear Power Safety Course, Georgia Institute of Technology
(School of Nuclear Engineering), Atlanta, GA - Nuclear Reaulatory
Commission Reaulations and Licensing - Robert Minogue

3 AIF Environmental Conference: Regulation of Radiation in the
Nuclear Industry, Mayflower Hotel, Washington, DC - NRC Studies
and Efforts on Health Effects - M. Parsont

7 First Western Energy Quality Assurance Seminar (ASQC), San Francisco,
CA -QA Reouirements for the Desian and Construction of Nuclear
Power Plants - T. W. Bishop

19-20 Second Biennial EEI Standards Conference - Theme: Government
Interface with the Voluntary Consensus Standards Organizations
and EEI's New Posture in the Standards WorTd - Robert Minogue

.
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STATUS OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS- FEB. 28,1979

Number Rated Capacity
Of Units (MWe)

* 70 LI C E N S E D TO O P E R ATE . ...... .... .... ...... ...... .. .. .. .. ... .. . ...... .... .. 51,00 0

* * 02 CO N STR U CTIO N PER M IT G RANTE D ................................. 101,000
37 Under Operating License Review.. . 40,000

.. . 61,00055 Operating License Not Yet Applied For ... .

28 UNDER CONSTRUCTION PERMIT REVIEW ..................... 32,000
* * 4 Site Work Authorized, Safety Review in Process. . . 4,000

24 Other Units Under CP Review... . ........ .28,000*
.. .. . .

4 ORDERED................................................................................ 5,000

2 P U B Li C LY A N N O U N C E D . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,000

m
M 1 9 6 TOTA L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .191,000
5
8
"
m 'To date there have been 444 reactor years of operation. Not included are two operable DOE owned reactors with a
o combined capacity of 940 MWe.

* * Total of units authorized construction (Construction Permit Granted plus Site Work Authorized): 96 units,105,000MWe.
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DAVIS-BESSE NUCLEAR F01.'ER STATION

111'J TOLEDO EDISON COMPAhT

IO: Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation DATE: August 18, 1980

Attention: Robert W. Reid, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch No. 4

~~

Division of Licensing
United States Nucicar Regulatory Commission ,

habulngton, U. L. 4U)))
.

Return Receipt Signature of Addressee
-

%
_

,

:i .

Date Received
MANUAL NO. P-30

-

FROM: David Morrison
Office Supervisor

~

Davis-Be sse Nuclear Powe r 9t n H nn

5501 N. State Route # 2

Oak Harbor, Ohio 43449

The enclosed EMERGENCY PLAN -

4.s being transmitted to you. Please sign and date this letter in the " Return
Receipt Signature of Addressee" and "Date Received" blanks and_ return to ce.

., .

. .. .- _- _ _

$* ___

'i*6,

Of fice Su'pervisor
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